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KILLED BY A DRUGGIST’S BLUNDER.

Rank Poison Put Up by Mistake, with
Fatal t esult.
Bangor, April 16 —Mrs. Susan P. Veazie,
widow ol the late Jones P Veazie, a wealthy
and prominent citizen ol this city, died sndThe deceased had been
denly this morning.
slightly ill for about two weeks and w,‘S improving rapidly when through the mistake of a
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druggist rank poison was administered instead
of the regular medicine and the unfortunate
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oldest member of the Waldo bar and a resident here for over half a century, died Saturday evening aged 82 years. He was a native
of Claremont N. H., and graduated at Union
College in 1823. For 20 years ho was president
of the Maine Telegraph Company, whose first
lines were partly built by him, and long a vice
president of the American Telegraph Com-

Ants, '!• iV|i:,'ir

Bed-Bug,, IusetfAl

With CyruB W. Field and others, in
pany.
1857 he projected and was interested in the
first Atlantic cable.
Granite Contract Awarded.
Washington, April 15.—The contract for
the basement of the new Baltimore Custom
House has been awarded to the lowest bidder,
Davis TillsoB of Hurricane Island^ Me. The
bids were as follows: Davis Tillson, $64,950;
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Granite Company, $08,915; Mount
Waldo Granite
Collins
Works, $69,445;
Granito Company $74,401; Old Dominion
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OSCAR WILDE
prominent New l7ork
Artist
photographed a
A

Boob Binders.
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short time ago Mr. Oscar
Wilde, the Esthetic apostle,
St., Panina*
I. KABoCR, 33 «
We._— in many positions *which
are very characteristic, as
being explanatory of the
doctrine^ of this new disciple. Among many of the
compositions which were
emblematic, were some,
BOSTON, jVLA-S9. with the dim and
shadowy
of sunflowers and
patterns
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The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
^Esthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the State of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
Dow’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.
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The Hurricane Island stone is

a

light granite, and has been used in the construction of the public buildings at St. Louis
aud Fall River.
Postal Changes.
N
Washington, April 15.—Following are the
postal changes in Maine daring the past week;
Established—Richardson, Franklin county>
Cornelius T Richardson postmaster.
Postmaster appointed—Miss
Hettio
O.
Knight, East Deeiing, Cumberland county.
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press,

143 Pearl Street.
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Baltimore, $118,920; Hallowell Granite Com-

Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation. Whites,
Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
Ulcers, Tumora, &c. 81, at dmggisvs, by ex-
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Chapin’s Buchu-Paiba.—A quick, complete
for Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male or

et,
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Company, Va., $77,000; Gill & McMahon, Woodstoek, Md., $81,454; M. K.
Chate, $88,500; Cape Ann Granite Company,
$89,950; Charles Guidet, $104,447; Concord
Granite Company. $el4,938; J. B. Emory,
Granite
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Death of Hiram O. Alden.
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Belfast, April 15 —Hiram O. Alden, the

Com, Wart & Bunion Solvent,
Entirely harm leg?; la not a caustic.
It remove* Corns Warts. Bunions and
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Brush for replying in eaoh bottle.

within half
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IS IT A FIRE BUG ?
Two Steam

Saw Mills Burned at Wood-

stock, N. B in One Day.
Calais, April 15.—A fire at Woodstock, N.
B., this morning, destroyed James Hayden’s
Loss $8,000. No insurance.
mill.
Cause, drying firkin staves over a boiler.
About noon another fire at Woodstock destroyed Drysdale & Co.’s steam deer and sash
factory. Most ef the machinery in the lower
flat was saved; other contents burned.
Loss
steam

saw

$5,000.

No insurance.

Cause unknown.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Smash-up in the Hoosac Tunnel.
Hoosac Tdnnbl Station, April 15.—A
freight iraiu broke apart in the tunnel this
morning and the rear portion ran into the forward part near the east portal.
Two cars containing flour and peaa were demolished and
the cars were wedged together between the
sides of the fuuuel.
The wreck was in a bad
spot and the track was not cleared for ten
bound sleeping car
the
east
hours, delaying
train at North Adams nearly all day.
No ono
was hurt.
An $8,000 Blaze in Greenfield.
Greenfield, April 16 —The unoccupied
wooden aud nrick buildings owued by the
Wiley & Russell Manufacturing Co. were
burned this afternoon.
The wooden portion,
three story, 100 feet long, with an addition 50
feet in length, was totally destroyed. Of the
brick portion only the walls remain. The fire
communicated to a row of woodpu tenement
houses, burning three tc the ground and renLoss on tenedering eight families homeless.
ments $5000; partly insured.
Loss on mill
$3000;insured $700.

Refused Burial in

Consecrated Ground
Stoughton, April 16.—Tne largest crowd
that ever witnessed a funeral in this section
gathered this afternoon to witness the burial of
John C. Galvin, whose liody was refused a
resting place in the Catholic cemetery bv
Father lveiley. Galvin was a Protestant but
his wife was a'Catholic, and she with his children is buried in a lot owued by him in the
Cathoiie Cemetery.
He was a eery popular
young man, aud the action of the priest has
caused much indignation among all classes of
neople, including a large number of Father
Ketley’s parishioners. On refusal of the priest
to permit the burial in consecrated ground, his
friends purchased a lot at Evergreen Cemetery. The remains were interred litis afternoon
with Masonic honors
A Miserable Death.
Worcester, April 15.—Jane Twobey, aged
40, emtdyed in a restaurant kitchen, who has
been missing since March 18, was found dead
in her room on Bummer street in this city today, having evidently been dead two or thr. e
weeks. She was suffering from a cold when
last te >u, and probably died of uegleci.
Small Pox in Fall River.
Fall River, April 15. A case of small pox
was aonounted today, the
patient being Rev.
R. Fothergil), pastor of the Primitive Methodic chnrclt. He returned from the conference
in Pennsylvania last week. Friday bo showed
symptoms of small pox, but physicians were
unable to decide until today.
The house has
been under quarantine since Friday. A woman
and two children in the upper tenement and
Mr. Foihergill’s wife are sick with chicken
pox, and Mr. Fothergill’s symptoms at first
were similar to the chicken pox.
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Tbe Missing Howgate.
Washington, April 15—Another day’s
search does not she I much, if any, light onHowgate’s whereabouts, farther than that the
police are inclined to think that he is lying hid
somewhere in this city. It is said that Howgate has written notes to several of his friends
Jiere asking ior small loans, from which it
in
seems probable that he is not far off and is
The police think he will be
need of fnnds
The womsoon discovered aad apprehended.
au Burrell disappeared ou the same day he esand
is
to
be
with
him.
thought
caped
Republican National Committee.
a
At meeting of the Republican national
committee to-day Senator Frye offered a resolution, which was adopted that the committee
meet the fourth Wednesday of Janaary
1853,
to take ftual action on a plan for seenriug to
the Sever, I Congressional districts the right to
elect their own delegates to the next national
convention.
Fraudulent Institutions.
The Postmaster General has prohibited the
delivery of money orders or registered letters
to Untied States Manufacturing Company.,
Washington D. C and Dayton Mutual Aid
Association, Dayton, Ohio. The prohibition is
based upon the reports of inspectors who have
declared the above concerns co be frandulent
institutions.
Fitz John Porter’s Case.
Tbe Presioeuthas notified General Fitz John
Poller, in answer to his petition for relief from
tbe sentence of the court martial, that lie can
do nothing in the case, as it is entirely beyond
his power. This action is based upon an opinion by Attorney General Brewster and received the unanimous concurrence of tile cabinet
at its meeting yesterday.

Miscellaneous.
ouuuiltee ou Territories, at their
meeting today, instructed
Representative
The House

Groat to

suspension of the rules on
Monday next and put upou its passage by the
House the bill establishing the Territory of
North Dakota and providing a temporary government theretor.
Mr. F. W. Moffatt, Paying Teller of the
cash room ol the Treasury Department, has
been dismissed.
The House Committee on Commerce to-day
heard members of tbe Congressional delegations of Alabama, Florida and Virginia in advocacy of appropriations for rivers and harbors
in their respective localities.
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MARINE NEWS.

No iinor carriages are ma le in this country. From
10 to 20 per cent, saved by ordering direct from the
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tunity a- our Slock is,Urge. a. d con-i ts
of good-- from tine hand sewed to comronet fail to call
mon medium grades,
„i.d ex -tmine our goods before buying
elsewhere.

Notice to Mariners,

Washington, April 15. —Notice is given by
the iig.ihuuse board that a fog bell, struck by
machinery, lias been established at Cedar
Islaud Light Station, entrance to Sag Harbor,
N Y. Tills bigual will hereafter be sounded
during thick and foggy weather, giving one
blow, at intervals of 29 seconds.
Months from Cardiff to St.Johns.
St. Johns, N. F., April 15—Barkeutiue Mary
Barbara arrived from Cardiff, after a passage
of seven months. She has been in the ice since
February 1st. Her bows are much damaged.
The crew had cut away some spars to use as
fenders to protect the sides of tbe vessel from
the huge masses of ice,
Seven

The Mayor of an Iowa City Mur
dered by Burglars.

i
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a
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a

Man

Details of the.Loss of the Vessel.
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Shiplierd Vents More of His Spite
Against Hurlbut.
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BLAINE WISHES TO APPEAR BEFORE THE COMMITTEE.

TRACS of the guilty parties
YET DISCOVERED.

NO

Washington, April 15.—'The committee
somewhat tardy in arriving this morning
and the investigation was not resumed until 11

Des Moines, la., April 10.—The mayor of

were

Polk

o’clock. The Chairman laid before the committee the following communication from exSecretary Blaine, which was read by the
Clerk:
Washington, April 14, 1882.
Hon. Charles G. Williams, Chairman Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives:
Sir: At the convenience of your committee
I desire to be heard in reference to the PeruCbiiian matters now under
investigation.
Awaiting your pleasure, I am, very respectfulJames G. Blaine.
ly,

evidently

The Chairman was directed to acknowledge
the receipt of the letter, leaving it an open
question for the present when Mr. Blaine
should be heard
Mr. Belmont stated that in view of tho refusal of the witness to answer veveral questions which he (Belmont) had deemed material, he did not care to oocupy any lurrher time
in the cro88-exam>uatiou. The chairman stated that it was desirable to conclude tho examination of Mr. Shipherd to-day, and he therefore would call upon any members who desired to put any questions to express their wishes
in the matter.
After some discussion Mr.
Kasson asked to have the rcBolniions read under which the investigation had been begun.
Representative Lord then took up the crossexamination of Mr. Shiplierd.
Witness stated in reply to a question: “I
dealt with Mr. Hurlbut as I would have dealt
with a recognized criminal.”
Question—Now, was that by advice of couusel?
Answer—The dealings I had with him wore
by advice of counsel.
Witness was pretty closely pressed upon this
point and finally went into a long explanation
to the effect that in his dealings with Hurlbut
he acted wholly on the defensive, as he would
against a man who would strike him, and in
dealing with him he realized that he was a bad
man, and that he must so treat with him as to
prevent him from injuring him. I did not intend to mislead Gen. Hurlbut; I meant just
what I said in my offer to him.
Representative Lord, interrupting—“I don’t
care for a long exolanatiou of the philosophy
of your action; you can in a few words slate
Your promise meant
just what you meant.
nothing uuless your language was construod
Witness put out
the same by both of you.”
the letter to test his moral appreciation, intending to let him construe as he saw lit, believing that he would act upon it and at the
proper time would expect such an interest as
he believed due to him.
Mr. Lord—Then, until you both agreed as to
the moral interpretation of the letter, you expected to consider that you were responsible
for nothing but a virtuous and honorable proposal, and he (Hurlbut) would have nothing
to expect and you would have nothing to pay?
Witness—That was my view in part.
Witness admitle.d that Governor
Boutwell was
consulted in regard to the letter after it had
been sent, and his oomment was, “That letter
seems plain enough to a careful reader, but if
I had been consulted, [Shipherd, I doubt if I
6hould have advised seuding it.”
Witness was asked whether the object of his
long interview with Mr. Blaine was to influence the instructions to Mrr Hurlbut,
and replied: “At that time my chief aud controlling
interest was whether I could get the Secretary’s attention to this matter. I don’l think I
had any definite idea, nut in a geueral way I
hoped, if I could get access to the Secretary, I
might influence the character of the instructions.”
Witness declined to state anything iu
regard to the fee paid to Senator Blair, whether it was cash or otherwise.
Witness understood the Senator to decline the fee solely because be might bo called upon iff a quusi-judiclal capacity to nass upon the case as a Senator.
Mr. Lord—We will recur to that letter of
Jun- 2, which you have alluded to with some
complacency on account of its peculiar adaptability to the purpose for which it was intended.
Witness—I beg parddon, I don’t think the
examiner has any right to speak to me as a
witness iu that manner.
Mr Lord—Very well then, I will withdraw
the remark and recur to the letter ail the same.
What did Senator Blair mean by speaking of
the folly of It?
Was it because you offered to
sell him (Hurlbut) stock, instead of giving it to
him?
Witness (with some deliberation)—I tbonght
the Senator’s remark a playful one.
Mr. Lord—It was also playful on the part of
the Secretary, was it, when lie said “That
won't fetch him?’’
Answer—I uudevstood the Secretary to take
the same view as the Senator.
Mr. Lord—And you have already admitted
that yon were dealing as with a recognized villain, and your counsel and the Secretary had
commented upon the inadequacy of the reward you proposed to offer.
Did all three of
you consider that you were doaling with a villain?
Witness—“You are dealing in the speculative so mueh that I cau hardly follow the drift
of your questions. I understood the Secretary
to refer to me and those I represented, when
beaaid: ‘That won’t fetch him.'
I took it as
purely a jocose remark. It did not stand out
in my mind in the prominent manner in which
the examiner now seems disposed to bring it
out.” In reply, witness said: “My impression that Hurlbut was a villaiu was "deepened
as we went on.”
Mr. Lord—Then what did you mean in a
subsequent letter to Mr. Hurlbut by saying you
would stand by him as a brother and praising
him as a patriot, &c?
Witness (with some irritation)—Oh, my let-*
ters show for themselves; they don’t need any

paraphrasing,

Mr. Lord—Then whatever advantages you
to receive from Mr. Hurlbot through
that letter yon failed to obtain, did you not?
Witness- Yes, sir; he ultimately took the
course I feared he would.
Mr. Lord—Did you, on the whole, fail to obtain from Mg. Hurlbut and tho Secretary of
State any advantages for the company?
Witness—"Oh, no, sir; Ithink I received all
the aid from Mr. Hurlbut that I could expect,'
he being such a man as he was.”
In answer
to further inquiry, witness said: “I think my
letter of Juue 2 accomplished so much that it
held Mr. Hurlbut in a neutral position, and to
that extent it answered its purpose.”
Representative Wilson asked, “When did
you first become connected with this company
or claim?
Answer—In Ihe latter part of March, 1881,1
was first employed by individuals in tho capacity of a practicing attorney to examine into
it and see if anything could he made out of it.
I advised additional counsel, and in October,
1881, the Peruvian Company was organized.
Witness stated in reply to further questions:
No Minister Plenipotentiary of the Utiited
States and no member of Congress ever owned
any interest in this claim to my kn iwledge.
Witness declined to state whether any Senator ever held or owned stock in tir company.
Some amusement ensued when Mr. Wilson
endeavored to discover what consideration was
Galatcio Cochet for his claim.
Witness
esitated, laughed, and then said, with a serious air, "I understood that the consideration
paid for the claim was—(pausing) eminently
satisfactory to all parlies concerned.”
The Chairman requested witness to give the
committee the names of the two gentlemen
no* in New York, to whom Mr. Sliipherd lias
alluded as parties who were personally cognizant of Mr. Hiirlbnt’s intimacy with Suarez.
Witness declined to make public the names
of these gentlemen, but would give them to
the committee in confidence that they might
determine wliether or not they would summon
them here asVitnesses.
The Chairman assented, and announced tho
postponement of the investigation until Tuesday next, when it is expected the ^examination
of Mr. Shlpherd wiil be concluded.

expected
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LABOR TROUBLES.
Another Strike.
Fall River, Ma<s., April 15.—Recently the
mas ns, bricklayers ami
plas ere s asked for
an advance of from S2 75 to S3
per day. Only
one or two of
the employers granted the increase, and to-night the Union met, aiid alter
long discussion voled to strike next Monday.
Tho Union has nearly 250 members. There is
considerable building in prog rest, and ihe euntractois say that as the contracts were bused
upon the o d rate of wages, they cannot grant
the increase. The ’men urge that the increased
cost of living makes higher wages
necessary.
The Situation at Lawrence.
Lawrence, Mass., April 15.—This forenoon
at he weavers's meeting a statement was read
from Treasurer Saltonsull 11 the effect that if
ihe strikers return all abuses by overseers
would be discontinued, that the pay at present
remain according to the promised schedule,
that no further reduction would be made, but
that when the market warranted pay would he
restored to the old figures.
Noucr'ouwus
taken by the strikers respecting this statement.
Another meeting will be held on Monday afternoon. The relief committee reported jfliSO
Fall
collected at
liver.
Five additional
weavers and thiee spinners were
hired at tho
mill this forenoon.
The Nicaragua Canal.
New York, April 15.—The Panama Herald of the (iih iust. says: “0 pt. Lull of the
United Slates navy, who recoutly vism-d Nicaragua, assures us that, he has secured a modification of the concession granted to Mr. A. G.
Mouocal for the construction of an interoceanic canal through that republic.
The time for
beginning the work has been extended until
the 30th ot September, 1884,
giving ample
time for the incorporation of an American
company to uudert ke ihe work, and also to
allow careful legislative action on the subject
in tho United States.
The Nicaraguan communities are much interested in the fate of the
bill now before the American Congress asking
the incorporation of the NioaraguauCaual Com-

ply”

Hodgden’s
stock, N.Y.,
51000.

__

steam rotary
was burned

mill at Wood*
last evening. Loss

saw

City,

R

U. Stabbs,

vras

shot dead in his

house early yesterday morning by parties
The murderers
bent on robbery.
tied and mounting horses which had been tied

own

in the darkness.
near the gate disappeared
Tiie sheriff and posse and a part of Des
Moines’ police force are in pursuit.
Mayor
Stubbs was a member of the milling firm of
Effingham & Stubbs. A short time ago the
miff sate was blown open and robbed of its
contents. Since that time Mr. Stubbs has kept
the mouey of the firm in his house as there is
no bank in town.
Tbo burglars first broke into the mill but found nothing and then went
to the may or’s house where there were about

$7000.
WALL STREET.
the Market—Points Concerning Various Stocks.
New York, Anril 15.—Wall street reports
state that a higher market is probable to-day.
Bear commission houses yesterday sold stocks
opeuly, but are known in some cases to have
Frank
bought quietly more than they sold.
Work is quoted as saying that it is time t.o buy
Western
Union.
Missouri Pacific, St. Jose and
Mr. Gould is said, on good authority, to have
bought a good many stocks within two or three
Indications of

days.

Ou the other hand, it is believed that the
Mr.
not extend far into next week.
Gould’s purchases are believed to have been
an
exaffords
made to cover, and the advance
cellent opportunity to fell Jersey Central,
Wabash preferred and other stocks. The short
interest will be well reduced by night. Mr.
Gould and Mr. Vanderbilt are going away.
The cliques generally do not wish to begin a
hull campaign until they know more about tho
skill are on
crops; meantime the money and the
the boar side.
There are two indications that natural causes
bull market. One is
are at work to promote a
the extraodinary demand for good bonds, the
from five to
advanced
have
prices of which
eight points within a mouth. The other is the
foreign buying of stocks. Agents of European
bankers report large purchases of stocks for
foreign account. The shipment of securities today will be large,
*
Toimessee bouds advapoed on inside buying,
stimulated by the knowledge that an extra session of the Legislature would be called to consider a refunding proposition made by the New
York bondholders.
Bear houses were open sellers of Western
Union yesterday morning, but gave out buying
orders later in the day. Brokers of some of the
large investment houses wore prominent buyers.
Very fair points were given last evening to buy the stock for a raise of two or three

rally will

points.
There were indications of Gould buying of
Wabash yesterday, although operators supposed
to have Gould information, increased their short
lines of the stock.
A check for $4,000,000 lately drawn in the
office of a prominent broker is said to have been
deposited In an up-town bank yesterday to the
credit of Mr. Vanderbilt.
Two prominent Vanderbilt brokers watched
Lake Shore yesterday, but'neither bought nor
A room trader was active in the
sold opeuly.
stock under conditions which led to a bolief
that he was executing large buying orders
Shorts in Jersey Ceutral were notified yesterday that delay in deliveries would cause stock
Loans were
to be bought in under the rule.
made as high as 1-8, bat persistent bearson the
stock bought for cash and sold regular. Officers
of tho company declined last evening to give
any explanation of the items in the receiver’s
report.
Brokers supposed to be in the Gould interest
have been buyers of Louisville and Nashville
for several days.
A Chicago dispatch says that McGeogh was
He had
surprised at the advance in wheat.
been selling the market down for the purpose
of increasing his holdings at lower prices, bat
had advised liis followiug not to sell, assuring
them that ihc deal was all right.
Deuver sold up to 62, at which price there
was general buying. The Osborn party increased its holdings, and last evening was very bullnil on the stock.
A Broadway houso bid Michigan Central up
in order to get out shorts at higher prices.
There ar indications that the stock will sell
lower next week, although good judges consider it cheap on its prospects.
Tiie North western Company has lately made
The scarcity of the
important sales of laud.
stocks leads experienced operators to “copper,” the current point to snort the common
Mr. Keene is-crediiod with buying heavily ofErie. He is said to be still short of a large
amount of Erie seconds.

A TERRIBLE STORM.
Havoc Causeu by Wednesday's Gale in Louisiana.
New Oklehns, April 15.—A special to the
Times-Deatucrat from Morgan City gives the
following account of the damage done by the
storm of Wednesday night: On Beers Island,
Extensive

a

sugar house was blown

away;

on

the

lower

Atcbafalaya the dwellings of W. P. Callow and
Mrs Moore were destroyed; on the Little Wax
bityon the houses of John Frammeulhal, Louis

Kalb and Jean Fit were swept away and much
other-da mage was done. At the Alace plantation, near Janeratte, a colored church was
driven over to the west side; at Cypremont a
Linnegro church was blown down; at Wills
den place a warehouse was blown over. On the
bayou Bceuf a large house was seen floating
during the storm, and was found the next
morning lodged agaiust a bridge, but its occupants lmd dissapeared, and it is supposed they
were drowned. The house of Eugene Tomplico
and a cooper shop were also found agaiust.the
The residence of James Penuisou
bridge.
floated three miles away; Peunisou’s store with
All the cabins
its contents was swept away.
•
except three were s ep away from the PauSimmino's
residence
John
dely plantation
and contents are a total loss. Orelon Camour’s
residence was destroyed; all the cabins occupied by the colored people were swept away.
Etfotts are being made to get a boat to go to
On Lake
bayou Bcaaf to take off the people.
Polourd everything is gone. '1 ;,e water on the
inches.
18
fallen
is
repotted
upper Atchafalaya
On the upper Trope it has fallen 2 1-2 inches in
24 hours. Rations will be distributed at New
Iberia and Franklin.
Southern
of
tbs
Abatement
Slight
Floods.
New Orleans, April 15.—The Times Democrat Morgan City special says the water has
receded an inch. Three negroes were drowned by the upsetting of a boat on the Lagon
plantation today. Eight houses on this plantation were d stroyed by the storm Wednesday night. The prayers of the negroes quartered in the stable lofts could be heard above
the roar of the storm. The pauic was fearful.
Seven day’s goverument rations were distributed today for 1,300 people in Morgan City and
300 in Varwick.

WORK BEFORE CONGRESS.
Probable Length
as to the
of tne Session.
Washington, April 15.—Members of Congress are now finding a reasonable basis for
calculations as to the probable duration of the
present session, and the estimates vary all the
1st of July,
way from the 1st. of June to the
although the weight of opinion is thatoradjourn15th of
ment will take place about the 10th
June. The busiuess of both Houses is well in
in
much
Wore
is
of
Senate
that
the
but
baud,
favorable condition than is that before the
House,. The Senate has made good progress.
Chief Clerk Slinker stated today that there are
calendar,
uo less than 200 hills on the Senate
exclusive of about 65 cases laid aside on aoci unt ot siugle objections under the Anthony
rule
Forty-two bills were passed in the Seuato yesterday. The regular appropriation bills
are uot as far advanced as usual at this time in
the session, but there is uo good reason* why
they may not be all passed within six weeks.
The only measures of more than ordiuary upon
which the Semite will be expeoted to act are
the bankrupt bill, the bill for the admission of
Dakota, the Chinese bill aud the bill which is
now the order of busiuess, to provide for the
improvement of the Mississippi and Missouri
rivers. The two bills last uarnod will undoubted!! be passed, but the fates of the bankrupt
In the
and Dakota hills are problematical
House, where business is transacted with less
rapidity, there arete be acted utiou, in addition to the attovo mentioned, allot the contested election oases, the Geneva award bill,
the bank charier bill, ihe navy improvement
bill, the general claims bill, intended to relieve Congress of the consideration of all sorts
of private claims involving adjudication of
othquestions of law aud fact, aud a number ofweek
er measures to be taken up after another
bill.
the
tariff
commission
spent upon
Calculations

A HUMAN FIEND.
Sets His Store on Fire and Partially Deof the
stroys the Business Portion
1 own.
Crisfibld, Md.,
April 16.—A fire this
morning destroyed one-third of the business
Seventeen stores and
sec1 ion of the town.
dwellings were destroyed. Loss $75,000. Ja*.
in
whose store the flames originated,
Booti‘,
has been arrested charged with arson.
Base Ball.
At New York—Metropolitan, 13; Princeton*, 5.
At Providence—Providence, 25; Beacons, 3.
At Boston—Bostons, 8; Harvard*, 7.
At Philadelphia—Worcester, 6; Philadelphias, 3.
At Pittsburg—Buffalo, 16; Alleghanys, 2.
At Cincinnati—Clevelands, 4; Ciucinnatis,2.
At New Haven—Yales, 7; A'askas, 5.
At Philadelphia—Athletics, 25; Atlautics of

Brooklyn,

6._

Heavy freshets

Mississippi

are

reported

and its tributaries.

on

the upper

BELIEVED TO BE

THAT

OF

MONTHS’

LABOE AT THE

PUMPS.

CAPT. P.

JACKSON OF BOSTON.
San Fbancisco, April 16.—The Call to-morwill publish a letter from Dr. H. C. Ledyard, an American now in Siberin, to a friend
Richford, Vt., April 15.—Yesterday an
unknown man was found in a deep ravine on
in this city. At Irkutsh Mr. Ledyard met
the mountain, in Sutton, Que., about five
Lieut Danenhower who gave him interesting
miles from here, by some children at play.
details of the loss of the Jeannette. The folSince the first of
The body lay in a brook, with a large stone on
lowing extracts are made:
the head, aud was so decomposed that it canthe fall they were out when they were caught
Herald Island
not be identified.
reach
It was nearly stripped of
to
by the ice in trying
flesh. On the body there was fnnnd a letter
thoy had never taken a course but the vessel
dated at Brighton, Eng June 28, 1881, signed
was held as 1n the jaws of death, squeezed until every timber strained, turned this way and
by M. H. Jackson, a sister of the deceased. By
the contents of the letter the supposition is
that thrown flouting and then caught again.
made that the deceased possessed a large sam
They wore every hour in suspense never
of money.
The letter also spoke of his good
knowing when the ice would close upon them.
was
A little more and the deck sank beneath
habits, and
beautifully composed, and it
them. Throughout this strain they were well
goes to show that he was no tramp, bnt a man
who occupied a high position in society and
and tried to be cheerful, working very hard
men
were
barepossessed much wealth. The body had evi- for the engine and
out.
the
water
able
to
keep
ly
dently lain in the water all winter, aud the
the body
for
a
and
a
half.
June
man must have been murdered and
to
bad
year
They
pump
brought there late last fall and thrown there 11th, 1881, the crisis came, the ship showed
as a place of concealment, as the
place is very treater straining than before, the deck quivExoiteered and inexplicable movements warned them
obscure, up among the mountains.
ment runs high.
to hasten from the vessel.
Two servant girls working
They prepared
at the hotel at Sweetsburg last fall testify that
their boats and made their camp beside tbe
they heard cries of murder one night, and a Jeannette. She rose and turned in her cradle
window was raised up stairs aud a man thrown
until the yards touched the ice. Then the rigout.
He was carried away as quickly as possiging gave way and her masts lay prostrate. At
ble. They tried to raise the window, but
4 o’clock m the morning tho floe parted and
could net, and were so frightened that they
all went down. A cry of alarm called all to
It
daro not leave their room until daylight, when
escape from the crevice in the ice.
opened
they immediately related the Circumstance to just through tho captain’s tent. Then began
for
to
a lawyer, who advised them
the retreat. For twenty-nine days they strugkeep quiet
the safety of their lives, and to quietly leave
gled southward, 300 miles of broken ice being
the bote).
This they did, and about the same
Four miles a day was
thus passed over.
time a man was missing, and he has not been
thought good fortune. After one series of 14
seen since.
There is a supposition that he was
days they were 27 miles further north than at
murdered for bis money, thrown oat of the
first. While working over the ice and draggwindow aud carried to this remote place.
ing three boats tbey discovered Bennett Island
to explore which they spent three weeks of
LATER.
thoir precious summer days and expended
Boston, April 16 The Advertiser will say muelt of
To this
their limited supply of food.
in the morning that thore are strong circumdetour those who survived attribute much of
stantial grounds for believing that the body
their suffering and death of their commander
of the supposed murdered man foutid near
with 19 men.
Sutton, P. Q., Friday, is that of Capt. Pi'king
After three months of this perilous and exHe has
ton Jackson, well known in this city.
hausting work they came to blue water and
been associated here with Mr. Walter Smith,
then with fair winds took their course for the
and has
curator of the Normal Art School,
mouth of the Lena river.
Chief Engineer
been in the employ of Lonis Prang & Co. and
Melville’s boat was stove against a block of
of James R. Osgood & Co. He was a skilful
ice and the captain’s boat lest mast and sails.
draughtsman and took gieat interest in indus- The captain lauded with all well but abantrial art upon which subject he has leotured iu
doned the boat as the water was shallow and j
various parts of the country.
Captaiu Jack- could not make the channel of the river.
son’s title was a military one he having been a
captain of the English Royal Artillery at Gibraltar. He came to this country about 15 years
He
ago and lived iu New York some time.
was a tall, fine-looking mau, with heavy sandy
He
moustache and geutlemaniy address.
HOUSE.
claimed to have been the inventor of the post
Washington, April 15.
library syBtem of the English army and that
Tbo House went into committee of the
inestablishing those libraries he spent the bulk
whole on the tariff commission bill.
of his private fortune. His claims in this diMr. Sballenberger of Pennsylvania advorection he substantiated by voluminious correspondence in his possession from Florence cated the passage of the bill believing it to be
a wise and judicious measure.
Nightingale and English officers beariug upon
Mr. Hill of New Jersey advocated continuthe subject. Wherever he went he quickly introwhiob in the
ance of the protective system
duced himself into tho best society and portraits of members of his family showed his
past has added great wealth to this nation.
of
refinement.
of
West
Mr. Wilson
wife and relatives to be people
Virginia favored apA letter was found on the deceased bearing
pointment of a commission as the wisest measure which Congress coold adopt.
date of Brighton, England, and apparently
Mr. Ward of Pennsylvania gave his adherfrom a sister who lived in Brighton, and who
Last summer he wont
ence to the proposition believing that business
wrote him frequently.
theories could be best revised and amended by
to Maine where I19 delivered lectures on art
In reply to some rea business commission.
and later he was employed as agent for a
marks made by Mr. Carlise of Kentucky, Mr.
check protector by a New Bedford firm. He
New
the
Ward
contended
that
doctrine of protecwas to go first to Lowell then up through
Hampshire. Ha left several trunks in his room tion to American industry was a safeguard of
the wages of the workingmeu of the country.
in Boston and no one who knew him here lias
The committee then rose and the House at
heard from him since last autumn.
4.10 p. m adjourne I.
row

XLVIIth

Congress-lst Session.

WINTER GRAIN.
Its Increasing
Area and Condition.
Washington, April 13 —A synopsis of tbe
April report of tbe department of agricnltnre
npon the area and condition of winter grain
shows an increase of nearly 500.000 acres, or 2
percent. The estimated area of the previous
crop was 24,340,000 acres. The states showing
an incroaso are:
Michigan, 3 per cent; Indiana, 4; Ohio, 1; Keutncky,15; West Virginia,
North
Carolina, 18; South Car2; Virgiuia, 2;

Department Reports

average increase in the cotton states of 20 per
cent, amounts to about 800,000 acres.
In the
northern Atlantic stales, from Connecticut to
the
area
is
which
is
Virginia,
4,053,000 acres,
about 5000 acres less than in 1881. In the
western states, from West Virginia to Kansas,
there is an average decrease of 2 per cent., thedecrease being 10 per cent, in Illinois. 2 in
Missouri and 11 in Kausas. The estimated
acreage in tbe eight winter wheat states is 16,926,000. In California partial returns point to
The Pacino coast
auincreiseof 10 per cent.
is not included in the list of strictly winter
wheat states. The condition of winter wheat
is high throughout tbe West, Ohio alone, reporting below 180, in the cotton states and in
Delaware, Maryland and Virginia. Those below the average are:
Connecticut, 90; New
York, 81; New Jersey, 95; Pennsylvania, 96,
and Ohio 97.
Delaware averages 10 points
above 100' Maryland, 4); Virginia, 4; North
Carolina, 13; South Carolina, 9; Georgia, 10;

Alabama, 12; Mississippi, 14; Louisiana, 15;
Texas, 9; Arkausas, 12; Tennessee, 8; West
Virginia, G; Kentucky, 12; Michigan, 8; In'
diana, 5; Illinois, 2; Missouri, 10, and Kansas,

Winter rye shows an increase of area ex10
cept in Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
West Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio, ludiana and
Missouri. The increase is relatively largest in
The full report as printed will
the South.
show the time of sowing, the proportion drilled
and sown broadcast, the details of injury by
the Hessian fly (which is comparatively slight
and other information illustrating the condition of the crop.

EXPORTATION
OE GERMAN
CONVICTS.
German Prisoners Pardoned on Condition
of Migrating to the United states
New York, April 15.—Among the foreign
papers received at Castle Garden yesterday was
a copy of the Berliner Tagblatt of March
31,
which contains startling revelations regarding
the emigration of German convicts to the
United States.
The article reads as follows:
‘‘A very extraodinary practice is prevalent in
certain German Middle States in connection
with the commutation of penalties imposed on
criminals. Often does it occur that inmates of
distric prisons, and even penitentiaries, are set
free on the solo condition of their emigrating to
the United States. Some yearsagathe American piess complained loudlyof the exportation
of very questionable pioneers of German civili■i. ttion from the Grand Duchy of Hesseu to the
United States; but now we see in the open
light of day that convicts of the most dangerous uature are officially pardoned in the Kingdom of Wurtemburg providing they pledge
-As far as wo
themselves to cross tbe ocean.
know, Pruai-ia has carefully avoided any inthat should
this
kind
of
but
in
tbtugs,
^ilgeuce
not prevent the United States from remonstrating very energetically with the Imperial Government concerning the misdeeds of the minor
This subject will
Stales of the Empire.”
thoroughly investigated by.the Commissioners
of Emigration.

& CO.’S
SION.

STEWART

SUSPEN-

A Surprise for Gotham—No Explanation
Obtainable—1 he Firm Refuse to be Interviewed.
New Yoke, April 15.—No event in New
York business circles for a loug lime ban created more universal comment than tbe announcement of A. T. Stewart & Co., that they were
determined to discontinue bu iuess. The news
of the proposed suspension came upon tho busiwell as the public, like a
ues community, as
thunder clap. The publication of the advertisement lias naturally created general surprise.
The prevents reputation of tins house and its
supposed business prosperity at the preseuttime
rendered the news all the more startling. No
one so much as dreamed that, this old and wellknown firm would suspend their business.
What has caused it has uot been learned, as the'
members ot the firm aud all connected witli the
establishment in a surbirdiuate capacity
A rereticence.
the strictest
maintain
attempted to learn further
porter vainly
at
the
matter
the
particulars regarding
Mr. Edward„J. Denning,
store this morning.
the Superintendent, was first seen. He professed tguorauce of the affair aud directed the refirm. Mr.
porter to see some member of the
William Libby, one of the firm, refused to be
interviewed on the subject. In other words,
ho was very bitBy and begged to be excused.
Judge Hilton was not in the office. His secretary, however, told the reporter that he had
nothing to say regarding the matter, aud it
would therefore be useless to wait to see him.
Auolher geutlemau iu the office said, “All we
intend to say is published iu the advertisement.”
_

LABOR REFORM.
Platform of

Principles Adopted by the

Trades Unions.
New Yore, April 16.—Tho central organization of trades unious met this afternoon aud
adopted a platform of principles which demauds eight hours for a day’s work; prohibition of employment of children under 14 years
in workshops, mines aud factories; abolition
oi all contract labor on government work and
prohibiting of all convict?coutract labor; enactment of lawsgiving workmen a mechanics’ lien
for full wages on their work; equal pay for equal
work by both sexes; establishment of labor
sta istic bureaus by states as well as by government officers, these bureaus to be chosen from
of
labor organizations; sanitary inspection
mines, factories and all conditions of labor;
abolishment of conspiracy aud tramp laws uot
beariug equally on the rich aud poor; au establishment of a national circulating medium
which shall be issued to the people without iutearention of banks.

Daering’s

harvester works at Chicago were
to the amount of S75,W0 Sat-

damaged by fire
urday night.
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Freeh Heel Market.

Pages dally by Wheeler, Saift
Co., Commission Merchants In Chicago Droned
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.1040114 Hinds.13 215
Fores.74084 Rattles. 640 64
Racks.9 01
Rounds
10011
Romps.1540164 Loins.18 021
Knmu Loins.164018
Corrected for the

&

...

Market.

Orsls

Pom

LA>r», Apr! 116.

following quotation of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Lariulale
& Co., 157 Commercial street, Portland.
Ideago-Wheat- -Com- -—Oats-1
Time. May.
Juno. May. Jans. May. Jane.
Tbo

9.45..129
0.30.129
1284
12.81. .1294
1.04 1294
April Wheat

11.80.

77

1284
1284
1284
1 04
1294

774
774
774
774

764
764
744
744
744

63

814

634

6)4
614
814
614

58

684
624

at 186.

Receipts ef Maine Central.
PoBTLksn. April 14.
'or Portland, cars 23 miscellaneous merenanebee'or connecting roads 89 cars mlseeilsneon* um*

ehandls'i

Daily Domestic Kscuya.
lOPO oust QomroetC
W. True *
Bv v»k>r conveyance

i,

■

Oo._

ttock narkfi.
The following Quotations of stock* ar •> received
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
oer* of the Boston Stock Exchaa-’e), corner of Middle and Exchange KW

Ovcu.ru/.

T-fesiUf/.
7%
6%

Boston Land.. 7%
Water Power.
6%
6As pin wall Land..
Flint A Pare Marquette •oramon
24%
0. 8. A CUv. 7s. 100
Hartford & Erie 7». 47%

A.T.4B.F.

6
25

1MI
48
88
148

87%

Boston & Maine.140
Flint A Pore Marquette preferred. 95
L. R. A Ft. Smith....
60
Marquette, Houghton & Ont. 04
Summit Branch. 11%
Denver A Rio Grande—
60%
Mexican Central 7*.
83%
Northern Pacific preferred. 7fi%
*•
*•
Common.
88

93%
60
84

11%
82%
84%
78%
39%

Sa'es at the Broker’s Hoard. Boston, April 15.
Boston & Maine It. 7*. 1898. 124%
Laconia Manufacturing Co.
676
Hill Manufacturing Co.100
Bates Manufacturing Co.218%
Eastern Railroad. 40
Eastern K. R., 4%s .107%
Maine Central Railroad. 60
I>eer Lsie Mining Company
18c
Twin Lead. 4«
Milton
.14c

Sullivan Minina Co...1%
flfetv

Usaef Market.
(By Telegraph.)
April 16.—Money closed offered ut 8

York ktsck and

Nkw York,
last loan at 3.

The following

are

to

daj*s closing quotation* of

Government tsecurtties:
Unite*! States 6s, ex.
..101 ’/a
United States 5’« sxt.102%
Uuited States new, 4% s, reg.. 118
United States new, 4%*s coup..
.118
Unite : States new, 4’s, reg.
120%
United States new, 4’», coup .120%
Pacific 6’sof 95 .132
The ollowing are the closing quotations of stocks:
129
Chicago A Alton.
.180
Chicago A Alton preferred.. ;
C. B. Quincy..
129%
Erie.
38%
Erie preferred.
73
Illinois Central. .134
Lake Shore.......1 7%
....

..

AURORA BOREALIS.

on

olina, 10; Georgia, 12; Florida, 2; Alabama,
33; Mississippi, 54; Louisiana, 75; Texas, 72;
Arkansas, 70; and Tennessee, 17 per cent. The

Michigan Winter best.7
Oommnn
Michigan. ...6

Uraia.

Brilliant Display Last Night—Telegraph
and Telephone Wires Affected.
Boston, April 16.—The aurora borealis
which has been most brilliant all night has
caused great interruption to telegraphic business.
During the early portion of theevouing
the greatest trouble was experienced upon
northern and eas'ern wires but later these
lines became relieved and the trouble was
transferred to lines running west and south.
So beaviiy charged with electricity was the
atmosphere that one Washington circuit was
operated for a time without use of the batteries.
Such geueral interference with working of
wires has.seldom if ever been known in the
Boston office.
Baltimore, April 16.—The display of auroral lights tonight was unusually brilliant, ex
tending from the horizon to the zenith and
covering almost the entire northern hemisphere

Poughkeepsie, April 16.—Therewasaspleu-

did display of the aurora light tonight. Shafts
horizon to the zenith
rnn from the northern
and were in colors of carmine, blue and
waves
at
of light centerand
midnight
white,
ed at the zenith advancing and receding for
several minutes.
[The display mentioned above was also very
brilliant here between 12 and 1 o’clock, and
the same trouble with the telephone and telegraph wires u us noticed. The call bells in the
former offices were ringing all night and the
operator had to guess at the boxes called ]
Mrs. ScovUle and Her Brother.
Chicago, April 15 —Iu the County Court
today Judge Loomis denied the application of
Mrs. Scoville to be appointed conservator of
Her counsel will apthe estate of Guiteau.
peal to the Supreme Court.

FOREIGN.

Michigan Central.. 79%
Jersey Central. 7«%

New

Northwestern.127%

Northwestern preferred.139
New York Central.128%
Rock Island
128
Milwaukee A St. Paul. 110%
St. Paul preferred .12»*
Union Pacific stock. 111%
Western Uaion Tel. Co. 83%
^

Hlilorain

.Umisg Vtsdu.

(By Telegraph.)
8a.-* Ksajsowoo. April 16 —The following are the
.riosiuti Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best A Belcher
fi%
Hodie.
6
Eureka. 22%
.'onld k Curry.
8V§
Hale A Norcro«s.
1%
...

Mexican...-.
Northern B-He.. .'

8

...

Ophir.

Savage

4ierra Nevada
Onion Con.
Yellow Jacket

%
4%
2

7<h
12}%
1}%

rh« WmI Vfarkrt,
Boston. April 13—[Reported for the /Yes*].—'The
0 l lowing Is a list of prioee quoted this afternooa:
Ohio ana Pennsylvania—
Picklocx and XXX.43 @ 46
Choice II.41
a 43
2 41
Fine X.40
Medium.44 in 46
86
Coarse....35

g

Michigan— •

XJL.40
Fine. 88
Medium.48
34
Common.
Cxtra and

ther Western—
fine and X.

37

Medium.42
C unmon. 34
Pulled—Extra.35
oupernne .80
13
No 1.
Combing and delaine—
Medium and No 1 combing.46
Pine delaine.-.43
Low and coarse.85
Medium unwashed.27
«. Low unwashed.22
10
California..
Texas .17
...SO
Canada pulled....

@41
@ 40
® 45
@ 83
@40

g

a

44
83

@ 44
60

@25

Parnell to be Unconditionally Released.
@48
London, April 1C.—The Observer’s Dublin
@47
correspondent believes Parnell on his return
@ 40
h> 30
to Kilmainham jail will be unconditionally
£ 25
released.
@ 88
Peruvian and Chilian Affairs.
@80
n 40
Panama, April 6.—Pierola, late President of
£ 88
Do Combing.37
Peru, has arrived here eo route to Paris. Kx28
h 26
Smyrna washed
Presidonc Prado of Peru is also here. An
17
Uuuwashed..15
@
American, named flail, has purchased tha isBuenos Ayres.23
@ 29
land of Montuosa, near Chriqui, and has estab80
£36
Montevideo.
lished a cattle ranche there. Gnu boat Adams
Cape Good Hope.20 @88
is in pert, bound north. Pierola states that
....40 fi 47
Australian
Donskot...36 @80
Chilian occupation of Peru may be considered
leave*
ostenPrado
for
seveial
certain
Transactions have been made on a low basis and
years.
sibly for Guayaquil, bat it is believed he will trade Is still in an unsatisfactory condition.
return to Lima iu the hope of organizing a Peruvian government, with the possible help of
IteoattKMc inarheu.
the Chilians. It is stated that of the 9000 Chil<Wv Telegraph.*
ian soldiers iu Lima 2276 are iu hospitals, and
New Fork. April 16.—Cotton closed steady at
the forces from other points have been sent to
12%c for middling uplands and at 12% for midLima. The mortality of the Chilian forces is
dling Orleans.
Flour The market closed steady ; No 2 at 8 00@
alarming, some COO having died in a month.
4 «MJ;Supertine Western and State 4 00@4 86;
Ity
Notes.
Foreign
Mills extra for the West Indies at 6 76@6 90: for
O'Brien, editor of the United Ireland has South America 7 00@7 16; low extras 4 90®5 36;
Winter Wheats 6 6tfa7 26; fancy do 7 5 @8 00;
been unconditionally released from prison, and
Winter Wheat patents at 7 16@9 00.
Rev. Mr. Higgins has been liberated on bail.
Wheat—marxet closed active and strong; No a
A M idrid dispatch says the protectionists
Bed Winter on spot at 1 46%@l 47%; 1 47 bid for
are confident that they can defeat the adoption
1 48@1 49 for May; sales at 1 46% June;
April
of the commercial treaty with France and obsales l 29%@l 29% for July: No 2 Chicago nomuwaukce 1 84® 1 86;
struct other portions of the Tree trade policy of
inally at 1 82@1 38; No 2
sales for the week 10,890,000 bush.
the liberals in the Senate.
Corn—closed firm: No 2 on spot at 90@90%c;
The L ’iidon Standard, in its financial article
April at 84&91©; sales for May at 86%e; 8. ia.86%
says that an amount of bonded stock of a new
June. 85%48S%e for July, sale9 84%@86% for
Americau railway, running into millions of
August; sales for the week 8,92* V*K> bush.
pounds, will, it its understood, be introduced
Oath—closed quiet but about steady; No l Whit©
on the Loudon money market te-day.
62%©; No 2 do at 6i*%@61c: No 3 White 69%c;
The Paris Temps publishes a letter from CaiNo 1 Mixed 6u%;Xo 3 do 69%c; sales for the week
war is
llO.COi*.
ro which says that
openly declared 2,Pork—market
closed qu et but steady; old mess on
against all Europeans engaged in official func- spot
17 12%@17 26;uew do 18 12% *18 25. sales
The Arab papers advocate
tions iu Egypt.
i for the week 3200 on spot.
the absolute txpuleiou of Europeans from publArd—closed steadv but more quiet; prim© steam
lic service.
on spot at 11 65; 11 53% flaked April; 11 47%®
Great mortality prevails among the Chilian
11 62% for May; i l 0 @11 62% June; 11 67%^
11 72% July, J 76@11 77% August.
soldiers at Panama, GOO having died witbiu a
Tallow—steady at 8.
month.
Butter—dull and heavy; fresh creameries 30@
are
confident
The Spanish protectionists
33; dairy 2 7@ 30c.
that they can defeat the free trade treaty with
Cheese quiet but steady; State factories at 13%
France.
.*..

..

@13%.

_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Secretary Lincoln denies the rumor that he
is to take Mr. Lowell's place at the court of
St. Jam, s.
Congressman Mureh and others addressed a
meeting of workingmen in Philadelphia Saturday night, which passed resolutions denouncing the Presidential veto of the Chiuese hill
Edward Leary of Stoughton, Mass., a boy
17 years of age, was accidentally stabbed in the
side by a contpaniou named John McCormick
Friday night, while engaged iu a tussle.
The respective chairmen of the executive
committees of the two wings of the Democratic
party of Tennessee Salu'dav issued a joint call
for a State convention in Nashville, June 20,
to nomiuato a candidate for governor.
The body of Terrence Gaffney was fou nd
yesterday in the canal near the Boott Mills,
It had probably been in the
in Loweil, Mas*.
His age is supposed to be
water about a week.
about 70.
R. J. S. Thompson, a wealthy resilient of
Washington, Penn., was arrested Satnrday in
ema civil suit charging complicity in #7.",000
bezzlement from the savings bank at that
place. He gave bail in #13 0H0.

Flour In good demand at
Chicago, April 15
full prices. Wheat generally lower; No
Chicago
29%
-wrung 1 35@l 36 for cash. 1 86 for April.
29% »i May;! 29%@l 29% for Junetl 2 %
a\ 25% tor July,No 3 do 1 10%@1 18% rejected
at 78.82c.
is lower at ?3% %76c *ash 78%
f.»r April 72%c for May. ?4%c for June;76@75%
for July; rejected 74%c. Oats steady at 49<*6*c
tor mi.; 49%c for April
62% g*73c May. 61 %e
ttye at higher 82%
June; 48%@46%c for July,
ora steady
Bariev easier at L 08.$ 1 lu.
,cl84%c
at 18,3 -@18 86 for cash; 18 32%'alH 36 for May:
18 66 June; 18 72%@18 76 for July.
18 52V*
l.ard low at 11 8y for cask; 1* 33%@11 36 foi
May; 11 47%@11 60 for June. 11 60^11 62% for
ulk Meats higher; ib^ulders 7 50.short r«i •
July.
lo 46; short clear 10 60.
rteoeipts—8,600 hbls OtU 17,000 bush rh it,
68.UOO btuo. ooru. 69,000 inst, o ts, 1400
>« 22,000 bash barley.
HUiiMueLtt-8,000 bbl« hour, 16 000 bu»h wbeev,
227.1*00 busL ooru, 60,000 bosh oa ». 43 0 ■>uni.
r
14.000 *ush Parity.
st« urn Dl, April 15. Flour aboutc better. Wheat
closed firm. N«* 3 Red Fall I 82%@1 33 tor »v-h;
1 32% for May, 1 83%@1 34 for May: 1 21%@
t 28% June; l 11% July; No a at * *®.
Com is
higher at 74%@76%c for cash 74%®76% May;
for
Provisions
c
for
June;
74%
July.
74%@74%c
tirm and unchanged.
tiaoeipbH 6.m» Dols dour,
19 000 bush

13,000 bosh ah**-.*,
oats, 0,0* bush ry*.

8,000 bush barley.

w

v

»

i, uu bble floor, 0,000 blub wheat,
SSivO
ooru. 8,000 biuUi <»», O.oOO bath
rt.r'0%, O.'.iOO both ry..
I'.tkoit, April IS. —Wheat quiet; No t Whit,
caeh. ami April at 1 8.1% : May at at I S.iVi: Jun.
25%; No 2 lied 1 88;No 2 Whit.
1 31%: July at
L 30 asked.
_

w

dUlti.ueuu)

FINANCIAL AM! COMMERCIAL
Portland Daily Wholesale Market.
POBTLA3B, April 16.
There is but little change to noto In the wholesale
market to-day, but trade continues quite active and
prices for all foo 1 staples have an upward tendency.
The market for Corn is strong and we qnote ear lots
higher at 03c. Flour remains at previous rates, but
riso Is looked for the coming week. Sugar is firm
and s.eadv at 10*he for granulated and 9%c for
Extra 0. C oese steady at quotations. Eggs are
Maple Sugar is in
scarce and selling at 17.® I Sc
domauo and the stock is light at 18® 16e *> lb
Bermuda Onions
or cakes and lOv® 11c for tubs.
Wheat advanced
have been sexdng at 3 76 o 3 OP.
about 4c in New fork to-day, bnt at Chicago there
o
better at 8t
t
is
Flour
little
verv
was
change.
Louis. We quote a turther advance In Fresh Beef.
Potatoes.
a

?oo<l

Early Rose, pbush:Houitou.

AlalneOemral.•! f'0®l

Oft

Grand Trunk.1 OOsaT 06
Prollfles. Eastern.®UO
®90
Burbanks.
*86
OrandTrunk.
Jacksons and White Brooks.7G®86
The aoove prices are for oar Ms of Potatoes; smalt
o s aoout 6c Maher.

buaii

Iteceipta 10,1 00; elilpiuents 4,000 bttb.
Havnon HarbCU

(By Telegraph.)

Havana. April lr>.—«ugar market opened aetive
sates and eioeed
and tirrn,became excited with
rather unsettled; Momfl* s Sugar 06 to 89 degrees
per arrobe; Museopolarisation nt 8e 83fe reale
vado, common to fair 7H@8 reals: Centrifugal Hu
10H
gar. 62 to 96 deg. !n boxes ind hhds OH

heavy
gold

reals.
Stocks In warehouse at Havana and MatAnras 68,(XX) boxes, 106.2UO bags and 147,360 hhds, receipts
for the week 7,4<x> boxes, 11,7 0 bag» and 19,600
hhds; exptute 2 80 boxes and 8,400 hhds,including
«3<*> hhds to the United States
Molasses active 6u deg. polarisation 9®0*4 reels
£

keg.

iTelghts active and vessels in demand for United
States, loading at Havana for the United States
hhd Sugar at 3 75&4 u»» currency; V hhd Mulassee
2 76(a,> 00.loading at ports on the north coast (ouS
side ports) for United States f> hhd Sugar at 4 26^.
4 76; » hhd Voaesee 3 00®8 26.
Spanish gold 1.70^.
Exohange firm; on United States «0 tfhy* jg»njat
oMj(&6 prein; short sight do 6Mi&7.

THE

PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 17.
We do not read anonymous letters and commonare in
Tbe name and address of tho writ
all cases indispensable, not neoessarily for ublioatton but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.
cations.

regular attach^ of the Pbess is famished
with \Carxi certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, Ail railway, steamboat and betel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
Of orery person claiming to represent oar Journal.
Eyeby

Cork and Canton.
are
many that the old unjust prejuSigns
dice against men of foreign birth —a prejudice from which we supposed this nation,
honoring its fathers, had shaken itself free
And strangely the Democrat—is reviving.
ic party, that

once was

the friend and strong

partisan of the immigrant, is promoting that
prejudice. Democratic newspapers, liko the
Sun in New York, and the Argus in this
city, are, in correspondence and editorial
comment, vehemently insisting that we must
close our ports against “the poor-houses and
Senator Voorheeg
prisons of Europe.”
has introduced a bill into Congress calculated to make these editorial utterances and
partisan pronunciatnentoes statutory law,
and his proposition is supported by many
Democratic journals. In advocacy of it are
adduced the same arguments that were
urged against the Irish thirty years ago and
are urged against the Chinese and Italians
We

told that the immigrants

to-day.
are clannish; that they congregate in citigp
and avoid villages—like many native born
are

citizens who flee the the country and seek
the town; that they can live cheaper and
work for less wages than we can; that they
a despot whom
are sworn to the service of
and to whom
in
hold
awe,
superstitious
they
they look for guidance in both spiritual and
material conduct. This despot, thirty years
ago, lived at Rome, and wore a tiara. He has
secured another rent recently, has moved to
Pekin, and waves a Ian. But change of res
idence and fashion of clothes do not deceive
He sees
the vigilant American citizen.
through it all, distrusts the foreigner who
lives frugally and works cheaply, and sounds
the soul inspiring slogans “none but Aineri.
“America for Americans
cans on guard,”
only,” “Down with foreign hordes,” “We
don’t want men who worship images, huddle in filthy hovels, live on roots and rats>
and spend less on board than the Yankee
does on beer.” These cries, heard in many
know nothing lodge three decades ago, are
echoing to-day in many a Democratic clubThe scenery has been repainted, it is
room.
true, but the play is the same, instead of
the bogs of Connemara we have the hills behind Canton and the marshes about Rome.
This outbreak of distrust and hatred of the

foreigner is natural and to be frequently
pected. Historians make mention of it in

ex*

their accounts of the Indians whose lands
we took and whom we look upon as intruders.
It is a distortion of the home feeling,
the instinct of self-preservation, the proper
care that one should take for his own which
has built up the family, the tribe, the nation. With the feeling we are in entire sympathy; with the distortion of it we have no
patience. We hold that this country has the
right to lock its gates against all comers
whom it has cause to dislike or disinclination to entertain—as any household has to
close its doors against unwelcome would-be
visitors or importunate tramps. But we do

object when the supplicant we have, perhaps
unwisely, let in through the kitchen door
and generously given the freedom of the
home, tells us that we shall admit ho more
wanderers, that they are distasteful to him,

It looks asthougB more trouble were
brewing in Egypt. There are reports that
the Khedive, who is by no means a strongminded man, has half made up his mind to
send in his resignation, and since he assumed
Colonel Ourabl Bey is said
the

Premiership
losing his influence. As the AngloFrench protectorate is virtually abandoned,
the breakdown of the present government
would probably be followed by an attempt
on the part of the Sultan to re-establish his
former influence under the pretext of saving
the country from anarchy.
to be

The New Orleans Picayune reports the arrival of a vessel at that port, the captain of
which announces the discovery of a new island in the Atlantic near tliejCanaries, of undoubted volcauic origin, yet possessing many
interesting relics in the way of pottery, imand even mummies, of which he

plements,
brings home samples. A great
velous things were discovered

many mar"
in various

parts of the world two weeks ago last Satur-

day,

Picayune's

the date of the

announce-

ment of this new wonder of the ocean.

The Loudon Times frankly admits that
under our form of government higher consideration is given to the comfort of the
workingman. The Times says: The United
States do not approach the question from
the same point of view as ourselves. The
object of their statesmen is not to secure
the largest amount of wealth for the country
generally, but to keep up, by whatever
means, the standard of comfort among the

laboring classes.
Half of the entire Chinese trade of the
United States passes through Pacific ports.
During the last year our total imports from
China and Hong Kong amounted to twentyfour million dollars, of which more than
ten millions were entered at San Francisco.
Our exports reached eight million dollars, of
which six millions,

or

three-fourths,

went

The Chinese trade
constitutes one-fourth of the entire foreign
commerce of California.
from San Francisco.

In a

about the

dispute

payment of a gas

bill in New York, where the defendant was
able to show that his house had been unoccupied during the period the bill covered,
Judge Lawrence said that “gas meters are
not infallible,” and that “the power of a gas
company over its victims may be restricted
by questions of fact.”
Thebe are five members of the United
States senate who are citizens by adoption,
namely, Charles W. Jones of Florida,
James G. Fair of Nevada, and William J,
Sewell of New Jersey, born in Ireland; John
P. Jones of Nevada, born in England,, and
Jas. B. Beck of Kentucky, born in Scotland
“The real reform needed,” said General
Brown in the House of Representatives
Tuesday, when the postal appropriation bill
was under consideration, “is to stop printing about 95 per cent of the rubbish now
printed and circulated at the public ex-

pense.”

_

The report of the secretary of Greenwood
cemetery association stated that “again it
becomes the duty of the trustees to announce
the death of Mr. John H. Prentice.” The
scriptural declaration that it is appointed
unto all men once to die, seems to have no
application In the case of Mr. Prentice.
The Louisville Courier-Journal shocks

by telling them
that the Democratic opposition to national
banks “arises from ignorance and prejudice,
which the Democi atic leaders, as a rule,
lack the courage to dissipate.”
the bourbons

of

its party

that the color or the customs of them are
offensi^, and that he purposes to run the

The condition of Cuban finance is so bad
that Spain will soon have to assist the colo-

house to suit himself.

ny.

phrase of that ephemerally eminent Irishman, Oscar Wilde,“utterly’
It

is,

to use

the

strange that the Irishmen who live in Amcr
ica aid by their ballots the Democracy. 'It is
easy to understand why they once gave their
support and their suffrages to that party. It
is difficult to understand why they should
help its proscriptive policy to-day. The cry
of protection for the American laborer may
be just and timely. But why should an
Irishman raise it?
True, it does not affect
those Irishmen domiciled here. Most of
them have

those have done well; many of
made money; some of them have won high
But how will it
honors in art and politics.
be with their brethren over the sea, with
these »ho hope to be but are not yet Americans? How will it be with the men pinched
by hunger in the realm of whica Victoria is
Queen and Famine King and the Tax Gatherer and the Rent Collector Marshals |of the

palace? Do Irishmen here wish to shut out
their kindred from the untilled acres of this
land? Having fared well themselves do hey
wish to cut off their brothers from the chance
to better their condition? Is it for their interest to revive the yawp of the know-nothing

lodges?
Evidently not. They should know that
the policy of exclusion adopted will be broad
enough to cover the Irishman as well as the
Chinaman or Italian; that the protest they
make against immigrants from Pekin and
Pisa will be made by others against immigrants from Parsonstown and PortaferryLimerick and Cork will be put on the black
list with Hong-Kong and Marseilles. We
Americans are men of liberal opinions and
wide though sometimes inexact information.
Our dominion stretches across an entire continent—from the Atlantic to the Pacific. It
need not be wondered at—considering the
extent of our farm and the necessity of fencing it in alleged by Democratic politicians and
other fence-viewers—if we mix those continents up and compare Europe with Asia, or
the shores of the Mediterranean with those
of the Irish sea. No opportunity for suqJi a
geographical mistake should be afforded us
by our adopted citizens.
The New York Commercial Advertiser
discusses the question of protection vs. free
trade with Intelligence and vigor. It quotes
from an interview with Henry Brown, an
English bolt-maker, who came to New York
in 1880. Mr. Brown says: I came to Amer-

England.
I worked in a b ilt-factory near London, and
there I received 30 shillings a week ($7.20).
Here, for the same work, I get twice as
much, and, boarding, I find that ray living
actually costs me less than it did there.
ica because I could not stand it in

The amount of sugar imported from the
Hawaiian Islands since the reciprocity treaty
went into effect has risen from 30,000,000
pounds in 1877 to nearly 77,000,000 pounds
in the past year. The entire Pacific Coast is
supplied from the islands, which are capable
of producin’ 150,000,000 pounds annually.
The great sugar king of Hawaii is an American, who, as soon as the reciprocity treaty
was passed, moved his sugar manufactories
to Honolulu to escape ruin in San Fraucisco.
Mb. Casson, general mauager of the Earl
of Dudley’s Staffordshire iron works, when
visiting this country, said to a Pittsburg
reporter: I find that in many respects you
have the advantage of us as regards mechanical appliances, whilst in others we are
We
greatly ahead of your manufacturers.
manufacture iron at just one-half the
cost, as far as the price of labor is concerned. I find that your rate of wages is
about exactly double what we have to pay.
can

The estimated total length of all the submarine telegraph cables in the world is 02,100 miles, and their money value is commuted at $200,000,000. According to the estimates of a French statistician the total
length of all the telegraph wires at present
laid is sufficient to reach forty-six times
around the world.
Mabtland has enacted

a

law giving

wlfe-whippers 40 lashes, imprisonment of
one year, or both, at the discretion of the
A court with any discretion would
treat the beasts to both.

eoart.

red

holds

tape
military
back the execution of the promises made in
1878, when the insurgents submitted to
General Campos.

Nothing

but

While it is up, the Pacific slope takes occasion to call attention to the unduly low
duty on champagne, figs and oranges, which
it holds, should all be as well protected as
iron.
__

The stories about Mr. Hayes
shocked because President Arthur
six kinds of wine are absurd. Mr.
never had any objection to other
serving wine.

being
serve*

Hayes
people

That the Democrats are making pledges
people of the South to secure
their votes, is one of the most promising
signs of the times, says the Atlanta Constito the colored

tution.

'_

_

Wattebson has already declared
that Senator Bayard will not do for the
Democratic standard-bearer in 1884.
Mb.

A Law obliging
surnames

in

has

Mussulmans to adopt
been
promulgated

just

Algiers._

New Yobk city’s rising death rate is
causing very serious alarm there.
Do Meters Measure?
The Fallibility of Gas Offices JudiclaUy
Affirmed.

[Philadelphia Press.]
A wise judge In New York City, after an exhaustive examination of all the authorities,
infallible
has decided that gas meters are
There is not a householder in the land but who
It is,
was morally certain of this fact before.
nevertheless, highly gratifying to have this lay
not

a judge and pronounced,
from the bench with all the solemnity and authority attaching to judicial conclusions.
Heretofore the gas companies have had it ah
their own way. The mysterious little clock in
the cellar always testified in their favor, and

opinion adopted by

An infrom its findings there was no appeal.
in the consumption of gas never failed
to be registered, but any attempt at retrem h"
meut in that particular was as often as not uncrease

attended by any decrease in the revolutions of
the dial below. A total disuse of gas tor a sea;»u is an economy which usually inured to the
Exclusive benefit of the gas companies, who
their bills could only be dispu.ed by those and
were prepared to have their gas shat off and
be content for a season with the illumination
afforded by kerosene or caudles.
General Sickles is a warrior who does not
shrink from a contest, even with a gas comfor
pany. He denies its right to charge him
gas uuriug a period when he and his family
were absent in Europe and no gas was burned
He denies, farther, the right
on his premises.
of the company to remove the meter from his
house and shut off the gas because he refuses
to pay for gas which was never burned. On
this latter point be goes into court and asks
and obtains an injunction against the gas comleave him in darkness.
pany which proposed to
Judge Lawrence decided that the question
whether a person is in arrears for gas is not to
be decided by the company, but, where it is
arrears are
disputed, by a jury, and until such
thus ascertained the company is act »t liberty
to shut off the supply of gas from the house of
the person contesting the bill. The gas comfrom executing
pany is, therefore, restrained
lis threat to leave General Sickles’s house in
darkness, and is obliged to refer to a jury of
the vicinage tbe question whether the meter s
figures are to be accepted against the oaths of
tho General and his family.
An oppressed and down-trodden peopia will
hail this act of General Sickles with grateful
acclaim. Should the law as laid down in this
the bench
case be affirmed and accepted by
warrior
generally, it will be a triumph for the
in
far
glory and
surpass
plaintiff which will
m the
magnitude any honors gained by him heel
We have been under the
field of arms.

of the gas companies long enough. By virtue
of their writs of alternative mandamus, saying,
have
“pay the bill or dwell in darkness,” theyHerefor years intimidated every community.
of
after they will have to justify to juries
householders and gas burners the workings of
as rapthose mysterious meters which register
as
idly when a house is closed and unoccupied
It is a
when every burner is in full blaze.
will
extend
its
influence
great victory, and if
will unite with
to Philadelphia opr citizens
their glad brethreu of New York in shouting

over a common
glad hosannas for this triumph
enemy. _*

young man is of a proper nge, can sup^
port a wife, and is reasonably industrious, he
is pretty sure to walk into the trap before 30.
After that age—well, of course, he has had experience and is probably matured in bis judgment, and, having glanced at the married life
of many people concludes to jog along toward
the home stretch in single harness.—Chicago
lute i-Ocean.
If

a

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Dal y Graphic.]

Co-Operative Dress Association.
Springing into life full grown, like Minerva
from the head of Jove, the Co-operative
Dress Association is a unique attraction in
this city of great enterprises. Founded in
February, 1881, the association began active
business last October, and in the six months

[From Andrew's American Queen.]

BOYS’

promises

truth of this statement is proved by the fact
that the financial success of the association
is largely due to the patronage of the public

who, not being stockholders, are actuated by
sentiment, and spend their money where
they can do so to the best advantage.
Twenty-third street is the coming dry
goods street, and no building in it is so well
adapted to the requirements of retail trade
that which has been selected for the first
co-operative dress association in the United
as

States. Fifty feet wide by two hundred feet
deep—extending from Twenty-third to
Twenty-fourth streets—the great six-story
building is flooded with cheeriest sunshine,
the lightest and healthiest floor—the sixth—
being devoted to the workrooms. Here sewing-girls ply their needles under most favorable circumstances, their noonday meal being supplied at cost direct from the restau-

Go where
rant attached to the association.
you may throughout the building you will
find seals provided for the women.
Men are by no means forgotten in the welcome extended to the public by this association. On entering from Twenty-third street
the first department to the left is devoted to
meu’s furnishing goods.
Gloves, neckties,
hosiery, underwear and umbrellas are all to
be found at most reasonable prices.
Opposite is the long counter, where a brisk trade
is driven in ladies’ underwear.
Facing the
main entrance are gay ribbons that fill the
eye with color and give visitors an appetite
for other good things in store.
Beyond is a
well-selected stock of laces, and to the right
are ladies’ gloves aud hosiery, both of which
departments deserve patronage. In the centre of this floor are the notions and household goods, umbrellas and parasols, together
with silks and dressgoods, so attractive In
maferial and price as to'please both eye and
purse.

Taking one of two commodious and swift
safety elevators we stop at the second floor
and wander amid a wilderness of ready-

garments for ladies aud
children, always tasteful and always cheap.
Here are charming walking gowns from$13
to $25; there are imported costumes from
$75, $100 to $200. Beyond are admirable
spring wraps of every description, from
Spanish lace silk lined dolmans to camel’s
hair shawls made up without being cut.
The costumes for little girls are exceedingly
pretty, while the department of boys’ suits,
which occupies the Twenty-fourth street end
of the second floor, is worth the consideration of every mother. One more flight of
stairs and the public are introduced to the
only covered promenade in New York, on
oi.e side of which various departments are
arranged after the manner of the fascinating
little shops at European watering places.
First comes French millinery, both stylish
aud moderate in price. Opposite is upholstery of all kinds aud qualities. Next is an
attractive display of toilet articles and of
that wonderful ‘‘Thompson’s wave” which
has so much improved women’s appearance
as to have made the inventor’s fortune.
Pause in the excellent depaitment of boots
and shoe* before lingering over the counters
devoted to stationery, books, music, jewelry
and—the best of candies I If you want a
basket, or a travelling bag or a trunk, here
they are for very little money. If you are
going to housekeeping or have had an Irish
bull in your china closet you will devote
hours to the china, glass and silverplated
made

ware

suits aud

department.

It

occupies

the

Twenty-

fourth street side of the third floor.
Skipping the fourth floor, which is devoted
to offices aud to the order bureau, we arrive
at the fifth flour and sit down in a bright,

airy restaurant to a capital lunch at wonderfully low prices. Bachelors and married
men about to bo forsaken by their families
during the summer, should bear in mind
the toothsome fact that they can obtain a
capital breakfast at the Dress Association
from eight to eleven A. m.
After the inner man is consoled, we
wander into the cheerful circulating library
where all the new books can be haif by the
day wees, month or year at absurdly low
And after? why, we sit down in the
rates.
beautiful reception room adjoining and read
the London Truth or World, or look at
decorative art for sale, or examine admirable
specimens of Cincinnati pottery, or study
and wa.er
some admirable oil paintings
colors
rising artists, or discuss the universe

by
witij the genius loci. Is not this association
as near an approach to multum in parvo as
has yet been attempted? There never was
to
a better place for viseitora to New Fork
spend an interesting day. Such an effort to
reduce shopping to a fine art deserves the
support of appreciative men aud women,
quite irrespective of interest iu co-operation.

BO

WAS BUT SKIN DEEP.

no

The renowned Queen of Sheba, with al 1 her royal
pomp, magnificent apparel, an*' brilliant retinue,
would never hive appeared within the nresenoe of
the grandest of the monarchs of the p*sL had she
not als » possessed tha<- whi h is the crowning gl *ry
of the female person—a skin unchallenged for its
Oriental softness and its almost transcendental
purity. Cleopatra, holding emperors at bay, and
ruling empires by h* r word, had quickly lost bet
charm and power by one attack of blotches, or of
pimples, or of horrid tan and freckles.
WOMAN RULES THE WORLD
by ber beauty, not less than by her purity of ohara'‘»
ter, loveliness of disposition and unselfish devotion.
Indeed. Li the estimation of perhaps too many men
beauty iu a body takes precedence over every other
consideration.
Beauty thus forms -*u important
part of woman’s “working capital,” without which
too many, (if not bankrupts in what relates to influence within the circle where they m6ve), are
Heuee we see not only
p »werless for great good
the propriety but the duty of every lady preserving
to her is essential to
which
care
that
z
along
wi h
And,
success and influence, ano usefulue-s in life.
skin
Is
out
sii ce “beauty
deep,” the utmost care
to guard it agaimt the
and vigilance are
Among the great
many ills that flesh 1* heir to.
and annoying enemies of beauty,
OF EITHER SEX
as well as of comfort, happiness and health, are
those pestiferous and herrid skin diseases—tet*rs,
humors, eczema, (silt rheum), rough and scaly eruptions, ulcers, pimples, and all diseases of the hair
and scalp. For the cure of all these, Dr. C. W. Benson, of Baitim re, after years of patient e udy a u
investigation devoted fo diseasi s of the skin, at last
bioughc for h bis cevbrated Skin Cure, which has
already by its marvelous cures, estabdsbed itself as
the g-eat remedy for all diseases of the skin, whatbe their uau es or character. It« success
ever
has beeu immense and unparalleled. All druggists
have it. It is e eg
put. up, two bottles in one
package. Internal ana external treatment. Price

in the

of the Yankee socially, prefacing his remarks
by saying that ao man South had imbb sd aud
fostered stronger^ prejudices
against
He had seen the
Yankee friends than be.
Yankee in all the busy avooatioas of life, iu
every variety of business, political aud home
associations, and of the impressions so formed
he desired mainly to speak in the plainest and
our

He would go to New-Eng
manner.
land to find iu their town meetings the purest
democracy in ihe world, and contrasted the
Now-Englaud town-meeting, where all the

simplest

citizens met and took part in the local legislation, each township corresponding witttSeur
civil districts, levying, collecting and expendits own taxes, with our cumbrous County
Court system. The speaker spoko in admiring
terms of the simplicity, economy aud effectiveness of the New-Eugland system; its great
effect as a capital school for teaching the

principles of practical government; its freedom
from narrow pariisan ends, jobbery and fraud;
pure business character, and stated that the
town system had "done more than any pther
agency to infuse into New-Eugland that pluok,
energy activity and force which has placed her
in the forefront of tho Nation in achievement
its

and prosperity.”
The lecturer had teen particularly impressed with the home life of the Yankee; his good
and neatness,
houses, their convenience
thorough repair, fresh paiuted fences and outhe
More especially
spoke of the
buildings.
manner in which the mistress of the houses
i-er formed
her duties—neatness, order and
uood^lste prevailing throughout her domain.
"She is always prepared for anything, and
He
company cannot take ner by surprise
told of some pie .sing incidents iu bis own experience to illustrate how women of highest
mental power, educational attainments, social
refinement aud even of great wealth, took
pride in “their ability to enter the kitchen
aud prepare a meal fit for a king or any other
A wealthy merchant had stated to
mortal.”
him that he desirod his daughter to be independent iu her own household when she had
.mu: to be
queen of the kitchen as well as
parlor, and the lecturer commented: "In the
charms aud
multitude of
accomplish meets
which shone iu the diadem of the Yankee wife
have
whom
I
and girl
mentioned not one glittered less brigh'lv on account of their practice 1
knowledgeand discharge of honsehold duties,but
,m tUe contrary, adueu a lustre to the light which
caused all to beam with greater effulgence.”
Xu every house, newspapers aud magazines
The Yankee reads no.h
found,
were to be
sides, and generally takes two newspapers ol
his own political faith and ihe best aud strong,
nst of the opposite party, and is always spady to
He is good-natured under
meet an argument.
the freest criticism.
They laugh at the gibes
aud abuse of opr newspapers and politicians,
aud continue to manufacture goods for our
markets.
The lecturer denied the common charge that
the Yaukee lacks in hospitality. While not so
diffusive and demonstrative as the Southerner,
he is none the less earnest, ami in his quiet,
noiseless way, most careful, kind and considerate.
On this subject the Judge referred simply
and appreciatively to the consideration he had
received at the hands of ex-Seuator Hamlin’s
family, in Bacgor, as exemplifying the careful
and unostentatious manner of Yankee hospitality, in which instance the Senator had been
attacked by a Democratic paper for entertaining an ex-rebel brigadier, had responded to the
attack at a Republican meeting (it was during
a heated political canvass), and had referred 10
his guest iu most complimentary term?, while
neither Judge Key nor his family were allowed
to know ol tbo incident, which might have
marred their visit, until after they left Bangor
aud accidentally saw Mr. Hamlin s speech in

best

quality of Material
BOYS’ SHIRTS and Workmanship.
They have a novel
DnVQ’ qttttd rnQ patent arrangement
1311

^ OlilillO

*

jj0

Our connection with

to fill orders in (hose markets
and keeps us fully advised on
all points of daily iiuauci >1 interest.

BOYS’ SHIRTS to

vousness, paralvsis, dyspepsia, sleeplessness and
brain diseases, positively cured by Dr. C W. Benson’s
Celery and Chamomile Pills. They contain no
all
opium, quinine, or other harmful drug. Sold
druggifts. Price. 60cts per box. $l, for two, $2.50
for hix, postage free.—Dr. C. W. Benson. Baltimore,
New York, is Wholesale
Md.
C. N
Agent for Dr. 0. W. Benson’s remedies.

MW&Flm

ap!7

Grand Exhibition

L’

L* I
Fi I

M

^

17,20&24

April Investments.
7’s
7’s
6’s
6’s
5 1-2’s
“
■
5’s
Akron, Ohio,
6’s
Portland Water company
6’s
Akron, Ohio
Maine Central B. It.
7’s
Portland & OgUen-hurg It. It
6’s
)
6’s
New York & New England It. It.
6’s
Southern Pacific K- K.
(Payable in Gold Coin Secured by Land Grant and
Sinking hand.)

H. HI. PAYSON X CO.

Graa, Orchard Gra«*,

Garden, Flower,

Bird

Heeds,

«c.

Me.

tention of purchasers
India Shawls to
of
their Grand Exhibiis now
tion w»*ich
assortment
open. The
in Long and Square
is larger and more
varied than on any
former opening, and
in variety off slyles,
colorings and prices
probably the largest
that will be shown in
this
any one place
season.

QUOTATIONS

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,

in

Eong and Square,
a

FNPRE.

The

ure.

feat-

Special

LOW

CE DENTED

PRICES

at

which

these Goods will be
offered should command the attention of
all who desire to select a Shawl this senOF
RANGE
son.

PRICES from $50 to

$800.

27&29WinterSt.
ROSTON.
ThS&M3t_

aplij_

MILLINERY SALE
M. E. & C. A.

HAZEN,

Would call the attention of the Ladies of Portland
to tbeir

CLOSING OCT SALE
At cost for the entire season, of

JVIILLINERY GOODS,

**

persisting of

591 CONGRESS STREET,
Pp

Bintr».apSeodZwis
WM, d- BRIDE, Treas

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres.

BOSTON LEAD MFG. CO.
Office,

24

AND

MANUFAC OREBS.

Specialty

Life Size Crayons.

& SHEET LEAD.

LINED PIP£, PUMPS, SOLDER &c,
GOLD MEDAL aw^rd d by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics’ Association in 1881.
eodOm
marl

TIN & TIN

POHi L4^D I ONGSBOREnEUJ’S
BEflEVOLEN I SOCIETY.
»• Stevedore*.
That the wages on
as follows; men we»o w««rk in
h«»ld shall be 35 cents per hour, on the wharf,
30 cents per hour after April l*tli, 1882.
L. 13. HOWARD.
P. J. U1GGIN*,
President.
Clerk,

hard pine t&*il be
NOTICE

the

4_prll 12th,

188?.

aplSdS

Maine and New Hampshire.

Lawn

Messrs. C. W.

Belknap

& Son

BARRETT,

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

Portland Safe

HIE.

PORTLAND,
mh20

__dtf

GRATEFUL-rOHlEORTINfl.

COCOA

Specialty,

at

322 Commercial
Brown’s

Street.

Visiting

I

Cards.

AND

Stationer.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Exceptions

a

Specialty.

513 CONGRESS STREET.
<lt(
inchll

WANTS,
ENGINEER
Wanted a thoroughly comp tent man »o take
charge f a 150 horse power engi *e connected with
a saw mill.
Fir.t-class reference required. Apply
to the subscriber, No. 305 Commercial street.
MILAN STEAM MILL.
apl5d3t*
■

Wanted.
in New England, for
of the United State*
maps o every country on the face
of the globe, last Census; indexed list of U wns; h story of every state and territory; sells for one
third the price of other world atlases.
PERRY A
SPAULDING, 106 Court St., Boston.
aprlSdlm
in

every county
atlas
AGENTS withindexed
and
our new

WANTED.
fi~st-clab$ busbeKer, at 470
C« nitre** St.
ALLEN & ( O.
April 14th.
apl5dtf
A

competent girl to do general housework. References required.
Apply at 116 St*te street.

aprl6

Wanted.
AGENT,

chhies-»f

Joiners Wanted.
Steamer City of Richmond.

ON

OF

STO O KLS
bought or carried ou margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York

Stock Exchange.

MOLASSES.
384 PUNS.
34 TIEKi

tO BSLS.

)

E»,J

)

Sow Isading
ir,.l Wta .rf,
“Alihea.”

GEO. S. HUNT &
Ill Commercial

mUao

at
ex

SAMUEL
194

HANSON,

Middle

CO.,

Lost.
KNIGHT TEMPLAR watch chain charm. The

Under will be suitably rewarded by leasing the
same with E. S. K1DLUN, 5) Va Exhange St.
dlw*
apll

TO

IMPORTED

WINES &
Of mM

ORIGINAL

very desirable tenement, situated at No.
rpHE
A Federal
one door from Fremont

R. STANLEY &
IWJ liltIG

BY—

SON, Importers,

ST., POBTLAnUME,

124

place,
street,
Possession
occupied by S. M. Watson, Esq.
Water.
Ifth.
Has
and
sebago
gas
given April
Also, tenements on Greenleaf, Everett and Brackett streets, and a store on Greeuleaf street, all supplied with >ebago water.
Apply to LOCKE A
apl5d w
LOCKE, 176 Middle St.
9
To Ael.
tenement In new house, Ocean street,
*» rooms.
WoodforUs Cor. On line of horse cars
Sun a 1 day. Delightful scenery, modern Improve
ments, &c.
H. T. BLACKSTONE.
aplbdlw*

Up stairs

4 o Let.
TTPPER STORY of building

corner

of High mid

Commercial Sts. A deeirable place for light
if
lurniehed
Power
buciness.
March 17, 1883.
d. A. A. MITCHELL.

manufacturing
want

mar

dim*

18

eodti

JOHN A. DODGE &

REAL

ESTATE.

FOR SALK

CO.,

Ntrrt't, New York,
Buy and sell all active stocks on three to five per
1 hey send 1°REE their
cent, margin
“WEEKLY FINANCIAL REPORT.,”
Showing bow large profits can be made on investments of 5?It# to $1,4»OO.
feblSeodiyr
No. 14 Wall

FflllE th^ee story brick house, No. 53 Peering St.
A Has all the modern improvements. la a desirlocality on the sunny side. Lot 130X37H
Also a lot of Und on Cumberland Street, adjoining the above lot, 100x45 fe» t. Terms easy,
J. M. MFIEU).
aplbdtf
able
feet.

BANKING HOUSE

row SALE.
Story Honse and Ell, containing R finished
I roouie, one unfinished room, with stable connected with ell, 2 -ores r.f excellent garden land, besled
a
umber of acres of flats, water front; about 70
fruit trees in bearing: situated on the
to Turner’s island
toad, leading from
in Cane K lzabeth, Va » tie from Portlaud Bridge.
Wat.John
For further particulars, apply to
son, near the prenti es or N. S. GARDINER, K. E.
apr7dl m
Age nt, 93 Exchange St, Cltv
a

Henry Clews 8c Co.,
18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR

TO THE

STOCK EXCHANGE.)

A arm lor Sale.

L

4"C

A-.^

located,

cn

place, very pleasantly
New Gloucester road, in the town of North
THEtheStaples
tor cash.
bai
Yarmouth, will be sod

at a
gaiu
contains about ltK) acres o g *xl laud, divided into
wood, pasture and mowing lands, uitn an orchard,
ho bull dings are a good two story bouse with an
ell. and a barn. The buildirgs and asture are ►up*
p led with never falling water. It is distant from
the depot, chu'ch ami school house about one mile,
and from be store ami Post Office about one half
mile. This place wt 1 be offered at tie lowest figFor irforaiaures to p rtierfd siring to purchase.
tion inquire of G. M. ShIDERS, 93 Exchange

BUSINESS CARDS.
b:

County

Kuighuille

Stocks and Bonds bought and soM only on commission f »r cash or on m wgln.
Deposits received.
Members
p^r cent, allowed on all d>*ily ba'auces.
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Boar of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.

k

■

Street, Portland,
the placet

STEPHEN

and

Job

JTvrJcj

BERRY,

(gaid ffidwbei.

No. 37 Plum Street.

JOIST A MORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,
tS# .T3aikH
Portland
Price* :ca*onAblo and eat<§f action guaranteed
«o?
«11?
S. H. LARMINIE,

A.

W. JORDAN,

Portland,

Chicago.

S. H. LARMINIE &
t'ornaiBision

Grain,

Mo

CO.,

merchants.

Seeds,

Provisions,

tm Commercial Si., Fortlaud, Me.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sold on Chicago Market on
m»r3dtf
Margins. Correspondence Inrlte

C.H.LAMSON,
201 Middle Sireel,

ih«

PACKAGES,

—POE BALE

Park.

old-estabiiahod Banking House of

LIQUORS
in

LEI.

Let—Opposite Lincoln

wall Street ope ratio as.

■

A OAm>.
F. O. T1IOMES
Would return his thanks for tho liberal
patronage received during his short stay
in Portland; and being obliged to leave
for the West for a short time will leave
his business with £• Dana, Jr. 598 Congress St., who is one of the oldest Druggists iu the city, and whose experience
Fn fitting of Trusses is second to none iu
the city, will oe a snre guaranty of
fair and honorable dealing, and will inWhile
sure a large share of patronage.
absent, Mr. Dana will apply them and
guarantee to hold all cases treated by
him or refund the money.
F. 0. THOMES.
ap4d2w
Portland, April 4,1882.
^

dtf

LOST AND FOUND.

Street.

ten
Scbe.

Street.
atf

Wanted.
Wife mti*t be a
small farm.
Address A. B.t box 1983.

mar

L

Jan31eodtf

SEW CROP BARBADOES

a

butter maker.
TO go«id
18

4

—

Railroad Wharf.
ap4 dtf

now

Bonds

Railway

dlw

FIRST ARRIVAL

d3t*

for sale of our gas governors. Masuperior and >ckuowhdged merit.
Small capital required. Address, LEES >»AS GOVER \0R CO., Pfovldence, It. I.
aplO dlw
N

\

To

-AND

oct8

aplDdtf

api5

year.

MUNICIPAL

MAINE.

I am instructed to call the attention of those using ELECIRIC
LIGHTS who have not yet ob ained
pei mission therefor, that it is abNOiutely necessary that permits be
procured without furiher delay
front the agents doing their insui.
anee.
T. J. IITTLE,
| Sei-’y Bd. of Fire Underwriters.

nov29_fu,S&wlyr49
THE LIBBY FAMILY.

<

Deposit Co.,

SWEAT, Sec’y and Treas.,
87 Excaangc street, Portland, Hie.
raar30
ecdly

Street,

fo Electric Ugbt Takers !

JAHE8 EPPS Jk
CO., Homoeopathic
Chemivto, London, Engl h ml.

Tickets, admitting G-nt and Ladies, $ 1.00; to bo
obtained of the ommittee, and ai W. 8. Banks*
Drugstore; F. R. Farrington, Middle street; Geo.
C. Frye, Congress street, and at the door
Band Concert from 8 to 9. Grand March at 9. p.
m.
iVlnsic by « handler’* Bwud.
aplodtd

WILLIAHI

The

Eint.

IN CITY HALL,
Wednesday Erpniog, April 2(ith, 1882.

A

Lowes', Market

Orders received by telephone.

RRE4KFA8V.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural law*
which govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and b* a cftrpfu’ application of the tine
pro»*crties o* well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro
vidol our breakfast tables wltb a delicAtely flavored
beverage wbicb may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of I
del that a c nstitution may be gradually built up j
until strdng enough to resist e«ery teurie <ey to j
d sense. Hundreds of subtle maladies ar« fl atitig
around us ready to attack wherever t»'*re is a weak
We may r-scape many a fatal shaft by heepourselve* well fortified with pure blooa ami a
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (Vfc-fb and ft), labeled.

DANCE

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H. i. Libby,
Jneob McLellan. Philip H. Brown, E-lward A.
NoyT-s, H M. Payson, W. II. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M Sweat ad of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennefcuuk.

Wliarf,

PORTLAND,

a

Lost.
Friday noon, between Preble street and Owen,
Moore & Co., a pair of eye glasses with cord. The
finder will confer a favor by leaving the same at
ap I5d3t*
OWEN, MOURE & GO’S.

I

Cs W. BELKNAP & SON,
142 & 144 Commercial Street,

a

be celebrated by

BAND CONCERT AND

Farmer

eodtf

Rental of Safes in Vault. $10 to $75 per
Special depos ts at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address

COAL.
Lomeitic Coala
Price*.

—

FELLOWSHIP
will

CARR Yon

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Suss.

ODD

OF

Chattered In 1875 by the Eegialatnre of
Maine for the 8.4 EE KEEPING of
TALUaBLEH and the RENTAL
of 8A FES iu its FIRE and
BUBGL4B PROOF
VAULTS.

FORD,

Wnolesale ami Beta I Dealer in

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
wo id;
Dressing which is second to none in ishe food
for
every article "f which it is composed
from
earth
worms
It also efectually drives
e lawns, and lik wise kills moss, which is often so
troublesome in old lawns. Aft>r applying stable
manures to lawn also Superphosphates and many
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a In g ime
before he children can be allowed to play on th-IT!
N 't so with the
on account of the offensive ooor.
composition which we offer to the pnhlic, for there
is nothing of which it is oomposed to prevent chil
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all
tim s.
tor*Try it and you will use no other.
Put up in bags of 10, 26, 60 and 100 pounds,
cyDirections in each bag.
It may also be fojind at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney's Market Square, W. C. "awyer & Co.’s, No. 7
Preble treet, Geo. Blanchard & Brotnrrs, No. 40
Union Street, and A. A. Mitohell’s, corner High and
Commercial Street.

—

n*-

mcli7

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

Dressing.

THE 03d ANNIVERSARY

--

J

Wedding William S. Lowell,
AND
CARO PLATE ENfiBAVEB

Boxee,gl.8o. Address, Da. SwiTSEatjon, fhr
deaw&weo* jyS
JanlS

I. 0.0. F.

186 Middle SU, Portland, Me.

28 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND,?od8w
OFFICE
ME.
apr3

No. 191 Middle

at
Symptoms are moisture, stinging, itching,
night; sesms as if pin-worms wore crawling abont
a
arc
often
Ae
affected.
the rectum; the private parts
pleasant, economical and positive cure, Swathe's
in
the mr-’
tHtmiaHT is superior to any article
Sold hy druggists, oree&d 60 cts. in 3-ct. Star

SWAN &

special agent.

AGENT,

HOYT, FOGG & DOM,

worse

—FOR SALE

178 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass.

AUG. H.

GILSON,

H. C.

--

-------

HODGES, STATE AGENTS,

Family in America” is
ready ror the subscribers. It contain" 626closely printed pages, and 27
portraits. A limited number of copies
may be had by non-subscribers At. the
subscription price.

IJCHIM PILES

--

issued

Massachusetts,

MtHriiag Situation* !

Wanted.

6s
Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.
6*
Cincinnati,
6»
Cincinnati,
C *-k County.7s
Evansville lud.,
7s
7»
Chicago,
Maine Central R. R Consol,
7s
C»
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
K as tern Car trust,
6s
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

by this Company contains the following conditions, and is absolu'ely Jfou ForfeitaLapse, after tw; > or more Full Years, Premiums have been pai i, the full Four PerCent.
Value will be applied by the Company, at the option of the Assured, in either of two ways:
o the Extension of the full amount of the Insurance f»»r su^h period as the full value will pay
FII$wT
for at the Company’s Published Rates: or, SKI 0^1*—Ou surrender of tne O ig nal Policy within Thr**e
ILLrCITKA ION* Policy No.
Mon hsfr m da eof Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy.
68,496 was issued Oct. 20 1871, for $5.<H.O on the Annual Life Plan, at age 37, annual Premium
less
were
amounted
Pr*miums
4
to $1 072.55. The Policy lapsed in
Ten
which,
aid,
Dividends,
$136.80.
1881, and the Company app ied the K* serve Va ue of $689.76 to the purchase of Term lnpurance for
7
so
that
10
10
ard
the
of
Premiums
for
the
days;
years
paid for over 20 years of In-urance.
period
$5,000,
It was optional
the average yearly cost being $53.57, which is at the rate of but $10.71 per thousand.
Insurance
as
Extended
or
to
take
the
to
surrender
Assured
the original Policy for a Paidthe
with
above,
up Life Policy of $1,390.

For

Recruit.

A

of

“The L'hbj

Smith.

BONDS.

Total.$5,577,399 53
.....
Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market Value,
$35,718,811.58
Liabilities, (Reserve at 4 per cent.).$32,808,102.52
$2,910,049 00
Surplus as regards Policy-holders, ......
Number of Policies in force, 40,052, Insuring, .... $127,411,077 00

HEDGES &

—

World,

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.,
dec31
eodtf

•
.....
Claims by Death,
2.317,101.30
.....
Endowments aial Annuities,
390,130.88
....
Surr*ndered Policies,
484,879 10
Dividends to Policy-holders,.
1,894,208.87
.......
All other Expenditures,
982,019 32

case

Stock

Woodbury & Moulton

Total..
EXPENDITURES IN 1881.

Every Policy

Boston

New York. PhiladelExchanges. Members of
at

Boston Stock Exchange.

RECEIPTS IN 1881.
Premiums,..
$4,000,392 40
1,812.020.87
Interest,.-

bow

remained to say. Ho told the anecdote of the
kind-speaking neighbor Smith and his bad
neighbor Jones, and preferred to represent

phia and

Abstract of Annual Statement made to the Insurance
Commissioner of Maine.

ble: In
Reserve

bought and sold

COLLINS
THE

Admix- ion 31 Cent*.
Tickets for sale by
Comrades and at the door
Reserved seats 35 cento
For saie at Stockbridge’s one week in advance.

..

Stocks

AMZI ROD)ID, President.

•

1
i

The speaker stated that no doubt his hearers
thought his opinion of the Yankee generally
favorable, and would inquire whether he had
no faults.
Yes, he had his full share of faults,
but he pieferred not to dwell upon his failings,
until ho had exhausted the good that might be
said of him, and muck as ke had Bald, much

Dutch

.6s

Northern Pacific 1st Mort.6s
New York & New En«iand 1st Mort..... 6s
Railroad Equipment Co
.6s
Maine Central R. R Co. Consol.
..7s

3XT©warli, 3XT. J.

AS

Elegant Tableaux !

INVESTMENTS.-

]lj7eodti

1

LEAD PIPE

English S'lver, per £. 4.75
Trade L oliars.98
87
Mexican
Prince Edward Island notes.98
Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
in any of the principal Cities on the Continent of
Europe.
Highest price paid for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Bonds and good Local Securities
bought and sold director on commission, at the most
favorable rates.
marl7eodtf

Evansville, Indiana

PURE WHITE LEAD EPPS’S
LITHARGE.

—

tor

are now

Androscoggin & Kennebec 1st Mortgage..6s
Leeds A harudngton 1st ‘*ort.6s
Portland & Ogd nsburg 1st Mort.6s

<«B08T0W STIR BRAND”

RED LEAD AND

for

a

Ainu—TO PLEADS.

and 2G Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

COBKODERS

Facilities

...

Hats, Ribbons, Flowers, Rapes, &c.

HOTEL.

FALMOUTH

Portrait Work
Especial

OF

Antique

CHARLIE

ap!3did

FICOJ1

Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons. .15.46
German Twenty Mark. 4.70
Canada Notes.99%
N. B. A N. S. Notes.99
American Silver % and % Dollars....
.99%
f au.-ida Silver.
96

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

Shawls

65

paying
Victoria Sovereigns
$4.85
Spanish Doubloons.15.50

Fine

the great Military
entitled

announce

Drama

J. B. Brown & Sons.

REAL INDIA

Would invite the at-

eodtf

POBTLAKP.

sp3

We

CHANDLER & CO.

would respectfully

Bank Stocks Wanted.

in

Hall, Market Square, Portland,

OPPOSITE

x7.

■

Special Sale of

Shawls.

h al

Hosworili Post i\o. 2, G. A. R.

■
Cleveland
St. Lonis
Conuty of St. Louis
City of Fort Wayur, Indiana,

SPRITE

And

iTt y

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Sat*
urduy Ev< niugs, April 19,20,21 & 22,

“

WHITNEY,
l.awn

•

apl2dt<l

HEATH ISOW ON SALE.

c

32 Exchange Street,

Market

ADAMOWSKI. Violinist,
GLOSE, Pianist.

street, New York.

FOR

Timothy, ('lover Flax, Una
garian, TIillet, Red Top, Bine Gras*,

JL
9

■

Kr eblJblJm Nar

SIG. BltlGNOLI, Tenor,
D X. BABCOCK, Basso.

riot in.

Dealer*

9
Y

Company.

BARTON, Mezzo,

Geo. Ill, fell & fc,
apl7

STAPLES,

KENDALL &

(ThittentoN,

Concert

FANNY KELLOGG, Soprano,

14 Wall

_aprlO____dlw_

by

GRAKTD

72 Devonshire street, Boston.

PORTLAND.

ner-

Exchanges.

City“of Chicago,

HORATIO

EVERYONE PRAISES.

Sick koadach*, nervous h adachc, neuralgia,

Boston Stock

We have all sizes.

•

'11IEATKE.

us

Members of the New York and

uneasy
rolicking,
OlilH o
scbool-boy with a
flat*
four months vacation

O

POKTL1ND

New York and

promptly,

■DrYVQ’
QTTj-pmQ
x
1

15U

apll_dll, 12,13,14,15&18

PRIVATE WIRE,
enables

most

the

Hall.

Army

Philadelphia, by

prevents wrinkling
BOYS’ SHIRTS and displacement, evupon

Grand

Tickets BO cents, admitting gentleman and la<lie«.
The committee will refuse tickets to all otjcctionable parties.

York, Philadel- FRANK CURTIS. Pboprietor ajd Manages.
phia and Boston.
Thursday Evening,April 20

the bosoms which

en

Tuesday Evening, April 18, 1882,

At

NEW

Yew

possible

_

print.

After having neon the Yankee at his fireside,
his table, in his workshop, on bis farm, at his
counter—everywhere, lie had concluded that ho
is a good fellow, aud he liked him. ‘T have
and
zfasped his baud, looked him in the eye,
We are
said to him. ‘Our quarrel is ended.
friends!' My regard for him in no wise diminishes mv respect, sympathy aud affection for
ths people of this section of the country, with
whom my life nas been passed, to whom I owo
so much, and with whom the remnant of lift*
I have but extended the circle
will be spent.
that emhracecs my kindred uutil it includes
Our Yankee Cousin.”

SHIRTS „f

UUMBUII

tntly

$100.

will be

A Southern Viet? of the Yankee.
The Judge then passed to the consideration

We arc arc prepared to execute orders
for Stocks in

oxllxl 10 the

required

__

rFrom the Report of Judge Key’s Lecture
Chattanoga Commercial.]

aSSjrpa

-OF THE-

DIVIDEND PAYING
STOCKS.

SHIRTS,

x O

FIRST ANNUAL ASSEMBLY

STAPLES.

HORATIO
CLEOPATRA,

of its existence has more than fulfilled the
The
of the original prospectus.

ENTERTAINMENTS

FINANCIAL.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Agent for Portland ami vithe hale or flrst-<*la»s
Bicycles, including th** ColnmZ bia’s, Harvard's,Y lo’s to Also
agent for the MARINE Bicycle,
the greategfc novelty afloat.
aplUdtf
{

or

of JOHN S. BARSTOW, mar
mh29eod<&wtf

FARII FOR hiAI.lt.
b» longing to the late D. O. Small, vert
pleasantly L otted on road leading from South
Windham to Windham Hill, one mile from Gambo
P O. R. R. Station, will be so d at a bargain, small
p ym-nt required, balance can stand with mortgage
on time.
S id farm contaius about 90 a rea land,
• ivided into
Wood, Timber, Pastuilrg and Mowing
lands; th- buildings are a gcaal two story house with
wood
and
ell,
carriage house with large barn, all in
Will be sold with farm, a good
good condition.
stock of Farming Tools. For further particulars,
inquire of JOHN M. ALLEN, Saccarappa, Me.
d&wtf
aprl

T1HE

Farm

CITY

ADVERTISEMENTS

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Proposals will be received by the undersigned
until April 16th, for furnishing the public schools
of the city of Portland, for the current year, (commencing April 17th, 1882, endiug March Hist.
1883,) with books, stationery and other supplies ot
the kind usually provided by the cl»y for sobool use.
A list of the articles yvanted will be furnished by
calling on the Supt. of School Buddings at the
The right
School Committee toom, City Building.
is re ervt d to reject all such propoea»s as may
considered contrary to the interests of the city

Sole

3

cinlty, for.

F. E.

PRAY,

Superintendent Sehool Buildings.
April 8th, 1882.

»p10rtlw

TTTE PRESS.

sErTuok,

^^utram,

Augusta, P. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb & Oo.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Bldleford,
•«
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Dickens.
Daniel
Bridgton,
Bronswick, B. G. Dennison.
Onmerrland Mills, F. A. Verrill,
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell,
Fryeburg, It. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Oo.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallowed, O. L. Spanlding.
Lewiston, chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. MUlett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

"team” no longer exists because of Davis retbe comtirement, Davis and Kennedy treated
munication with silence. Since then the letter
has been published, in the hope that the Portland senders would decide to reply in some

Davis,however,objects,under any circum
stances, to holding correspondence with the
form.

Halifax oarsmen, whom he condemns for isa challenge last fail, and then, when he
and his partner offered to row them, not only
collectively but individually, abandoned the

suing

J.

Kendrick.

held and put him to considerable loss of time
and money
The title of "champion double
senllers” is now an open one, Davis having
ceased rowing in races. Gaudaur and Trickett
challenged Hamm and Conley at Toronto last
summer, but the Nova Scotians would not
row. Now Gaudaur aud Trickett areseparatod.
When Davis and Kennedy proposed double
and single scull races with the Halifax oarsmen they deposited $1500 at this office to
show, as a preliminary, that they meant busi-

CITY AND VICINITY,
ad vebtihwm hints to-day.

anew
r

FINANCIAL COLUMN.
Dividend Stocks—Geo. Wm. Ballou & Co.
MISCELLA'EOUS NOTICES.
Monday—en M oore & Oo.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice—Is-acC. Wellcome.
Wanted—Bookkeeper.
City of Portland—Books and Stationery,
For Rent—Lowe- part of House
Wanted Immediately—Colored Servant.
Rooms to Let.
Wanted—E. P. Works.
Baker Wanted—L. A. Goudy Si Co.
Pumping Engine—Hill, Clarke A Co.

Monday

we

sell

Fringes.

The Boston Sunday Herald says; "Under
date of March 3d Hamm and Conley of Halifax wrote a letter to Davis and Kennedy of
Portland, reviewing the challenges of last fall
for a doable scull race on one side and a series
Davis to task for
of races on the

other, taking
chalretiring from boating competition, and
lenging Davis and Kennedy to a double scull
As Davis is no longer a
race for $1000 a side.
partner of Kennedy, and their doable sculling

WUlard Small A Co.

Rockland, (J. Amlrewr.
Babatrus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, at the Poet Office.
Baeo, of L. Hodsdon and H. B.
Tbomaston, S. Delano.
Vlnaibayen, B. Lane.
Waidoboro, G. Bliss.
Water ride, J. M. Wall.
Wtacaeset, Gibbs A Kumiie*.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Tarmooth, O. E. Coombs,

challenge any

MWF&wlw

Triumphant.
Mrs. Seigfried, Marion, O., says Thomas’
Eclectric Oil was triumphant in her case;
she used it for a a severe cold aud pain inside,
and was relieved in a few minutes.
dlw

apl7

Soothe the Invalid.
A few drops of SOZODONT mixed with
water, aud placed in the mouth of the invalid)
It aromatizes what else
will tefresh him.

would be dry and uncomfortable, and gives in-

pleasure, and incites appetite. No nurse
neglect SOZODONT.
MWF&wlw
-apl7
Kearney says the Chinese must go, but before they go we wish to inform them and everybody else that Adamson’s Botanic Balsam
continues to win the day in curing Coughs,
Colds, and all difficult breathing. Price, 8®
finite

should

Trial bottles, 10 cents.
MWS&wlw

Years'

Experience oj

MBS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SVBDP is
the prescription of one of the beet female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never tailing
success by millions of mothers for their chilIt relieves tho child from pain, cures
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-celic. By giving health to the child

dren.

it rests tho mother.
a bottle.

Price Twenty-five Cents

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
cirole. Tho number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Fine day yesterday.

Jolting's.

Mercury 55* at noon;

J, H. Drummond will preside.
Deaths reported last week, 12.
Mr. Stephen G. Hodgdon, of Boothbay, had
The other day he
a fine colt, valued at $400.
gnawed a bole through the bottom of his feeding box, got his head through it and could not
get it out again, and choked to death.
two gallon can of naphtha, used
in repairs on the Free street church caught fire
on the roof of the church and was finally kick-

Saturday a

ed off into the street without doing damage.
A team passing along Congress street near
India, Saturday, ran into the curbing and
threw the occupant of the job wagon oat,
when the horse dashed away, but was stopped
near Hampshire street by a young man who
sprang from the Bide walk and caught the horse

being signed by ship owners
and steamboat companies of this city, asking
for a survey of Sandy Bay at Rockport, Mass.,
for a breakwater at that port to protect such
of the commerce as might from necessity deis

sire to make a harbor there in stormy weather.
Exports for the past week foot up $179,047,80, including 773,276 feet of lumber.
The steamer Eleanora brought to this port
Saturday three handsome horse cars for the

^Jiewistin

& Auburn

Horse Ilailroad

pany.
Mr. R. O. Conant of this city
handsome pair of fast horses.

Oom-

has a

very

They weigh

about 900 each.
It was reported Saturday that workmen engaged in removing the debris from the corner
of Congress and Casco streets, found an old
tin box containing valuable coins to the amount
of several hundreds of dollars.
gJThere were42 arrests last week; 25 for drunkenness.

The Marshal and deputies Saturday seized

a

quantity of ale at Andrew and Kate
Lang’s on Danforth street, a barrel of beer
from a shed on Centre street, and three jugs
of rum and whisky from the McGlinchys on

small

Fore street.
On and after to-day cars for the special accommodation of the horse railroad patrons at
Woodford’s will be added to the line. Now
let the company relay the tracks in Portland,

and put

on

some new

comfortable double cod-

ers for the city traffic.
The Reform Club held an interesting meeting at their new room on Temple street last

evening.
The Sea Flower, of the Harpswell line, is
now on the marine railway She is to be widened three feet on each side and a fine new engine put in her, which, with other important
improvements, will make her a first class boat.
has not been purchased by Captain Knowl^-8he
^
ton as was reported, but will remain on her old
route and he will purchase a fine boat for the
Island route.
The Bath and Portland High School Cadets
will have a grand drill at the Patten Car
Works, Bath, May 3d. Chandler’s fult orcheswill furnish the music.
The regular meeting of the Society of Natural History will be hold this evening.
tra

Marine Licenses.

Saturday, Hon. T. C. Heraey, President of
the International S. S. Co. of this city, received a letter from Congressman Reed stating
that the President bad signed the bill reducing
tbe fees for licenses of masters, engineers, pilots and mates to fifty cents. The hill as passed
says strike out of the section of tbe Revised
Statutes “Each master, chief engineer and first
class pilot licensod as herein provided shall
pay for every certificate granted by any inspector or inspectors the sum of 810 and every
ohief mate, engineer and pilot of an inferior
grade, shall pay for every certificate so granted
the sum of 85” and insert thereof the following, "Each master, engineer, pilot and mate
licensed as herein provided shall pay for every
certificate granted by any inspector or inspectors tbe sum of

fifty

oents.'1_

Vessel Ashore.
It was reported Saturday evening
schooner City Point, Captain Webber, owned
by Cushing & Me Kenney and others of this
eity, was ashore at Liverpool, N. 8., and now
The vessel left
lies in a dangerous positiop.
this port about a week ago for the Grand

that the

^

Ward

Miss Genevieve

drew

three of the

most brilliant audiences to Portland Theatre,
Friday and Saturday, that have ever been
gathered in that house. If Portland coaid

have more of such

artistic

representations—

and, we might properly say, if the whole country could have them—the legitimate drama
Miss Ward
would be far better supported.
ooncludes her successful New England tour
this
week, and closes her seasoD at the
end of the following week at the Novelty TheA complimentary
atre, Williamsburg, N. Y.
subscription souvenir entertainment is to he
to
her
under
the
auspices of a commitgiven
tee, of which Judge Brady is chairman, at the
Union Square Theatre, New York, on the afternoon of Friday, the 28th inst, when the
600th performance of “Forget-Me-Not” will
Let us hope
occur under her management
the lady will favor us again next season.
KELLOGG-BRIGNOLI CONCERT.

The concert .at Portland Theatre next
Thursday evening cannot fail to bring
With such
out all our music-loving people.
artists as Brignoli, Fanny Kellogg, Barton,
Babcock, AdamowBki and Glose, the anshould be, sufficient to draw
a crowded house.
The sale of tickets has already been large, and those who have not secured seats should do so at once.

is,

or

“

’61-’65.”

Bosworth Post is hard at work bringing to
the production of their war drama
There are nineteen speaking
of " ’61-65."

perfection

characters, also military companies of both
blue and gray, citizens of North and South,
mountaineers, etc. The tableaux will be fully
up tcftbe standard of the past and excellent
Chandler’s orchestra of 10
pieces, the whole making an entertainment
well worthy the patronage of our citizens.

provided by

THE PROFESSOR.

The Madison Square Theatre management
will produce “The Professor,” at Portland
Theatre, Friday and Saturday, with the orig-

NOTES.

d northeast and southeast,
he meeting and banquet of the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity will take place at the
Preble house on the evening of April 26. Hon.

by the bits.
A petition

“FORGET-ME-NOT.”

ekioht.

Saturday.—Patrick F. O’Connor, Martha Hague
and Patriok C. Nugent. Search and seizure. Fined
• 100 and costs ca h. Appealed.
Ann Rafter. Soarch and seizure. Discharged.
Intoxication.
Ann Dickson and George Brown.
Fined $ and costs.

Banks on a fishing trip. She is 90 tons harden
and valued at about 84,000.

FLOWER BEDS OR FREE BEDS.

THAT LENGTHENING LIST.

The Relations Between the Eastern and
Boston 6c Maine-A Statement In Re-

Which is the Hospital Most in Need Of?

Another Petition for the Increase of the
School Vaoatlon.

gard to the Pooling Oontraote—The
Growth of Business and Its Effect on
the Pool—The Balances Between the
Roads.
"The
Boston Advertiser says:
interest in the question of a revision or abandonment of the pooling contract between tbe
Eastern and Boston & Maine railroads, which
will expire June 1st, is not confined to the
boards of directors of the two corporations, but

Friday’s

the matter is beginning to attract the eloee attention of the large stockholders, and is already
under discussion in outside railroad and financial circles. There have been during the past
eight years two pooling contracts, under which
the roads have conducted a certain portion of
their business. The first was entered into in
June, 1874, and provided for the pooling of the
business at competing points *on the line of
1877, the second went into
each road. Juno

1st,

effect.

By

pool was enlarged so as to
competing business East and

this the

include also the
Maine
West. President Lord of the Boston &
to stop
said Thursday, the reason for this was
the friction which was found to exist under
the old contract in the solicitation and competition for tbe business of the State of Maine.
The Boston & Maine, under the new agreement, withdrew its agents from Maine, and

stopped active solicitation for business there,
and the Eastern road soon began to feel the
effect of the withdrawal in increased earnings.
The contract was made, he said, that the
Eastern would have to pay the Boston & Maine
let them alone. He thought the statement
published in the Daily Advertiser of Wednesday last, to the effect that the Eastern road was
now
paying the Boston & Maine a large
amount of money, was calculated to give a
to

wrong impression. That this impression might
be corrected, and the facts appear, he exhibited a table of figures by which it was shown
that during the past four years the aggregate
business of tbe Eastern road has increased but
one-half per cent, more than that of tbe Bos-

& Maine; and also another table which
showed that for the eight years that the roads
have been doing a pooling business there is a
balance of $83,000 against the Eastern road, or,
as he observed, only $10,000 a year, which was

M. B. Curtis, with “Sam’l of Posen,” will be
Wonder if
the Globe, Boston, this week.
he will visit Portland.
The Union Square Theatre Company will
produce the “Banker’s Daughter” at Portland
Theatre, the 24th and 25tb.
Salisbury’s Troubadours will present their
new piece, “Green Room Fun,” at
Portland
Theatre, May 15th and llkb.
Mr. P. Somers, after the completion of the
stage of the new opera house at Bangor, was
presented with a valuable gold watch by the
company owning the building.
Mr. Archie Cowper proposes to sail for EngHiB father, Mr. John C.
land on May 8.
Cowper, who is remembered here, is suffering
a
from
paralytic shock, and, it is feared, will
never be able to act again.
Mr. Nat Goodwin is negotiating ]o secure the
Bijou Opera House for five years at a reutal of
812,000 per aunum. But 825,000 will have to
be advanced to raise a mortgage now on the
property. It is understood that Edward S.
Stokes is Goodwin’s backer in the enterprise.—
New York Mirror.
A general improvement is noticeable in the
condition of Mr. Harry Bascomb.
He is still
in the hospital at Hartford, but is able to sit up
and
make
in a
short
excursions
every day
wheel chair. The stumps of his amputated
legs are healing well, and he has every assurance that ho will eventually bo
again able to
walk with false feet and the aid of a stout
at

cane.

The

“Danites” combination,
under Mr.
George T. Ulmer's management, which is dofine
business
on
the
a
New
ing
England circuit, includes Miss Lizzie May Ulmer, who
plays Billy Piper; Miss Mollie Maeder, Miss
Ray Alexander, Miss Nellie Pierce, Miss Nellie Mitchell, Messrs. Harry Rowe, D. R.
Young, Harry Mitchell, Harry Pratt, C E.
Eld ridge, A. R. Fisher and W D. Stone.

Cutting Affray.

Yesterday afternoon some Italians, who had
evidently been drinking, got into a heated discussion on Centre street, and as they walked
along some men behind them saw one of the
Italians put his haDd in his breast and draw
a long,
sciinater-shaped knife which he
putin his hip pocket. Suspecting trouble be fol-

oat

lowed the Italians on to Free street, when be
saw the Italian mentioned draw the knife on
The man sprang forward and
his comrade.
seized the owner of the knife when the Italian
made a lnnge at him, catting a great piece out
of his coat sleeve, narrowly escapiug the flesh
of the arm.
Qfflcer McCallnm was right at

quicker than lightning let the Itala blow from his billy which settled

hand and

ian have
his murderous propensities, and that officer
with Officer Merrill took both Italians to the
station.

Fire at Western Cemetery.
Yesterday noon, either by the drooping of a*
lighted cigar, or the mischief of boys, the dry
grass in the Western Cemetery got afire, and
the flames spread rapidly. Word was sent to
Cumberland 3’s house, and the engine quickly
responded. She was doing good work when
she broke down, and Chief Cioyes sent for
Machigonne’s hose carriage which at once pro-

for the Eastern to pay as tbe price
of relief from competition! But the bearing
of the figures in this case is in their application, and, from a further examination of the
accounts between the" two roads, which we
a

small

sum

facts have
been ascertained which will tend to modify the
impression given by the above statement. In
the first place it appears that in computing the
balance of $83,000, a sum of $30,000 received
from the Boston & Maine by the Eastern, under the old contract, has been dedacted from
the amount aotually paid to tbe Boston &
Maine by the Eastern under the new contract.
The amount so paid is, in exact figures, $113,866.85, or an average of more than $20,000 a
year during the term of the contract. In the
second place it is noticeable that the payments
by the Eastern are continually Increasing, and
so largely that for the present year, on the
basis of the eight months already completed,
they will amount to more than $40,000. The
have been

permitted

following figures

to

make,

some

interesting

are

as

showing

this increase. At the end of the first year of
the present contraot there was a balance of
$6,743.21; on the second year’s business, $14,028.06; the third, $27,239.62; the fourth,$37,933.04; and eight months of tbe fifth, $30,927.88.
The bulk of this balance paid by the Eastern
road is on acoount of business received from
the Maine Central Railroad. The following
table shows the relative amount per cent, of
this through business done by each road:
Freight. Fassenger. Gross.
76 9
71.1
Eastern.80
28.9
23.1
Boston & Maine......20
After pooling and dividing the earnings
this particular business, however, it is asserted
that the Eastern gets but 39.9 per cent, gross,
and tho Boston & Maine 60.1 per cent. The
average per cent, of expenses to earning on the
whole business of the Eastern road is o3.65 per
cent., which, applied to its share of 75 per
cent., which the company receives for the business it puts into the pool, leaves it only 12.85
per cent. net. But, it is further claimed that
the per cent, of expenses to earniDgs on the
through business, owing to tbe lower rates
than when taking the average of the whole
business, is fairly to be set as high as 70 per
cent., which, making the same application as
above, leaves the Eastern road but five per
cent, net profit ou the great volume of its
through freight traffic; while the Boston &
Maine, without taking any of the riBks of
transportation, receives 25 per cent, clear. The
officials of the Eastern road appoar to have
come to the conclusion that they cau no longer
afford to pay, in the increasing ratio in which
they have been paying, for tbe benefits which
the road receives under the contract. They
say that while the Boston & Maine road has
done nothing, the Eastern road has expended a
large amount of money, a million and threequarter dollars, to secure control of the business in the State of Maine; it aided the roads
east of Bangor, when they changed from a
that
broad to the standard
so
guage,
be
cars coaid
ran
through from Halifax
to Bostoo; and it has purchased and is developing terminal facilities for the accommodation
of the business here.
And now they claim
that the road is entitled to a fair return upon
the investments it has made.
Indeed, they
think it would get the business whether the
Boston and Maine was activ -ly competing for
it or not, for by its stock interest in the Maine
Central Railroad it controls .that corporation,
and it might, if necessary, lease the road so as
to form a line, under one management, from
Boston to Bangor. The Boston and Maine officials say they will certainly accept no modifications of the proportions of the present {tool.
Rathej than do that they will abandon the
whole thing and have an entire change of the
Tbe situation beprinciples of the contract.
tween the roads is becoming critical, bnt the
matter is being discussed in a friendly spirit,
and each board of directors will undoubtedly
be willing to yield something for peace. A revival of the old fend would only demoralize
the business of both roads, and when the fighting was over neither party wonld have gained
any advantage for the natural conditions of the
business for which they wonld have been competing would remain just as they are now.
The Journal of Saturday, sayst- It has been
on

intimated that tbe bill

now

before the Legislato make a pre-

ture, which allows the Eastern

ferred stock of its debt in excess of ten million
dollars, was intended to bring about a consolor at least that measures to that effect
would be attempted. The plan suggested looks
to giving tbe Boston & Maine stockholders
8150 per share for their stock, payment to be
made in a 6 per cent, bond, which would
stand next to the present debt of the Boston &

idation,

Maine and the ten million debt of the Eastern,
assaming that the consolidation would result
in a

saving of $3<S),000

in the

operating of

the

claimed, and it will bo seen
that even by tho returns of the roads for last
year even, that after meeting the rentals of
1881, 8305,000 interest upon the debt of the
Boston & Maine, 8276.000 npon 810,000,000 of
the Eastern debt, $600,000 six per cent, npon
the Boston & Maine capital stock at 8150 per
6bare, $566,000, and $216,000 for six per cent,
upon the preferred stock of the Eastern, that
there wonld be quite a balance left for the
$5,000,000 common stock of the Eastern. The
charges noted above would amount to $2,133,000, while the net income of 1881—82,064 000—
in operating of $300,000, as
anu the Baving
claimed, foot np 82,364,000 to meet the fixed
charges.
two

roads,

as

is

far as it relates to the Maine

provements,”
General Hospital.

The officers of this institution are well aware
that many things could be done to improv6
the appearance of the grounds and out buildings, but they have not felt justified in spending money for mere adornment when they are

to refuse admission to so many applicants for free beds, for want of means to supbetport them. As the hospital is becoming
ter known through the State, the urgency of
the demand for free beds is increasing every
mouth. That the public may understand how

obliged

we are situated in this respect, I would state
the following facts: During the last six months
we have had eight (8) free beds supported by

annual subscription,
and during this same time we have maintained a daily average of sixteen (16) free patients-

permanent endowment

or

This average of sixteen represents ninety-four
(94) different individuals who have received
gratuitous board and treatment.
That is as large a number as seems to be possible to support with our present resources, but
new applications are coming in every week,
and almost every day, a large proportion of
which we are obliged to refuse.
There are now on file sixteen applications
from the towns of Searaport, Ellsworth, Read-

field, Rockland, Kingfield, Cape Elizabeth,
Gouldsboro, Lewiston, Gorham, Thomaston,
York and Portland. Most of these are urgent
at
cases, and ought to be here under treatment
thiB moment, and it is exceedingly painful for
us to refuse to receive them.
Everyone is aware that the cost of living is
considerably higher now than it was one or two
is
years ago. But our income from all sources
Indeed, as to
not increasing in proportion.
free beds,
money contributed specifically for
last six
we have received less during the
months, than we did during the corresponding
receive
we
unless
and
six months a year ago,
some unlooked for assistance, it is probable
that we will be obliged to reduce our present
number of free patients in order to finish the
hospital year free from debt.
In face of these facts, and with these pitiful
letters before us,gdoes “Improvements,” or any
to
one else, wonder that the directors hesitate
money to
appropriate even a small amount of “at
least a
outside work; and as to expending
of
moiety” of oar contributions in this way,
course it is out of the question.
be
the
I wish that this statement might
means of directing the attention of the people
of the State to onr needs at this time, and that
be
some, who have not done so before, may
those
willing to give, of their abundance, to
As we are
who are not only poor but sick.
now sure of an income sufficient to keep the
small
hospital in operation, a
amount additional can be made to accomplish
of a larger
a great deal of good in the care
number of free patients.
Chas. O. Hunt, Supt.

comparatively

Personal.
Mr. R. Emmerton Jone3, late editor of the
Item, haa accepted a position with the Union
Mutual Insurance Company of this city.
Rev. Mr. LeLacheur is improving in health.
Mr. O. G. Barron, one of the well-known
White Mountain hotel proprietors, and Mr. C.
H. Merrill, the popular manager of the Craw,

ford House,
day.

were

at the Falmouth Hotel Satur-

Honry Porter, Inspector of
Palaee Car Co., with his wife was
House, Saturday.
Mr.

the Pullman
at the Preble

•

Wm. H. Yeaton, son of John Yeaton, Esq.,
of this city, died in Brooklyn, Wednesday afHis funeral took place from his
ternoon.

Saturday, and was largely
employer, Mr. Schuyler of New
magnificent floral cross.

father’s residence,
attended.

His

York, sent a
Congressman Reed, in tho House the other
day made a statement concerning the land slip
in Royal River, Yarmouth, which occurred on
Ho said he would try and
the 30th of March.
get a survey in time to ask for an appropriation
in the River and Harbor bill.

accepted. He performed this ervice at Skowhegan last year, to the great satisfaction of the
people there.
Rev. Alvan Bond, D. D., of Norwich, Conn.,
formerly a Professor in Bangor Theological
Seminary, and associated with Dr. Pond, is
hopelessly ill.

He is

now

in his

eighty-ninth

year.

Capt. Louis Voter of Farmington, died from
the effects of a paralytic shock Thursday morning. He will be remembered iu connection
with the counting-out scheme daring Gov.
He was “counted
Garcelon’s administration.
in” as the representative from the Farmington
district, but refusd to accept the seat from

purely conscientious motives. Mr. Voter was
highly respected by the people of Farmington.
We are glad to hear that Mr. Henry S.
Thrasher has been re-appointed to his old position, that of Assistant Engineer at the City

Building.
W. H. Fessenden, the tenor, has acdosition iu Dr. Ellis’s church, Boston,
with a salary of $2,000 per year.
Mr. Shepard Robbins, the oldest coal dealer
in Boston, died Saturday morning at his residence, No. 83 Chester Square, aged 79 years 2
Mr.

cepted

a

12 days. Mr. Robbins was born in
Thomaston, when Maine was a part of
He moved to Boston when a
Massachusetts.
lad, an<] during 58 or 60 year s past has been in
business at the stand now known as No. (>08
Atlantic Avenue, which ho still occupied a^
months

ana

the time of bis death.

Why People Do Not Go to Church.
At Williston church yesterday morning Rev.
Mr. Clark preached upon the subject of church
The text was in
attendance in early life.
Isaiah 2: 3—“Come ye, let us go up to the
mountain of the Lord, to tho house of the God
of Jacob. The preacher said that wo can liaraan idea of the enthusiastic veneration
with which the ancient Jews looked upon their
temple. David rejoiced at the thought of goTimes have sadly
ing to the house of God.
obanged since David. It is not now always a
But
cause of joy to think of going to church.

ly-havo

it is

not

altogether evil,

and

though much

danger, and often ruin, may come to many in
such an evil time, yet the church is safe. In
the discussion of this subject the preacher did
intend to indulge a spirit
faultfinding;
but it is true that the majority do not go to
ohurch. The average of church goers is not
more than one-third or one-fifth. It is the
same in England as here, and all denominations there feel it. About a year since an
enumeration of church goers was made in our
not

of

city, and of the 25,000 Protestants less than
one-third of the adult and less than one-seventh

The
over, including a quantity of fencing.
tablets were bat slightly damaged.
Cumin rlaud engine was sent to the repair shop, and fi's

broke her wrist.
Mr. Alpha Phiuney had bis hand badly
jammed last week at the Rolling mills. Dr.
Rowe amputated his little finger at the second

■pare engine takes her place.

joint.

facts in the outlook for the future. But some
excuse themselves by saying that tho sermons
Yet tboy used to bo more
are dry and stupid
stupid and still more children attended. Again

to

the spot and extinguished the fire.
cemetery was burned

Y. M. C. A.

Every available seat in tho hall of the Yonng
Men’s Christian Association was occupied last
evening at the gospci meeting which was in
charge of Mr. John Russell, of State Street
There was a notable increase in the
Church.
attendance of young men, 122 being counted.
The singiag was conducted- by Mr. E. G. Berry, chorister of Pine Street M. E. Church, assisted by a choir of yonng men and women
from

Congress

Street M. E. Church, who sang

At a school meeting holden in district No. 2,
Mr. A. J. Cash was elected moderator; Mr. A.
C. Huunewell, clerk, and Mr. George W.

Cash, agent.
Another of those

mysterious

robberies oc-

Capt.
cnrcd at Point Village Saturday night.
Ji+eph York left his house nngnarded for the
evening and on his retnrn found that it had
The
been entered and ahout $65 taken.
money taken was in a trank, which was
broken open, and was mostly old fashioned
silver which he had collected. Among it was
the first dollar he ever earned.

men

The Maine Central Improvements.
The Maine Central Railroad commence this
morning with 100 men, grading and excavating
for the foundations of their railroad shops at
the West End, as stated in Thursday's Press.

I. O. O. F.
TheG3d anniveisary of the order of I. O. O.
F., will he celebrated by the Odd Fellows of
Portland by a band concert and dance at City
Hall on the 26th inBt. Chandler’s band will
furnish the music. The band oonoert will
oommeuce at 8 o’clook, and the grand march
As this is to be the only observat 9 o’clock.
of the day by the order in this vicinity
there will undoubtedly be a large party in attendance. A large number of tickets have alance

ready been sold, and the committee will leave
nothing nudone to make this a grand affair.
Accident.
Saturday forenoon, while Mr. Thomas F.
Lynch, customs weighers was checking off the
cargo of the Norweg*an bark Erling, lying at
Central wharf, the lifting gear gave way aud a

heavy block fell from

height of 30 feet. He
received a severe scalp wound, it being necessary to take twelve stitches in
dressing it.
Mr. Lynch was comfortable last night aud it is
hoped that he will bo out in a few days. The

proposed to build a machine shop, car
shop, and paint and blacksmith bnildings, a
portion of which at least will be of brick. They
will be completed in season for the neoessary
employes to move here with their families beIt is

struck
stageman standing
Lynch
by the same block, but only slightly hurt.
Mr.

was

n then;
Bays there are more papers no
true, but is this reading better than the church?
AnThe fault is rather with the parents.
other says the Sunday school takes the place
it
but
should
not
take
the
of the church,
place,
nor should the excuse avail that many go to
hear the music; nor should we defer to the
wish of the children in this matter any more
What a miserable rethan in other matters.
sult we should have if we permitted children
to choose their own way in practical life. The
preacher had seut a postal card to about 50 of
members of evangelical
the representative
churches in our city, inquiring if they had
been required to attend church in childhood;
and if that requirement made that attendance,
The almost universal
irksome or repulsive.
testimony of those questioned was tha. the
habit formed in childhood was natural and
pleasant, and that the pleasantest memories of
obildhood are connected with the associations
The plea that
of these church-going habits.
weariness of all church services, and irksomenoss and repulsion will result from this habit
insisted upon in childhood, has no foundation
in experience or fact, and the best growth of
the church, and the surest foundation of
social and national prosperity will be secured
by the education of the young into habits of
regular and reverent attendance upon the services of the Banctuary.

D W hteele,
G W Jones,
A F Clark,
W F Wood,
\V T Morris,
James H Stevenson,

PhiiimB. Briggs,
C U Hows
Jas C Jordan,
Walter Tolman,
W E Tolman,

N S Tolman,

Geo W

Freese,

Alfred Ponce,
V H Foss,
11, Pierce,
C O Baker,
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F F Leavitt,

Chas B Todd,
A 1> Pearson,
A H Sawyer,
John L Laiten,
I B Wheelock.

Frank L Bowie,
John Cox,

Adam Lemont,
Solomon Davis.
Ann P Scamman,
Geo F P > ukey,

F W

battin,
Irving J Brown,
Chas Parker,
Winslow,

Fie eher,
Howard E Soule,

Birnle,

D

Geo W
J H

easily

on

application.

liLABKE 4k CO.,
General New England Agents,
3G Oliver Street, Boston.

Marine Engineers’ Association.
Xbe next meeting of this association which
occurs next Thursday evening will be the one
hundredth Bince organization, and the members propose to celebrate the centennial anniversary in a becoming manner. A literary entertainment will be provided, followed by a
collation. A good time is in prospect, and the
“marines" will all be there.

Breaking and Entering.
About a week ago we noted the fact that

Republic, the ablest and best Irish-American paper printed in the United States, has
this week a fall telegraphic report of the Land
League Convention in Washington. For tale

Bell arrested two boys named McGraw and
Wetherton, fifteen and twelve years old, and
officers Harris and Jackson secured another
boy named Burke, elveu years old on suspicion
of the crime. At the station last night they
confessed the crime, and they will be taken be-

by all newsdealers.

fore the eous| to-morrow.

The Republic.
The

R

it.

PORTLAND, ME.,

OF

By Parties not prepared to visit Port
land, may order goods from the followlug classifications with perfect reliance

that their orders will he promptly attended to.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

refunded.

money

The following Trade Circular is respectfully presented by the undersigned Retail Honses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people
of Maine.

Lower part of House In the
Western part of tbe city, »>leasamly situated and conveniently

arranged.

Inquire

tools.garden
Field and Flower Seeds, Fertilizers, Ac.
Agricultural
WM. C.
A
7 A 8 Preble

at

St.
OO.. 6,
watches, Else
Jewelry Silverware, Clock., Ac.
CHAS. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street
Drags, Paint-, Oils,

American

Ante. Pratt’s Astral OIL
APOTHECARIES:
W. W. WHIPPLE A
21

CO.,

apl7

_

Wanted.
r with 8300 to take charge in|Portlaud
cf a brauch of a BoBton Manufacturing
House. To an euterprising man it is an opportunity to realize a handsome income and without risk.
For particulars address E. P. WORKS, 72 Water

APART

ap!7dlw*

Limlngton.

Notice.

A little boy some four years old belonging to
Robert Davis of Limington near Steep Falls
was ont on Thursday last where some larger
As one of them
boys were throwing stones.
drew his hand behind him to throw hia stone,
the little boy ran behind him when one of his

is hereby given, that I have tlii. day given my son, F. O.
Wellcome, his time during
I .hall claim none
the remainder of his minority.
of his earnings, nor pay any bills of his contracting
WELLCOWK.
ISAAC
C.
after this daie.

knnokles struck the little boy in the eye bursting the eye, letting out its contents and totally

AN

it.
Dr. Moulton was immediately
summoned who dressed it and at last accounts
the boy was getting along well.
Services were holden at the Congregational
church on Fast day.
A sermon was preached
by Rev. E. S. Fitts from Joel 2,12-13. Mr.
Pitts took occasion to speak of national Bins.
Among them intemperance, its alarming extent and expense from statistics; another, the
Morman question, its past, present and future,
and an appeal to al( Christian people to stand
shoulder tv shoulder and crush out this evil, a
twin to slavery, that threatens the subversion
of this nation. Another national evil, crime,
causes. 1st,the prevalence of intemperance; 2d,
due to the impnre and sensational literature.
Cases were cited where boys who from imitation of some characters of whom they had
read in some thrilling story had committed
high crimes and even murder; 3d, due to the
mandlin sympathy for criminals, so many attempts to free criminals on the ground of insanity. A criminal was no less a criminal
though insane. Closing by repeating the

destroying

words of inspiration, "therefore also now saith
the Lord turn ye even to me with all your
heart and with fasting and with weeping and
with mourning and rend your heart and not
vour garments and turn unto the Lord your
God, for he is gracions and merciful, slow to
P.
anger, and of great kindness.’’
The Power e-Mitchell CaseIn the case of Serena L. Powers vs. Thomas
Mitchell, removed by order of Judge Walton
to Cumberland county for trial, Orville D.
Baker, Esq., counsel for the defendant, filed a
motion to have the action dismissed from the
docket of the Supreme Judicial Court of Cumberland county, on the ground that the order
removing the same was made in vacation. At
a hearing before
Judge Symonds at Portland
on Wednesday, the motion to dismiss was overfiled exceptions, which
Baker
ruled and Mr.
carries the question before the Law Court, and
the case was, upon motion of Mr. Baker, continued, and will not be tried again until

NOTICE

api7dlw*

Yarmouth, April 17,1882.

Wanted.
experienced book-keeper also a boy to learn
and
the flour
grocery business, one whose parents reside in the city preferred. Good reference
aprl7eod3t*
required. Address box 798.

A

GOOD Colored
Must furnish

apl7d3t

MRS. CBAS. W. HEARN,
149 Green Street.

P. M.

5

at

or

apl7dlw

The class of *82 at the Easter Normal School
Wednesday ohose the following! Valedictorian, S F. Hodge, North Dixmont; Historian, Mabelle S mmons, Stockton; Poetess,
Adel la Geer, South Tbomastoo; Prophet, W.
A. Brady, Enfield; Salntatorian, J. R. Dunton. North Appleton.* The class numbers 29.
Graduation takes place June 1st.
on

NEW

in Augusta Friday,
Plaisted was
leaving on the four o’clock train for Bangor.
He will be at the capitol next week when he
will probably nominate a Supreme Justice to
succeed Judge Libber.

Cure Found at Last! No
One Need Suffer!
A sure cure for Blind, Bleeding, Itching, and
Ulcerated Piles has been discovered by Dr. William,

(an Indian remedw) called Dr.«William*8 Indian
A single box bas cured the worst
ointment.
chronic oases of 25 or 30 years standing. No one
need suffer live minutes after applying this wondei^
ful soothing medicine.
Lotions, instruments and
William’s
electuaries do more harm than good.
Ointment absorbs the tumors, allays the intense

warm ia
itching, (particularly at night alter getting
bed,) acts as a poultice, gives instant and painless
of the
for
Piles,
itching
aud
is
only
prepared
relief,
private parts, aud nothing else.
Read what the Hon. J. M. Coffinberry, of Cleve-

land says about Dr. William’s Indian Pile
Ointment: “I have used scores of pile cures, and
it aff rds me pleature to say that I have never found
anything which gave such immediate and permanent relief as Dr. William’s Indian Ointment.”
For sale by
W. F. PHILLIP* dc CO.
Wholettale Agents, Portland, Maine.
Th&M&wly
mar30

GREAT SALE

BLACK SILKS.

SANBORN,

and

CLOTHING

Hoys’ and ChildRetail.
dren’s,
BOSTON A PORTLAND Clothing Co., 266 Middle.
& Boys’
Youth’s
Men’s,
Fine Goods A Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
0. J. A F. R, FARRINGTON, 1S2 Middle St
in full variety and at Specimly Satisfactory Prices.
•JOS. H. POOR, No. 253 Commercial St.
and Casket Manufacturers,
and Furnishing Undertakers.
S. S. RICH A SON, 133 Exohanp) St
Men’s
Wholesale and

CFFIN

Hosiery, Kid Gloves, Imces,

Embroideries and Worsteds.
CORSETS.
W. E.
Cor.

China and Glass Ware.
R. S. RAND,
Congress St.

GOODS, SUks, Sbawis,
DRY
Goods, Woelens, Linens, Ac.

DRY

Fancy Goods, Hosiery,
Worsteds, Yarns, &o.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.
Cleansing, Carpet Cleaning
Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY

DRY
Gloves,

and
DYEING,
DYE HOUSE 13Preble St,

—

OF

which will

8.

a

E. MORI

Domestic,Candles,
Children’s Christmas Toys.
FRUIT,
GEO. H. CUSHMAN. 486
St
Foreign

Trimmings

kinds with

of all

to

New

match.

and

Congress
Ranges and Stoves. Sole
agents for the improved Highland Range.
O. M. A D. W. NAShTno. 6 Exchange St

SPRING HOSIERY
for

great variety

in

Ladies, Gents

and Children,

and cohoistery.
Fine, Medium and Common Goods,
FURNITURE Co., 40 Exchange St.

Furniture
PORTLAND

Carpet-, Crockery,

Lamps
goods
Fixtures Rebronxed and Gilded.
GAS Fixtures,
LEVI 8. BROWN. 28 Market Square
Kerosene

We have all of the popular
makes of Silks in stock, and during this sale we shall offer

p ENTS’ Furnishing Goods. Neckwear,
Underwear ftc. Fine Shirts to order.
VX
CHARLES 0US1T8 ft CO., 403 Congrees 8t
price

Fine goods and low pricee.
Grocers.
W. L. WILSON ft

CO., Exchange ft Fedesal St.
Teas
and
Flour.
8.T. SOULE ft CO.,
47 Free Stroet

GROCERIES,

We have just received
assortment of made up

a

Lace Goods
styles.

As we have a very low rent the
is
expense of running onr store
very small and we can afford to
sell any of our goods at

HAIR

LOWER PRICES
than those doing business under
Our motto is
a larger exnense.
“QUICK SALES AND SMALL
PROFITS.”

Congress St.
Cutlery, Tools,
Glass and Builders’ Supplies.
MERRILL ft CO., No. 9 Market Square

HARDWARE,
T. L.

on

“NOVELTY”

AND “EUREKA.”

KENDALL& WHITNEY
Portland, April

!««'

apBfltf

and

dealers

in

Hatter,
MERRY,
Caps and Fora. Manufacturer
and Dealer in Fun, Robes, ftc.
G. A. SUSSKRAUT, 232 Middle St.

HATS,

Homeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
Homeopathic
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D. 410 Congrees

St

Watches, Chronometers,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SENTER ft CO.. 61 Kxohange St
WELRY, Watches, Diamonds,
Sslld Silver and Plated Ware.
CARTER BROS., 621 Congress, cor. Casco 8t
Diamonds,
Watches, Clocks.

JEWELRY,
JE

Platers.
Manuf'rs, Gold
JEWELRY,
ATWOOD ft WENTWORTH, 600 Congress St

now occupied by the EmerPossession gjvcn Sept. 1st,
particulars address A. G. DEWEY,
Vermont.
ap3dlm
(guochee,

Vt.,
AT Taltsvtlle,
Edge Tool Co.
For
son

1382.

Corn Packers !
PRESSES and Dies for the manufaetur*

at Corn Cans for sale.
SCREW

Enquire

of

BI BIUAU fit IIOUKII.L.

mh20dtf

FOB SALE.
will of

first-class

fixtures
good
ALL
restaurant, located in business part of the city.
No.
For
J.
and

the

a

BREWER, Jr.,

particulars, call on
Exchange street, city.

49V,
mar21dtf

Extracts from Brief Testimog.aU
-FOR-

M^NTST’S

REACTIONAftV HEALTH -LIFT
fiom

prominent Professional Men.

Caroline B.Wiaalovr, 91. D.,
Washington, D. C,
With three menths’ use of the Reactionary Lifter,
Its effect
I am a physically regenerated woman.

has been magical. I esteem it
not be over-estimated.

a

blessing which can

Claytra Keith, 91. D.,
St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to resist disease.
Haratia (tauter, 91. D.,
New York.
I am fully satisfied with your machine auu its effecta.

Hamillaa, 91. D.,
Saratoga Springs.

Robert

It is entirely satisfactory to me, and possesses all
the merits claimed for it.
David Waaster, 91. D„
San Francisco.
I »o rot hesitate to unqualifiedly commend the
Liiter
to all pe sons suffering fro a dysReactionary
peptic or rheumatic affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments.
Oliver Weadell Helasee, 91. D.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form of exere ise w blc
I nave found salutary, agreeable and exhi aratiug
The particular apparatus you use, “The Reactionary
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement.
R. C. 91offnt, 91. D.,

Brooklyn.

*

It is the most perfect compendium of exercise imaginable. it is particularly adapted to ladles suffering from uterine and kindred a eaknesses.
Lavraaa A. I.eng, 91. D.,

Bufdlo.
1 was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in reaobing and relieving chronic
infirmities of long standing, it has been a new revelation to me and other medical friends.

C. Peckbaoi Fitch, 91. D.,
New York.
It is almost indispensable for the maintenance of
health: it develops the entire muscular structure,
and imparts tone and vitality to the whole organism

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
201 MIDDLE STREET.

_dtf

UOVb

Styles.

Spring

Having greatly increased our facilities
for (loin' business we are prepared to
show all the leading styles in fine

BOOTS and SHOES.
Ladies’ French Mat. Kid top. low
vamp, quarter over and box toe. Nobby.
Ladies’ Donga Kid Button.
“
“
Cnracoa “
«

«

“

«<

«

American Kid
it

a

Cents’

a

“
a

$2,00.
1.50.
1.25.

and

Hand

Ma-

chine Sewed Goods.
Walker, Strong &

Manufactured by

Carroll, Boston.

Gents’

Hart’s Hand Sewed Goods.
Enamel, Cloth Top Oxfords.

Call and be Convinced.

JE

WELKirTwalchea, Clocks,

Silver *

Ware, Fine Watch Repairing.
ROBERT B. SWIFT. 613 Congress
Watckes, Clocks and Silve.
Ware, Manufacturers of Masonio Goods, Ao.
J. A. MERRILL ft CO., 230 Middle St
Plated

JEWELRY,

A Fine Assortment of Imported Goods.
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St.
tailor, a Fine
assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
AUG. S. FERN ALP, 237 Middle S

MERCHANT

A

fancy goods,

St

and~ Millinery Goods,
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, Flowers ft Laces.

BARNES, 444 Congress St.

EASTMAN
Millinery,
United
Nos.
1 ft 2

_

ft CUTTS,
States Hotel

Building.

Music Books, Strings, Musical

MUSIC,

Instruments and Merchandise.
IRA C. STOCKBKIIKIK, 166 Exchange

St

MUSIC BOOKS, Pianos,
Organs, Musical Instruments, Ac. •
0. K. HAWES, 177 Middle St

MUSIC

Ac

GoodsI

Glass

Eyes in Great

OPTICAL
Variety of Shape and Color, The beet make.
C. H. FARLEY, No. 4 Exchange Street.

HANGINGS, Interiar Decoralarge lot of very choice PAPER
tions, Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, ftc.
G. M. BOSWORTH, 601 Congrees St

designs

for

Or

—

MISS

AT

STREET.

dtf

—

AT

—

Odd Cards 5 cts

a

dozen.

NO. 156 EXCHANGE ST.,
NEAR CITY HALL.
inai'23

_dtf
8. K. NILES,
Advertising Agent,

BOSTON.
TBEHONT ST.,
Contract, for Adrertiscmente in New.paper. f“
cities and towns of the United State* and the
BrltlihProvinces.

_

OF

—

TRIMMED

IIATS ASMillBETS.
On Wednesday and Thursday, April
19ih and 20th, HRS I. P. Johnson
will be prepared to show her customers
and the ladles of Portland the latest and
most fashionable styles in Spring and
Summer Hilllnery. Al-o a large assortment of untrimmed Hats and Bonnets in
Straw Chip and Fancy Braids- All the
fa hionable Spring Flowers, Daisies,
Buttercups, Violets, Ac., Ac.
A choice selection of the new Lace
Edges now so desirable in Cream, White
and Colors. HloTes, Veilings, Hosiery
and Handkerchiefs in g'eat rariety.
Also new Fancy Hoods and Small Wares.

Sons, Cimlrrmnn

A-

Organs. Weber, Krauicfa

ft

Bach Pianos, and Smith Am. Organs.
W. M. FURBUSH ft SON, 436 Congress St
All kinds Frames
Frame JH’y.
Fine Gold Frames a Specialty.
to order.
R. H. KNIGHT. 37 Temple Street.
made to order, Fine
Furnishings, Underwear and Neckwear.
MERRILL ft CO.. Under Preble.Houso.

FAIRWEATHER’S, PICTURE

NO. 8 ELJI

OPENING

Chickering
& Son. Ed MoOameron A Maine Piano Co.’*
PIANOS;
BAILEY ft NOYES, 72 Exchange St.
Pianos.
NIKS. I. P. JOHNSON,
and Organs of best makes.
Five makes of Pianos and four of Organs.
PIANOS
SAMUEL THURSTON, No.3 Free St Block

PIANOS

—

deodtf

ap4

No. 4 Elm St

Millinery
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laces.
MRS. J. DRY DEN. Clapp’s Block, Congress

JUST Him

WYER GREENE, J. E. GREENE

Tailor.

MILLINERYA. E.

St.

Congress

Opposite Preble House.

KID

MRS. E. R. FOWLE,

dtf

480

GLOVES, Laces, Smallwaresaad
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
OWEN, MOORE ft CO., 507 ft 600 Congress

Merchant

STUDLEY,

WYER GREENE & CO.,

and Silver

Good Goods and Low Prices, Millinery.

lOOO Fancy
Cards marked down.

CLOTHES WRINGERS.

Bt

A. BLOC KLIN GER, 424

Silverware

Birthday Cards.

“UNIVERSAL,”

THE SCYTHE SHOP

pharmacy.

for the neck in new and choice

Stockbridge’s Music Store.

Prices reduced

FOR SALE.

a

ap-

_

and

and fishiiCg tackle.
Agent for Dn Font's POWDER, and
REND ROCK. «J. L. BAILEY, 221 Middle St.
Store. Hair Jewelry and Human
Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.

taansln.

EASTER CARDS

492 & 494 Congress St.
dt-f

and Retail.

GEO. C. SHAW ft CO., 686 ft 687 Cong, ft 236
GROCERIES.
list.
Send for

Middle.

Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
HARNESS
large CHAS.
J. WALKER ft CO., 163 ft 166 Middle St
A FURS. Special Fine, New
York Goods. Bnffalo ft Wolf Robes specialty
HATS
the
237 Middle St

roli30

Samples sent by Mail upon

&

Guns

We have just opened as line a
line of new Buttons to match all
shades of Dress Goods and Cloakings as has ever been offered in the

SALE

Vx

Fine

Wednesday, April 1*.

apE_

~~F0R

/''I AS 4fc Kerosene Fixtures, Lamps ftc.
Old Fixtures Kebronxed.
CLEVELAND ft MARSTON, 128 Exchange St

Teas,
Flour,
GROCERIES,
Coffee, Pure Spices, Butter, fte., ftc.
WILLIAM MU. Id KEN ft CO.. 682 Congress

BUTTONS.

0. W. AIXJQi.

Regular sale of Furniture and Ceneral McreEsndisc every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’elner a.
m.
oetSdtf
Consignments solicited.

FURNACES,

Wholesale

STAMPING,

commence on

Calling

and

LOWELL, 613 Congress St,
Custom and Ready Made Clothing
Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
Al.T.EN A COMPANY, 829 Middle St

Flowers

—

hi Sills aii ladies,

op., Preble House.

Wedding
Fine Stationery.

Choice
Designs
FLdRBISTS,Funeral
specialty.
ON A CO., 616 Congress St
W.

Cloaking Material

ap6

S.AEE

SPECIAL

Drees

M1LLKTT A LITTLE. 816 CongreseSt.
Goods, Fancy Goods, Milks, Fine
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, Ac,
BINES BROS, 241 A 243 Middle St.

FINE

253 Middle Street.

a

BURLEIGH A Co.
184 Middle Street.

and House Furnishing Goods.
FURNITURE,
HOOPER, EATON ft CO., 123 Exchange St

our

SILKS
to hold

Salesrooms IN Exchange HI.

Middle St

Furnishing Goode,
d.

a

of

Congress Street

and

Upholsterers
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
CABINET
DEANE BROS. A
183 A186

and

Learn our prices and you will
see that we mean what we say.

OF

suoeessor to

ENGBAYINCf
Cards
WILLIAM

In the above goods we are now
prepared to show as fine a line of
styles as can be found in the city.
Also a nice assortment of

Auctioneers.
dfit

and

and

PILES! PILES! PILES! city.
A Sure

Fine Confections,
I. F. LORD,
CANDIES
Allen
686

Goods,

and

,

V. O. BA.’LKY,

Boots

rtROCKEBY,
^

TALMAS

fit CO

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE Co., 222 Middle St.
and Shoes! Fine and Medium Goods at
low prices.
J. H. WETHERELL A CO.,
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 225 Middle St.

/
CIOBSETS,

Dolmans,

day evening.

__

BOOTS

_669

The Sanford News says the Odd Fellows of
Kennebunk dedicated a fine new hall WednesKennebunk is agitating the subject of a new
across the Mousam river. A committee
was appointed at a meeting held Tuesday to
make estimates and report at a subsequent
meeting.

Congress St.
Work,

Congress and Brown Sts
Kid Gloves, Ribbons,
Laces, Embroideries. Worsted Crewels, Ac
E. S. MERRILL. 467 Congress St

SACKS,

YOEK COUNTY.

bridge

CLARK,

PLUMMER.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

us

BAfLEl

f. O.

apl5

and Shoes, Fine Custom
for ladles and Gents, to Measure.

CLOTHING,

SPRING

Gov.

C. W. Grant of Hampden was drowned last
fall while picking up drift wood in a boat near
that place. Thursday the body was found in
the river in what is called the mink bole, two
miles below Winterport near Mt. Waldo. The
body or clothing could not be identified, having been so long in the river, but some keys in
his pocket, with a tag attached marked C W.
Grant, Hampden, Maine, revealed the fact
that he was the one drowned.

Blank Books.
Stationery
Clark’s Circulating Library.
BOOKS,
FRANK B.
616

COAL

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

prompted

application.

4k

CLOTHING,

Ulsters.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

ARTISTS’

CIGARS.

No. 92 Park

at

and

MATERIALS,Architects’ A
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 6»3 Congress St

Manufacturer and Importer
of Iiarana < igara, Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

Rooms To Let.

STATE NEWS.

lias

elegant rugs ana carpets, conof Antique, Persian and Daghasian Cashmeres, Bahndoun, Kohrassau and Armenian Rugs,
The above is the
Coorder and Coula Mats, Sic., Ac.
largest assortment and finest quality of goods we
have ever had the pleasure to offer. Exnlhit on,
Tuesday, April 18th. Catalogues furnished upon
sisting

Art

Makers

Servant for general housework.
best of references. Apply to

unfurnished,
FURNISHED
Street. Apply between 3 and
143 State Street.

A POTHECARY) The Careful Prepa ■
A tlon of Prescriptions a Specialty.
E. DANA .JR,, 688 Congress 8t
photography
by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.

Qow,

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.

October.—Kennebec Journal.

COLORED

ON

about 200 rich and

Chemicnls,
APOTHECARIES)
Imported Perfumes, Soaps, Toilet Arriolas As
_dtf_
GUPPY, KINSMAN A ALDEN, 473 Cfbgress

Street, Boston.

success

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and FRIDAY,
April 10, 20 and 21st, at 10 a. in. and 3 p.m.,
our salesroom IS Exchange street, we shall sell

40 EXCHANGE STREET.

Geo E Dow,
Chas a Sawyer,
Michae Lawrenson,
Mrs Charles E Thomas,
N D Eustis.

The unparalleled
recent sale of

Market Square

AUCTION.

AT
at

SAWYER

forTrent.

a

fruit store on Commercial street had been enYestertered and a quantity of fruit stolen.
day afternoon another entrance was made into
Maloney's grocery store on Middle street, the
money drawer pried open and a email amount
of monpy stolen. The police have looked into
the matter and last night officers Lawton and

RETAIL TRADE

HILL.

apl7eodlm

j Rumery,
Thos Edwards,
J K Gilman,
S M Reed,
L P Haskell,
Geo D Jo-t,
W A Pearce,
G W Knight,
Wm M Paine,
S H Stevens,
Preble Davis,
H M Parker,
Mrs. P Sheehan,
Cyrus W Haskell,

Sylvester,

Stickney.
Chas O Bancroft,
B A Verrill,
C W Bartl«tt,
W W Sabine,
C T Ski liu,
E F Boothby,
J J Be low,

Circulars

•love.

McKeuney,
Albert L Knight,
M E Landers,
E Feeney.
Jos L Stevens,

Tierney,

ENGINE,

PUMPING

A cheap, simple and most
managed method
of raising water for houses, hotels, farms, railroads,
etc. An easily managed m su ordinary

A M

T P Place,
M M Maney,

Dennis

To work as Second Hand on
Bread or Pastry. Also a Boy to
learn tbc trade. Apply at 38 and
30 Pearl Street.
L. A. GOl'DY A CO.

John H Greenongli,
Geo B Lane,

Mortenson,
Cummings,

W H
H W

BAKER WANTED.

John Desmond,

H L
CS
Chas. H. Talbot,
J M Robinson.
K H Smith.
F G a terson,

April 2'^d, A. D. 1882, at
furnishing the city with Blank Books,
Stationery and other articles for the different departments of the city. A list of the articles required will be furnished by calling on the City
Clerk. The right is reserved to reject any or all
bids that are not for the interest of the city.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
ap)7dtd
until

for

BOB'*Advertiser copy.

plication.

fore fall.

a

near

Russell,
FHKenison.

A B

Imported
RUGS

Stationery

PROPOSALS will bo received by the

SEALED
undersigned
M,

12

200

CIRCULAR.

TRADE

one

This evening at
several selections separately.
8 o'clock there will be a meeting for young

only._

D M C Dunn,
Leonar t Perry.
E Martin,
E H Locke,
D A Molutosh.
A L Adams,
A M Remick,
E W Hunt,

■

Cape Elizabeth.
A few days since, Mrs. Ellen Cobb fell and

About one-third of the

The undersigned wish to have their names
added to the list of petitioners for a longer sum
mer vacation of ne schools, presented to the
City Connell the 3d inst:
Chas ,J Chapman.
Geo L Uodgdon,
H H Hay,
C G Richards.

Hon. Joseph O, Smith, Secretary of State,
has been invited to deliver the memorial oration in Augusta on Decoration Day, and has

of the children from four to fourteen years of
But the absence of the
age were present.
children is a sad fact. They are away, walking or reading newspapers or novels and left
This is one of the sadest
to their own way.

ceeded

CITY OF PORTLAND.

SALES.

AUCTION

THE BUYERS* GUIDE.

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Book * and
Mb. Editob:—Will you allow me to make a
few comments on the communication of “Imso

ton

inal'New York management that produced
Tickets Wednesday.
"Hazel Kirke.”

Municipal Court.

Brief

it is their privilege
two oarsmen in the world, at
to

‘goes-a-begging.’

music

dec3S,M&W&wl»49

before jttook

under

the same time making a deposit large enough
to give confidence of their intention to row a
race: then, if they receive no acceptances they
oan justly claim the title, which at present

nouncement

Old Nurse.

an

again,

and

"champion scullers,”

Are you ill? Dr. Bussell prescribed Wheat
Bitters forme and J never felt better. Try it

apl7
Forty

row

the circumstances modesty would suggest to
American oarsmen the impropriety of ohelleuginga man who is not open to challenge.
If the Halifax oarsmen seek the title of

Paralytic strokes, heart disease, and kidney
affections, prevented by the use of Brown’s
Iron Bitters.
apl7MWF&wlw

and 75 cents.

Davis will not

ness.

Passementeries
and
Owen, Moore & Co.

atonoe.

Championship.

The Double Scull

MONDAY MORNING. APRIL 17.
the press
of N. G.
War bo obtained at the Periodical Depots
Fiwsoilden Marquis, Brunei A Oo., Andrews, ArmWentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland.
Hobart Costello, Boston A Maine Depot, and
Ohisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of th«

BOSTON 65 MAINE AND EASTERN-

THE OTHER SIDE-

Shirts

Hardware, Harness Leather
and Horse Goods. Wholesale and Retail.
QEORGE M. NELSON ft OO. 119 Exchange St.

SADDLERY

Ranges, Furnaces Ac Kitchen
Supplies. Agents for the -‘Crawford Range.”
KNIGHT ft HOWARD. 233 ft 236 Federal St.

7 CLAPP’S BLOCK.

So CARRIAGE
NEW AND SECOND HAND,

Phaetons,Open & Top Buggies,
CONCORD, GROCERY AND EXPRESS
WAGONS,

STOVES,

Ranges and Furnaces.
Agent for Wood, Bishep ft Co.s’ Goods.
W. D. AMES, 29 Market Square.

STOVES,

Ranges, and Furnaces.

Sole Agents for Magee Furnaee Co.’s Goods.
STOVES,
A, N. NOYES ft SON, 12 Exchange St

MAINE

Furnaces, and Ranges.
WM.
Sole Agents for the “Falmouth Range.”
STOVES,
F. ft O. B, NASH, 172 ft 174 Fore St
on band the best
Goods.
and
H. KOHLLNG, 89 Exchange St

Always

TAICOR.
Gorman, Freuch
W.
and

English

Draper.

Fine

TAICOR
First-olass Work Specialty.
E

Goods and

a

D.
CORNISH, 249 Middle St.
AND DRAPER.
Fine Goods always on hand. SatislacMon
7. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St
guaranteed.

TAICOR

Maker,
Ollrer Gerrish, at
WATCH
SEN TER ft CO.’S, 61
and

WM.

PRISON.
*

M.

Siree

dim

MARKS

Book, Cam, id Job Printer
V .'inters’

Exchange,

111 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Flue Job Printing n Wpncinltyt»
Ord.rs oy until or In person promptly atta-^aod
Pmrlicnlni .ttrall.. paid tn B

Clock

Exchange

STATE

mh27

Pn>Pklet Prtnrtn,

k

und

TnlhSHyl

A Constantinople Romance.

Piety and Pillage.
Some Comments ou tne Strange

Couple

]N. Y. Post.]

there being no proper facilities in this country
captives. His operations,
for transporting
however, were extended over an area, and conducted with a boldness, which make the most
famous of the Greeks or Italians seem a petty
knave. He robbed all along the Mississippi,
from Minnesota down nearly to Louisiana, and
some of his greatest exploits were performed
in broad daylight, and not on lonely roads, but

quently accompanied

fitful and pickings few. Margaretta’*
and beauty were therefore all her fortune, and prudence ordained she should mar
a
ry money. This was found in Mr. Bekiau,
who had good store of goid
was

li-.e extraordinary doings in Missouri concorning the death and burial of Jesse James,
(he noted robber and murderer, have attracted
a great deal of attention from the press, though
a
hardly as much as they merit. James was
successful brigand of the worst kind for nearly
in the
twenty years. He served as a guerilla
became a
war, and when peace was concluded
common bandit of the Greek or Italian type,
but without holding his victims to ransom,

in the streets of small

[St. James Gasette.j
Of all the Armenian beauties of Constantinople Margaretta Amassian was the lovliest.
Her father served in a public office where pay

towns, and
by murder.

wore

In

fre-

fact,

the extent of

youth

money-changer,

was

and of years, but whose appearance
"homely.” He wedded the graceful child.
On the first of August last Mr. Bekian, who
had then been married nearly a year, received
a

letter

by five refugees,

purporting to be signed
on
pain of death,

demanding of him,

a

pay-

He was to
ment of four thousand pounds.
carry the money to a certain spot in the forest
of Alemdagh. Mr. Bekian did not take this
letter nu se'neuz; his experience of little tricks
that Margaretta had already played led h im to
think that his beautiful wife had more to do
with this letter than the five muuhadjirs; more
especially as he at the same time came into
a
possession of a note written by Margaretta to
Mr.
very favorite cousin, asking him to kill
Bekian for her sake. This skittish act on the
part of Margaretta made an impression upon
Mr. Bekian’s mind which he was not successful in dissimulating. So Margaretta went off
with the cousin and Mr- Bekian addressed
himself to the Grand Zaptieh. Margaretta
has never been found.
It is thought that Mr. Bekian did Dot care
much about finding her, and that he tipped
something more than a wink to an incorruptible police to let her get off. A judicial inves
tigation into this curious history has just been
brought to a close, and Ottoman justice has
taken so severe a view of the case that Margaretta has been sentenced to three years’ hard
labor, and cousin Tomaso to a like penalty.
The young couple, under the circumstances,
to Turkish territory,
are not likely to return
although it may be feared that their escapade
is less agreeable to them than it might nave
been If the financial project connected with it
had not miscarried.

country over
which his jurisdiction extended, the character
of hie crimes, the long period during which he
enjoyed impuuity, and the smallness of the
force with which his blows were struck, we
mnst admit him to be the greatest robber of
either ancient or modern times, surpassing in
and the
mix respects both the Coudottieri
Bucoaneers.
Tue manner of bis death, too, has something
robber*
unprec* dented about it. All the great
of old times, and of other o. uniries, lived in
it
caves, or in mountain fastnesses, to which
was difficult for troops to pursue them, or in
in
long, low,
atroug castles, or kept the sea
schooners.
James, however,
rakish black
lived in a comfortable house, surrounded by a
loving family, and went off ou his expeditious
Wit and Wisdom.
apparently as a business man goes off to collect
debis or to solicit orders. Moreover, although
the State of Missouri had for long years been
trying to arrest him, it was never able to do so,
Gus De Brown, who has prolonged his call
and in order to compass his death the Governconsiderably after 10:48 p. m.: “So you don’t
or had to resort to the means by which the Veadmire men of conservative views like myself,
netian Council of Ten and other ined’aoval
Powers occasionally tried to get rid of obnoxious I Miss Angel?’’ Miss A, with vivacity: “No,
to
assassin
an
hired
go
foreign sovereigns. He
indeed, I prefer people who have some go in
and kill him unawares, so that Janies really
them.” De B. reaches for his hat.—Tiger.
died what mav be called a royal death- Hfell as Henry IV., and William the Silent anti
A Renovating Remedy
Admiral Coliguy feli, the victim of the hostility uf a great community who were unable to Is to be found in Bukdock Blood Bittebs
felt
get :he belter oi him in open figh hut
As aa autidote for sick headache, feinalt
that tifs taking off s« necessary to their safe- j
biliousness, indigestion, constipaweakness,
in
fact
The
Governor
justiand
ty
prosperity.
fies bis own course in language which might
tion, and other diseases of a kindred nature
have been used by Elizabeth alter the deteat
Price 51.00, trial
these bitters are invaluable.
of the Armada. He describes the assassination
size 10 cents.
of J lues as the relief of the Slate from a great
hindrance to its prosperity, and as likely to
The average drink in Syracuse is two gills of
give an important stimulus to real estate speculation, to railroad enterprise, and foreign im- whiskey, washed down with the same amount
migration.
of water,and kept there by leaning the elbows
for twenty min“If you want to know the value of the deed,” bo
on the bar, and talking horse
ask
the
owners
said, “ask the managers oi bank*;
ates.—Detroit Free Press.
of land in that pan ..I the Sta.e; ask the managers
of the many rail oads constructe t in this Slate;
ask the ticket agent- at St Louis, Kama* City,
One bottle of “Elixib op Life Root,”
Omaha and Chicago; ask the hotel keepers at St.
taken as directed, will conviuce any person
Lorn- and Kansas Ci y; a-k the pr uerty holdei*

when

we

consider

_

and real estate agents at Kama* »Ity and in Jack
so County; a.-k ihsewlioown land in C ay and
Platte; hear ai their response-, and lb. n sa« it ».i
anu general
no; a g od deed in bctia.f of law, orde

troubled with Sidney Complaint or Dyspepsia
that they can be entirely cured of their
trouble%

James’s relations to the chorea, too, had
about them. Ho
a curiously uted aeval flavor
a Baptist minister, but his cawa- the SOU ol
not s rike his mother, or
reer apparently d.d
inconsistent
any ot bis fauiiiy or neighbors, as
with the possesion of a stock of fundamental
he
died she reWhen
and iuetadicable piety.
joiced in the thought that be had gone to
Heaven. Two Baptist ministers performed
tbe funeral services, and a vast concourse of
fribuds, including the sheriff, who was deeply
affected, followed the remaiDS to the grave,
rot sorrowing, apparently, as those who are'
without hope. In fact, the James territory,
which includes the adjacent corners of four
Stairs, is a region which seems closely to
conand moral
resemble in its religious
Frankish kingdom in Gaul in
a
dition
sixth
the
Every one knows
century.
of the
how
ver^ early in tbe history
Cuurch the tendency to make faith take the
show
itself.
St.
to
of
right living began
place
J<tmen h.id to warn the very first generation of
Christians that pure religion and undefiied
consisted not in sound belief, but in good
deeds. Tbe difficulty of making people show
their faith by their works bas beset ChristianBarbarians rapidly accepted
ity ever since.
the Christian dogmas, and took eagerly to tbe
rites and ceremonies of the Church, but they
never were quite ready to accept its views
about behavior. Gregi r.v of Tours, in his most
instructive chronicle, tells some vary grotesque
stories of tbe difficulties which tbe bishops had
iu Gaul in bis day in refusing the communion
One Frankish chief—
to notorious evil livers.
a great robber and cutthroat—insisted on having it administered to him, and the bishop had
to let him have it, in order to save life, for he
threatened to kill all the other communicauts
The
if he was not allowed to partase also.
comfort the Italian and Greek brigands find in
the external observances of their creed, while
committing tbe most atrocious crimes, is now
A sceptical or agnostic robber is
an old stery.
in fact unknown in eastern or southern Europe.
These all belong to tbe Catholic or Greek
Church, however, which has always greatly
exalted tbe value of external worship and piand thus furni-hed only too
ous credulity,
much temptation to those who are ready to befor the purpose of
limitation
lieve without
The
postponing any change in their habits.
Protestant Church has been much more exactfact
has
ing in the matter of conduct, and in
afforded in its touching but few of the refuges
for easy-going sinners which its great rival proBut the fight between
vides so plentifully.
faith ana right-living nevertheless rages within its borders unceasingly and not always to
the advantage of the latter. It is not only in
the James district in Missouri that one comes
which a ceron tbe strange compromises by
tain external devoutuess is made to atone to
tbe conscience not only for spiritual coldness,
but for long and persistent violations of the
fundamental rules of morality.
Startling as
are these revelations about the state ol society
in that part of the country, they are hardly
more startling, everything considered, than
the frequency with which our aeiauiters aud
embezzlers in this part of tbe world proveto
have been vestrymen, deacons, Sunday-school
superintendent*, and prominent members ddring long years of delinquency and perfidy.
It is, in
There is nothing new about it at all.
fact, as we have said, simply a new phase of
world.
moral
one of tbe oldest struggles in the
But the James story derives much freshness
from the fact that he is prooably the first Proito
estaut who managed
keep bis standing
good in the local church and tetaiii the affec
tton of his pastur, aud maintain a happy home,
while pursuing tobhery and murder as a profession.

Reputation is better than character. Extract
of logwood needs only a port-wine label to gain
admittance into the best society.—Boston Tran-

prosperity."

_

script.

prepared

Miss Sawyer’s Salve as now
the world. 29 cents.

beats

Even Apollo unbends himself as well as Ms
bow sometimes. Here are four lines of Victor
Hugo which have never yet seen the light.
They were written at Jersey during a walk on

rainy day:

a

ehasser le spleen,
'J’entrui dans une inn,

UhJ’ai

God

budu gin.
the Quern

sotie

This the poet regards as a poetic synthesis of
and
sentiments.—London
Briton’s life
World.
a

gain strength by usiug

mothers

It acts like a charm in

Brown’s Iron Bitters.
restoring to health and strength overstrained
nature.
_

A motto for

Sc-fa and no

lovers:

young

father.—Columbia Spectator.
the invalid’s friend,
“Wheat Bitters.” It may save your life; it
Your druggist has it.
has saved thousands.

Try

a

bottle

to-day

of

Sophronia: “Can Senator David Davis, a8
president of the Senate, if drawn as a juror, be
compelled to sit on a jury?” We don’t know.
wouldn’t like to be one of the
that he would sit on.—Somerville Jour-

If be can,

jury

we

nal.

The Domestic
"Oh! my back I My back!”
backache. 12 Elm street.

cures

The Texas Christian Advocate says that
thousands of good men are spoiled by marrying
the wrong woman. The woman who marries
thousands of good men must be very wrong,
and no wonder the good men are spoiled.—
Boston Transcript.
_

Check the
First a cold, then bronchitis.
first with Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure In one minute.
P. J. M., Memphis; “Would you please
tell me if you ever bad a bone felon, and if so,
how did you treat it?”
We never had one, and if we had we would
not have treated it. Newspaper men never
It would be unprofessional to do so. It
treat.
is tiie privilege of the newspaper man to be
treated .—Tex as Siftings.

old church as they did; I had wondered,
they hod, at the old warrior in his armor of
chain mail; I had stood at the same font at
which the child was baptized from whom our
good poet sprung; and in the old churchyard
the dust oi his forefathers lay side by side with

same
as

Plttstou, April »,

that of mine.
The old home waB Ilkley, in Yorkshire
have copies of the old charters and surveys of
the town that date back almost to the Conquest
but no Longfellow appear* hef'tre 1510, and
theu within ten milftB oi Ilkley. Those Longfellows were simply sons of the soil. The first
laborer and ho paid four pence
one was a day
as his share to help Henry the Eighth fight
Then a long time after came a
France.
lust
agi
John who was a freeholder. Ouly six years
before tho chi!? was bofn who came to Ameriname of
ca the
Longfellow appear,; among
those who were helped bv the parish charity.
Afterwards members of the family became
church wardens and overseersoi the highways.
These Longfellows were as purely bits of nature as tbe oaks in tbe woods or tne heater on
the hillside. They had a certain old Saxon insistence upon what they believed was their
right, and they all believed, that game belonged
to them as much as to the great lords and land
owners. They also believed tho dead wood was
free to be used by them, but they insisted especially upon haviDg the groen yew for their
bows. The Longfellows were leaders in all the
TaidB on the game, on the greoa yew, and we
have the record of a John who was fined again
and again because he “would not put away hie
it
dog.” They were always ready to fight, but
of the Saxon against the the Norwas the

DKATUH.

aged 36 years.
In Bowdoin, April 6th,

Alexandor, aged

James

30 years.

Boothbay, April 2, Sarah E. Barter, aged 26

Ij yefn*Bath.

fight

Charlotte S. Davis, aged

In Deering, April 16,
61 year 9 months.
[Funeral service this Monday afternoon at 3 o’clk,
at her late residence Ocean street.
In Deering, April 16. Mary E., wife of William T.
Thompson, aged 44 years 4 months.
o’clock.]
[Funeral service this afternoon at
In West Falmouth, April 16, Daniel P. Hobbs,
aged 81 years,
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
the Free Baptist obureh. West Falmouth.
In Y armouth, April 16th, Deslah Bates Loring,
wid w of the late Jacob G. Loring, aged 76 years
7 mouths.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon, at 2 o’clock, at
her late residence.
At Orr’a Island, Harpswell, April 6. Ephraim
Johnson, aged 38 years, 9th, Lettice K. Gillian,
aged 73 years 11 months.
In Buwdolnbam, April 6, Capt. James T. Carney,
Miss

In

CORRESPONDENT.

1881..f.$4,039,4S7

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1881

Boston.

York;

April 16, Louisa C., wife of Joseph 0.

Hicks, aged 63 years.
lu Topitbam. April 11. Cora G., wife of Dr. Geo.
M. Lee. aged 31 years.
In Damarisootta. April 8. Mrs. Sally C., widow of
the late William Motion, aged 76 years 11 months.
lu Richmond, April 8, Mrs. Abigail P. Duncan, of
Bath, ag. d 04 years.
__

AAlUNU

OAKSOkSTBABSHlPS
Vim

7HOM

phopphato powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal

alum

_

StUormaia .New York. Havre.Apl
Apl
scyl bia.New York..Liverpool
.Portland....Liverpool ....Apl
Circassian
Cltvol Wasbington.New York. Havana.Ail
City of Para.New York..Aspinwall....Apl
—

19
19
20
20
20
22
22

Italy.New York..Liverpool_Apl
BoleTia..New York..Glasgow.Apl
City of Rome.New York. .Liverpool—Apl 22
Republic.New York. .Liverpool—Apl 20
Niagara .New York.. Havana.Apl 22
Santiago.New York..St Jago.Apl 2.i
Batavia.New York..Liverpool. ...Apl 26
Ameriqne.New York..Havre.Apl 26
26

has got a good deal of seuse, as tbe following
little incident ^ill show; Mr. Brodie gets the
Times, of this city, and also the Boomerang.
"When the pet from the tropics is told to bring
either of these papers to Mr. Brodie’s mother,
be knows which is which, and brings the oue
desired. When he gets tbe Times for the old
very thoughtfully brings
This shows that even t!iu
brute creation can distinguish between a clear,
legible prim and that which is the reverse
We do not make any comment on this little
incident, but simply give the bare facts.
When a paper gets so dim, typographically
and editorially, that a bobtail baboon from a
heathen land begins to notice it, there ought
to be a reform.—Laramie Boomerang.

lady, however, he
her spectacles also.

40 PER CENT.

_febl8d&wly
MASS.,

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vloe President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
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o
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CO K RESPONDENT.
feb4dliuWMWlllm&w6wO
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San Francisco.
Ar 14th. schs Cephas Starrett, Lawrence, Savannah; Geo V Jordan, Duncan, Now York; Geo Arey,
Rogers, Gun Point.
Be ow, brig Mary Fink, Darrah. from Matalitas.
PHILADELPHIA--Ar 13th. schs Emma Crosby,
Crosby. St John. NB; Henry Withiugton. Crowell,
Boothbav: Geo Nevinger, Smith, Sheepscott.
Arl4ih sclis Jas Ford. FUk. and FH Odiorne,
Crowell. Kennebec, land cld for Boston )
Cld 14th, brig Atalava, Eve, Cienfuegos.
WILMINGTON. DEL—Ar 18th, sch Addle M
Chadwick, That her. Kennebec.
NEW \ OKK -Ar 14th, barque Jas G Pendleton,
Nicnoie. Iloilo. 166 days; barque l.eviS Andrews,
Wans. Pensacola, brig Anita Owen, Branscomb,
Guantanamo.
cld 14th bqrqne Spartan, Crossley. Singapore;
Blckmorc. New Orleans: sens Edw
Edward

75

Mutual
LIFE WHAM COSPASY,

4»

©

"X

MILtrADHI!!!, Wirt.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

Twenty-Third Annual Statement, January
1st, 1882.

VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Is

a

Positive Cure

foUplalnU and Weaknesses
•ocommon toour best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female ComUicera
plaints, all ovarian troubles. Inflammation and
Upn, Falling and Displacements, and tlie consequent
In a 1 Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
for all those Painful

INCOME.
Premiums.. ..$2,170.5 2 36
For Interest. I,194,570.b7
Total..9 3,374,133.*13
DIM KIT B8EMEIVTM.
Death Losses.£816,436.50
Matured
Endow-

For

Bp

Change of IJfe.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
canan early stage of development. The tendency to
Its use.
cerous humors there is checked very speedily by
all
craving
destroys
It removes faintness, flatulency,
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of tjie stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervons Prostration,
Sleeplessness, Depression *hd IndiGeneral

usUrg
Waite. York, Cardenas; Viola May, Fisher, East-

port.

Passed ihe Gate 14th «cbs Island Belle, from New
York for Fastport: Viola May. do for Northport;
Lettie Wells Hoboken for Boston; Damon, and Geo
W Rawlev. Port Johnson for do; T S McLe'lan, and
Ann Elizabeth Ambov for Portland.

It will at all times and under all circumstances act in

harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Maas. Price $1. Six bottles f or $5. Sent by mall
In the form of pills, also intho form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, gl per box for either. Mrs. PInkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pampfr
let. Addlesa os above. Mention thia Paper.

Brunswick.
NKWPi iRT—Sailed 14th, sobs Josie Hook (from
Portland) for NYork: Medford. Hoboken for Surry;
Wm E .lames. Portland for New York: t onnecti
cut, do for do; Lizzie Poor. Belfast for do: Charter
*ak, Portland for do. Katie Mitchell. Bath for do;
Geo W Glover Rondout for naoversport.
Alsosld sch Elizabeth M Smith, south
NARRAGANSET—Ar 14th. Bchs Grace Cushing,
Colson. Portland for New York; T Benedict, Crockett. do for do Connecticut. Furnell; Josie Hook,
Fiokett, and Wm E Barnes, Hodgkins, do for do.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 14th, sjh Idaho, Jameson.
Boston for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 13th, sobs Olive Elizabeth, from New York for Boston; l.ngano, Elizabethport for Portsmouth: Saseanoa, Weebawken for
Cohasset: James Henry New Yoik for Dover; Alligator Port Johnson for Saoo; Lizzie Brewster, from
W P
Macbias for New York with loss of sails;
Ritchie. Calais for F-li River, (lost anchors.)
Sailed, schs R M Brookings, H A DeWltt, Fannie
Flint. Beni Reed, Mary -anda Starlight. Vicksburg.
Jas Holmes. Quoddy. Island City, Abm Richardson,
Uobt B Smith. Percy, Mary, Thayer KirabaK Red
Jacket, David Torrey, Veto, Cbas E Sears, sinbad,
Prudence Telnmah, Mary Jane, Harry P Percy,
Alligator 1 ugano and Jas H Deputv.
HYAXNIS-Sld 14th, schs Congress. Willard,
(from New York) for Portland ; Paragon, do for

A9SET8.
& raorlgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,674.45

Reale»ta'e. 1,720,219,30
U. S and other
bonds, (market
value).
2.486,491.66
Cash on hand and
..

W&Fly

LIABILITIES.
ac’na
Reserve,
ries, 4 pep ct... $15,653,068.09
All other liabili-

Arrived.
Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse

to

Brig Gipsy Queen. Chandler. Cardenas -molasses
te order. Vessel to chas Merrill.
Set; Brunette, Colson, Boston—oil to J Conley

Received for premiums.939,611,785*47
Paid for death

Josses.$9,528,649.55

Paid for matured
endowments...

3,318,815,64

Paid for sur en iere t and laised

Total.$27,278

paid poljcv

&eowlynr

STATE

LEWIS

__

York.
Cleared.

geb Ida L Howard, Dodge, New York-J W DecriDg.

W. J.

YOU SHOULD

INSURE

and professional men all over the
for all these reasons is entitled to your
tion and respect.

Grubs, Blotches,’ Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, S-aid Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf

dislodged,
Choking, putrid mucus
cleansed, disinfected and healed, breath sweetened,
swell, ta-to and hearing restored and const!
tutionai ravages checked.

Appetite, Juandice,

CATARRHAL COUGH.

A

Brom-hitis, Droppings Into the Throat, Pains in
the Clies'. Dyspepsia, Wastiig of Strength and
Flesh, l.ossof ‘-lee,., &c.. cured.
Oue bottle Radical Cur-, one t>ox Catarrhal Solvent am! one I >r --anlord’s Inha er in one pack g-,
Ask for Sanfohd’s Radiof all druggists for Si.
WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, t'ass.
cal Cuke.

sShiW*’

Affections of the Liver.

Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the mest
is the Greyest Blood Purifier on earth.
PKIPB, $1.00. TMIAL FT7E, 10 Ccot*.

course of

skeptical that it

FOSTER, MltBURN & CO., Prop’rt, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. I. PHIL! IPS ic CO., Wholesale Acts.
M.W&Fly
GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

ONE COLLINS’

The Great Eng-

VOLTAIC ELECTRIC PLASTER, C' sting 'J5 cc- t*. will
Instantly relieve Pain. Weak- i
and inflammation of the

TRADE

MARKUs^emedy.

tnTRADB_MARK

Seminal Weaknes*.
all
Impotcncy, and
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of Selfof
as
Loss
Abuse;
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Buck, Dimness
of Vision, Preniaturo

ness

Lungs, iver, h id» eys. and
Urinary Organs, Rheumatism
Neuralgia and Sciatica. Sold
I

everywhere.

und
BEF0RETAKIH8.Consumption
Premature Grave.

u

AFTER TAKING.

THB GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. IOC Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

KJjf^Sold in J’ortland, by Fred. A. Turner, 251
and Young tf Fmne, cor. Congress and Green Sts.
ftUg^VM 1 yi

F. II.

DR

NOURISHING FOOD
OVERCOMES

Indorsed by (be

best

j

<mw%.

Physicians.

2aw&wcow3m

DODD’S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
BOSTON
MJ WASHINCTON ST.,
t*>e
AdveriiBemeuia received for every P»i«i In
at
tne Lowest
Provinces
British
and
Stale*
gnitod
Anv info* mat lot. cheerfully given
Contract Prices
and estimates promptly furnished.
time
File of the Pkbh> *e* t for Inspection at any
Sena for Circular.
Estimates furnished.
A List of 100 choice newsp'-pers.

kjkmIoi

I

Ho. 276 Middle SU,
Edwards A Walker’s
Hardware
srore.
from
April blh to 44tla.
dtf

ever

0C17

mtuO

Congress St.,

Has opened an office in
Portland andean be found

Deep-Seated Coughs, KronchHis, Dyspepsia, Wasting of the Kidneys, Bright’s
Disease, Dropsy.Emaciation.and Mental,
Physical nnd Nervous Debility.

—-—

FISTULA AND PILES.
WILLIAM HEAD, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
ROBERT M. READ, (M D. Harvard 1876) have
asao iated themselves together at 41 Somerset street,
Boston, and give e*peoial a tent hi to the treatment
PlL Ht IIVD ALL Dig.
of VINTC * A
E4NI<§»FTUE BUbCTUiTl, without detenfrom
but
in*
8*.
tion
Abundant references given.
Correspondence

answered.

Office hours—l? to 5

o

clock Pf M.

a

HOME

All polled*
POLICIES!
INCONTESTABLE
ssued after Nov. 16, 1881 are incontestible alter
three yeai s from the date of the policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatement of »ge.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur dtu ing itB
o

ntinoanoe

ana

is

so

simple

and clear that

even a

child can un lerstaud it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most iust
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS! Whenever
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thoreto, amount to the Hum injured, the policy becomes payable at once aa a matured endow-

feblO eoddm

and

R.;

a. m.

sioepfchfc

eonPAKf*
(

W

Jjfcuii through

SCHNAPPS.

ddSit

or

Roo 3

included

Passage apply

to

fi. B. mAMP ON, Agret,
1© l.cwv w»**s,f. HoatM

FOR

CALIFORNIA,
china,

'Isailwicfa

fwluiirfa. New
Awmiia.

The
York

splendid
10th, 2©th

new &a
on the

carrying

bolow

vegetable decomposition

or

other causes,

Limestone, {Sulphate of Copper &e, the

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

Meals and

Freight

For

necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

From Long Wharf Boston, 3 p
From, Pine 3*rse* Wharf
Philadelphia, at ir a. m
insurance one-half the rated

m.

passengers and

7.e&lau4

aav.

other alcoholic preparation.

A

public

trial of over SO years duration in every
section of

our

conntry of Cdolpho Wolfed

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and

a

sale unequaled

hr any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sole by all Druggists
md Drocers.

steamers sail from Net*
and 30th of each montt
freight for Han Fraud so/

S. S. City of Para, April 20 s. S. Colon,. ..April 20
8. H. Acapulco, fur Isthmus of
Panama uijy

i

May 10.

For freight or passage
atos and the fullest tafn
tnatioo, apply to the Gene'ai Eastern Agents.
f-L. BABTLPTT A €©.,
f 13 Htwte !*treei, c#» Hrond Nf., Uomsc
or to W. D. LITTLE & 0* .,
31 Exchange St.. Portia nd.
jo38dt/

E4VEK

IN

STREET,

4EW YORK.

BOSTON

\

/Steamers !

rate*.

PAYTON TUCKER, Sup’t.

Portland, Doc. 6 th, 1881.
ilecS

dll

_

Portland and

Worcester

Imt

PORTLAND Sc ROCHESTER K. K

MUM BITTERS
Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a perma-

LINE.

constipation follow*

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Diseases, etc.,

4ATE8 OJf PASSAGE.
Cab n.
$50.0 Gold.
Cabin return.... •
.$t?’ .00 Gold.
For passage. &c.. app’y to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO General Agents. Grand Trunk Freight OffidecB dtxnayl
ces, foot of India street.

Hnine

After

nent ClirG.

The steamei? of this Lina will
the winter t-eAson
t>ruu during
*4
fortnight 1) between this per-and
U jfflrTi
kSSES^'-aIa' Live pool. The vessels are Cl> de
bui t ful‘powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at educed rates to thoso desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.ISRh March
ONTAkB >, Caj t Williams.30th March.
BROOK l YN, Capt. Liudall.13th April.
DOMINION. 27th April.

Bitters

w

ill

speedily

all of which these

cure

by removing the cause.

Keep the Stomachy Bowels, and Digestive Organs
in good working order, arid perfect health
will be the result.
L&diOS and other* sub*
juetto Sick Headache win And relief
cure by the use of
£he*e Bitter*
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

and permaneut

Steamship Company.

PURIFY THE

Seiul-W**kly Line to Sow York-

BLOOD

by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

Simmer Eleanors and Franconia

Price 25 cts. per bottle.

Will until further sioticc leave Franklin Wharf.
-tland every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at «
I. *L, ana leave Piet 37, East River, New York,
vvery MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M
These steamers arc fitted up with fine accommoda*
Dions for passengers, making this a very convenient
tnd comfortable route for traveler? tietweer New
fork and Maine
During the summer months these
•reamer? wil’ toneb at Vineyard Haven on their oasi*ge to' and from New York. Passat including
S’.atc Rotra $5, meals extra Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
>ace.

For sale by all dealers in medicine.
Send
address for pamphlet,free,giving full directions.
J0H5S0N
St
QEi&Y,
IMP,Props., Burlington, It.

WFdiM&«ly

/@SB£k

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.

J. F. AMES. Ag’t. Pier 88 E R. New York,
Tickets and State Hoorn? ea> oe obtained at Ssi
Nxcnange Street From De*'. 1 to May 1. nr, pa*,
da
♦frngar* will be. taken *»y Oei* Hr©

Portland, Bangor & Machtas
STBAUBOA ! i:i>.

Arrangement.

Spring

(emmenciag April

i

1th, 188i«

8learner LEWISTON
Vlas
CHARLES D BERING
will l«ih Railroad W

JoeThe
^

«*

_ter.

evt-rx
»>'ri<lio
WmSSSSEmbmw'v
Portland,
en-BMig. ai * I 15 o’clock, or on the arrival of
Pullman train from Boston, f© Hodiixnujw
k
isii.
8o W*«. Hartint
Dec<
bor. Bur Harbor (Mt. Desert),
Millbi-idge,
lou^-oe?! tind 'Inrfiinnptfri
Also loave Poi tlaud every Tarnlav Eveuing same time tor Millbndgo, touching at intermediate Landings.
Aciuiuibt; ita.ve* Maohiasport ever* Uar
1*»> flcroiti^, a* 4.30 o’clock, and Mil.bridge
I’hura t»y hi 8 A. ill.,
every Monday and
coaeiiint at intermediate landing?. Arriving «n Portwith
JPullm&r
land same evening, *oLi,|'’Otiug
Night Tniu tor Boston.
the Lewis to a c meet* a* Rooklaml with Boston
f«»r '-ai-igor and River endings
& Ba igo
every Saturday morning.
GEOr»Gb L. I)aY, General Ticket Agent.
E Cl S'* ING. General Manager.

Portland, April 8.

I*.

LAWRENCE,

one

of

WEDNESDAY

nnri

st.

By Atlantic Count B.ina* and ttcaboard A*r
HiLtof Lading given fry Waldo A. Pearce,
Auent, N". 22 > Washington st.
By Inlnud A Men hoard » oa»iiut Co and
l ine.

Potomac

bad State of the Blood,

H. 4 o

to

Washington.

D.

C.,

or

low

eod&wly

marl

CATARRH.

Elys’ Cream Halm
cleanses
Effectually
(he nasal passages of
Ca* arrhal virus, cansin" healthy secretions,
11 lay**
iiitlntumatlou,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
■*ore> and restores the
of
sense
taste
and

-mell; beneficial results

by a few
A thortreatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever. Sic, Uneqnaledfo
colds
in
the head.
Agreeable to use Apare

realized

applications.

nostrils!”^b

and

the
• Uito
receipt of 50c will mail a package For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS* CKEAA1 BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

I'ht ouah T icket* to all part? of the South and
Southwest, fo> sale at thcWtotirl and 240 and
Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
306 Washington St
ft) 00 first class; $7.00 second class, including meals
and berths.
fi. SAMPSON, Gen. Agent, 33 Central

nov2-dtf

d&wly48

nov24

T.

Advertising
I (Hi

C.

EVANS’

Agency and
Warehouse,

Printers’
BOSTON.

WABUIIVtSTON St.,

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds e/
Printers' Material? Advertisement? inserted tn all
P*i>er in the United States or Canadas at i,nbltsber*
•vwi.pi

Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TlfHKW to Baltimore and Norfolk, and

Wharf, Boston-

or a

HAY FEVER

SATURD Y,

3

ington

a

accompanied by Debility
State of the System.

thoir tlrst-class

o’clock, P. M trom Central t\ hart, Boston,
direct to Nortolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarder tri*n N< 'folk to all part** of
CAROL IN AS,
TENNESSEE,
VIRGINIA,
FLORIDA,
ALaBAMA,
GEORGIA,
and
ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA. MISSISSIPPI.
By Va.. Tctan A «Ja. Air I*in«*. Bills of lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washa*

in

ough

D. II. MILLER,
B URSM I HE.

ALLEGHANEY.

every

plaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating

Washington

Wii1c^aNE,

JOHN HOPKINS,
W'

Nervous Affec-

Dyspepsia,

tions, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Com-

Steamship Line,

_

will sail

R.

Cures

>882____dtf

Baltimore, Norfolk &

«f. F.

Shia,

DR. HENRY BAXTER'S

dtf

DOMINION

for suffering from

no encase

C»nstli>ntiun
and a thousand other diseases that
owe their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach a,nd Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

FARE $1.00.

MAINE STATE AGENCY,

Ferris, Manager.
W. A. MORRIS, Agent for Portland.

There is

Th* .avorite Steamer* Fores. City and Jobs
Brook? wilt alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 ’clock p. tu. and INDIA WH A RF,
av
Bostco
7 o*c ook p. m. -Sunday? excepted,.
Passenger? by this -ine are reminded that they «eOire a comfortable uight’* rest and avoid the expense
ao4 Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at uight
£pr Ticket? *nd Stateroom? for ?ale at D. H.
YOUNG'S 1'?*! Middle street
111 rough Ticket? to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Line? for sale.
Fre ght taken a* usual.
J B. iOYLE, Jr., General Agent.

to

AKEANOK.UKIVT,
WSNTtStt
_On and after ?iondujr, Dec. 3,
OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay ur cleAtb I
h *»H|. PdBeengei Train* will ie*v<
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
at 7.at1 a. w.,
hq<>
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
.H7Y-tLfc— a .03
p. iu , arriving at Worcester
days -aud without rebate of interest!
and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leav
it 2.16 p. m.
Presidcat.
LDflWH',
JOIN
(Talon Depot. Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 »
DANIEL SHARP Vice President,
<nM arriving at Poitland at 1.26 p. m. and 6 45 p
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
m.
N'CHOLAS DbGRi h>T, Asfisiant Secretary,
For Dli&tos,
Ayer Juu«'., Fitchburg
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.
Nnthaa. Lawsll, tliudbani, nn«9 Ep
at
7.30
a.
1 03 p. us
m. and
ping
For Manchester, fionrerd and points North, <
1.03 p. ia.
For Bocnc-Hter, Mpringvalc, Alfred, tV*»
crboro end **nc© Hirer.7.30 a. in.. 1.0
ra., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Return U.,
11.24
iavo Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a.
and 3 36 p. ra., arriving at Portlanr
A. m..
eo
dtl
<jeo3
ra. and 5.46 p. ai.
1.26
9.36
a.
p.
ra.,
(xr/xcd)
For Gorham, Naccnrappa, Cnnaberlnu*
Hi ll»,
Westbrook and Woodford’s
NEKVOUS DEBILITY.
at 3 30 n, ra.,
1.03, ©.JO and (mixed
*0.3#
p. no.
Cure
Guaranteed.
A
'The i.03 p. in. ttaiu from Portland connect* Ai
TreatWest’s
Nerve
and
Brain
0.
E.
De.
4ye~ June, with tlc-osac 'fi'nune! Houtc for
ment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul11 Wept, and at iJnton Depot, Worcester, for
sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
t n York via Norwich Fine. and all rail,
of Memory. Spermatorrhoea, impotency, Involuntaoveri.'tpringfleld, also with !*. V, A N. E. R.
Premature
Old
caused
Age,
ry Emissions.
by
*,
.("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadel*
ertion, self-aoure^r over-indulgence which loads
and the
Ifnltiuaorc. Washington,
will
cure
and
ox
death
One
to misery, decay
tb and with Bom ton A Albany H. R. foi
on
onth’s treatrecent cases Each bo* contains one
che West.
dola
b
five
boxe
for
dollar
or
One
si*
*x,
ment.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junclars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
tion with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
proprietors, John C. Went A Co., guarantee six boxes
Transfer. 1 ortiaml, with through
at
GrandTrunk
Jp cure any oase. With each order received for trams
of Grand Trunk It. R.
six boxes, accorn anied with five dollars, the proto ail points South and West, at
tickets
Through
prietors will send the put chaser their written guar
Depot oncee and at Kollfcs A Adams’ No. 22 Exanice to return the money If the treatment does not
Street
change
Guarantees issued through H B.
effect a cure.
* Does
notBtopat Woodford’s.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents n Portland,
I
J. W, PETKRS, Gop. Tlckc*,Agent.
1
Me at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
WEo
dec3dtf
P.
IT. Snpt.
GEO.
<l&wly46

fl'oylb

SciiFta Aromatic

WSnirfafft:.

sailing vessel.
retgnt. for the Wegt by the Pean. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Dsllartt.
Ifiouud Trip $15,
Paniage

Sundays

Bangor every morning, and Show*
I*o»
begat* Sunday Morning but not Monday
not run to Dextei, Belfast or Buck* port Suivdx
morning.
Limited Tickets ttiwi and aecoad clftw fo*
.John hdO Halifax on »al* *u reduce*

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.

Ig^FuIl particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
setm free by mail to every one. fSir The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at *1 per package, or six packages for $5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt ox the money, by
addressing

epidemics.
II*

Portland

morning'

IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
stookho'ders to take the lion’s share of the proMutual companies never fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIE-4 in force, and Is therefore sure of a fair aver
age tuon ality, and cannot be seriously affected by

ment.

asrf-

Tli&M2w

A

and
considera-

country,

IT

for

m
From Halifax, 8.15 a. m. 2.45 p
Ht.
John, 8.16 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Iloulion. 9.0*
Ht. Htephen, 9.46 a. m.,
a. tn.,
uck*port
6.30 a m.. 6. p. m,, Bangor, 7.16 a. m. 17 46
p. in.; Dexter, 7.06 a. m.. 4.40 p m.; Belfaxi
5.3 > a. ra., 2.6o p. m. 8ko*» begun, 8 20 a. m.
2.40 p m.; Waterville. 9.22a.m. 1.66, tlO.mp. m.: and B.lu a. m (Mondays only) Auguma,
5.00 a. m 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p. m., 110,66 p. m..
fiinrriiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m.. 3.07 p. m..
til .14 p ro Bath, 6.66 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
p. ru., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m.
4.36 p. m., tl2.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland8.20 a. m., 1.36 p. in* Lewiatnn, 7.20 a. m
11.28 a. m., 4.16 p. m. Phillip*, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 ft. m.; Winthrop 10.26
Portland as follows. The
a. m. t'tting due In
from Augusta
and
trains
Bath,
The day trail !•
8.36 a. m. Lewiston, 3.40
Intermediate
stations
a».d
and
al3
from Bangor,
and
roads
at
1.00
1.05 p
connecting
train* from
HatervilJc
IT)- Afternoon
m.
jLUgturuft, Bah, Bock land and Lewi von at 6.40
p. a. The Night Pullman Express trsin at 1.6(
a. tn.
isCars attached, run daily,
!i i 0, between Boston and Maine Centra) K. R,

fits.

Face

ootl7dt/

LEAFK FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON.

no

membrane

-s

Canton

Leave

ttruasWBCk, 7.00

PORTLAND, MAINE.
having been estab-

ness

_

Slien,

IJ HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for iberali y
by many
years of fair dealing with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest in
surauc*- authorities and the most prominent busi

;

uehec,

)n and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Pa»«engei'
Truint will run as follows. Leave Portland
for Ml. John, Halifax and the Province*,
and all stations on E, A N. A. Railway,
12.66, and ftl.16 p m.; Ht. Andrewa, at. HteFredericton. Arooeiook f ount*
loo»ebea«l Lake, and all stations on M. A
111.16 p. m., (Or 12.66 p.
Piacutaqnii* R
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); foi
Dexter. Be»fu*r and
ffuckuport,
Bangor.
Hkovrhegnn. 12.46 p. m., 12 65 p. m. t ’1.15 p
12.46 p. at., 12.66
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. in.
p m., ll.15p.nj an 6.15 p. m Saturdays «»u»y,
Gar<liirr.
KichHallowell,
Augnuia,
nioad.nud nimswiet 7.00 a. m., 12.65 p.
Bath.
7.00
6.16
til.16
a. m.
p.
m.;
m.,
p. m.,
12. 5 p. m., 6.16 p m. and 11.15 p. m. on
and
Knox
A
Hockland,
Saturdays ouly;
12.55 p
l.iacoli* R- B.. 7.00 a. m.,
Aubaru and Lewi* ion. 12.45 p. m..
m.
6,06 p. m LewUton via Hrunawick 7.0t
a. m., til.16 p. in.,
Farmington, Phillip*,
Rnugeley Lake, lion room h Wiolhrop.
field■ Weal Water*ilir wud North
12.45 p. m.,
I aruiin«tt»i
via
\niou

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY,
ished over thirty years.

SNEEZING CATARRH

'WOLFE’S

as

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8- CO

tAlM CENTRAL RAILROAD.

eodtf

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Complf te Treatment One Dollar.

Life

Stage connections with Byron Mexico, Dixtteld,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner anc. Turner.
OTIS HAYFOKD Supt.
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 5th 1881.

UNION MUTUAL

SISFORD’S RADICAL CUE.

Saturday.

4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
!-?*3w?5?5Lewiston.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
•■wsirriwKE?
i-ta-Leave LewistoD at 1.67 p m.

..

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

OF

Umvas each Port Every Wednesday and

:‘

*

-IN THE»?

routes at reduced rates.
I'coli’- Excur»io i»t. with Maps, by mail 1U
cents. THUS. CouK & SU' 261 Broadway, N. Y.
37 Washing o-i Stree Boston, Mass.
0. A. BAKATTUNI, v anager.
feb4eod4m

As a general beverage and

Strnintjliip Line.

IMreci

RAlXtHOAP.

McLELLAN,

febl7

WHY

PIlILAIIKLritlA

points in the

SPICKS Eap.rlntei.dent.

_

PORTLAND

3! eowSbwz** l f

lloAk’n Grand ExcurnisDn leave New York,
April 27th, .June Sth and duly 1st, 1882. Full
p-rticulars in special Pnnaphlet, sent free on Application. Passage tickets by all Atlantic ste«met^special facilpks for securing goon benhs. Tourist
tickets lor individual travelers in Europe, by all

Boston

Hunt ford Falls & Buckiteld

IGESTH,

OFFICE:

Audrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock
Mena n.
Dig by,
Annapolis, Yarmouth.
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Arnhem,
Pietou, Shediao, Bathurst. Dalheusle, Cha;
lottetown, Fort Fairfield. Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, lntei
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis. Westeru Counties, and Prince Edward Island Kail Hoads
and Stage ftoatos.
eceived up to 4 p. y\. and any in*
C5E‘Freigh*
formation regarding the same may be had at the
vfflee ol the Freight Agent. Railroad Wharf.
For Circaiaia. with Excursion Rontes. Tickets,
information apply at
Mtate Rooms and further
T. C. HEVCompany's Office, 40 Exchange St.,
nov24dtf
SEY, President, and Manager

m.

and all

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C* M. C. PRATT,
MX Al.

EUROPE 2

Grand

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Miuuwer.

AttT., ACHCBIV.

trom San Francisco for Liver

dif

Thursday,

after

and

Agoni,

Kxchaage Mirrrl

St

To (laaad'i, Detroit, f'hirn> o, Millwxukee
(Jin« iun> ti, Wt. Loui-, Om*ba, Mugiaaw, Me Fabi, Halt Lake City,
Denver, Mmb Fratecinco,

GOBBA.1I.

pool.
April 12. lat 35 12. Ion 66 24, ship Norris, Bar
stow from Rotterdam for Philadelphia.

...Ik

Railway of Canada.

Montreal

WEEK

ON ANO iHfctt gfOft;
m I> Alt, NOV.
hienui
er*
»f
ihim Line will
Leave Kuilroitd Wbnrl,
of
foot
State
every
street,
Monday,
at 0 d. ia.,
and
for fsaatpon «u d
St. John, with connections for Calais, Rob bins t*:%.

7.25.

p. m
Fro-is Chicago,
12.30 p. m.

E? it

TRM'*

S&smmmm

AUKIVALn.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. pa
12.30. 3,15 aHd 0.00 p. m.
From (jvorhnip, 8.30, 2.40 a. u., and 12.30

T. T. Merry

CHliONIC CATARRH.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TWO

MONDAY. OCT. 17«b,
1881, trains will run as follows:
DEPARTURE**:
For Auburn and Lewinton, 7.10 a. mM
12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
F«r Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 80 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham. 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 80

6,506,567.73

INVESTMENTSThe $3,318,815 mature 1 endowments paid living
insurance
and p*id an average
members hav^ given
of 4Vfe per cent, compound interest on the money
iuvestea. For insurance apply to

Head Colds, Watery Dis. barges from the Nose and
Eves, Kinging Noisrs d the Head, Nervous Headache and Chilis and Fever instantly relieved.

Me.t lalatL Me., St.
John, A. Bm HaJUui, N. $.,
CliarloiK'toviih, P. E. I.

IVkets Sold at Reduced Rates !

holders and

ENDOWMENT

^t1 Cienfuegos

J. L« FAHitlEK,

>VMkkh,

Eusfi*orr,

RIXA.XI)

CHANGEOF TIME.

p.

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Ste rage, outward and prepaid, wiib choice of the
fastest largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free Lorn ice ai d icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cuuard, HI a e, NaAmerican,
tional, American, Red Ma>,
North Ge.nian Lloyd, Brilish or ltaJan lines, to
and fr.in all pons in Ireland, Sc< t and, England,
Fiance, Holland, Belgium, (lei many, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cab u, $60 to $1< O.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60. *cc<>rdi g to berth and
to $32. according to
steamers,
steerage $20
ste meraudp- rl.
Re* urn tickets very low.
M*erliug hdi! Coa iurwiid tuhu vc in
sums to r-uic.
Also agent Morri- European and
American Express for packager ai d fre ght to all
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the gi be.
Aciuia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

mchl6

8.80

nud

General Ocean Steamer

INTKKJYATlOifcAJ. STEAMSHIP CO.

after Monday. April
Traia*
!8*i,
Paasroger

Grand Trunk

O. O. C. MlNIi. A«enl.
No. 3 Old State House, Bouton, Mass

No. 2*3

On aad

at

et

T> rongli Hates aud Bills Lading given from any
point in Now England to PhilndtHpuia.
For Rates ami information apply to

-AND-

than for 1880.
There was *n increase of over $500,000 of assets
—3,319 policies «nd $9 536,657 iu*urauce. The
new insurance amounted to $15 038,242.
Since 1876 the pa>m*nts of the company to policy holders bavS been $2,901,348 in excess of premiums
lu 1878 payments were $1,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the asset* .nd surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.

FOBEIG3 PORTS.

CATARRH

STfe

with ^ivrie 4te*m
Lines to
CL, Washington, D. C., and

»te» L*t

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 HAVE PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premiam receipts in 1881 were 300,000 more

W,

—

74 EXCHANGE STREET

of.

Tamer.
NEWBLHYPORT—Ar 13tb,
Mclnryre, Savannah; Wm Butman, Foster, South
Amboy.
BATH—Passed np 12th. schs Maggie Ellen, 1 ittlejohn, Portland; Mary E Lvmburner, Bowker, do
for Gardiner"
Ar 14th sebs H A DeWitt. Manson Jacksonville;
Carrie S Bailvy, Fletcher, Satilla River.

OgdeuM

intermediate sta

and

ABIUVING AT PORT ,At*l

Pointer Wells, except to take passengers for
Boston.
Parlor FUrs on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.46 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Car Meat* secured In advance at
Depot Ticket Office
The 1.10 p. tn. train from Portland connects
with Mound Line Mteamer* for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. in.

894.24

invested for them
46,1*8,353 30
Received for premiums
39.631,785.47
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to pol cy
holders and invested asse s give
interest gain over all expenses

scb Hattie

Fabyan’g

I « 00 a- m.—From 1 »bvn». « and Bartlett.
0.00 p. ua. From Burlington anti
wanton.
J. HAMILTON. 8n^i.
Portland, Dec. 3, 1881.
dee6dtf

HTNOTKC—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland wilt not atop at Scarborough Beach, Pine

$46,138,353.20

feb22

bui«

2.45 p. m.—For
tions.

a. m-(Express),
12.30, 3.80 p rn
at
Portland at 12 30 6.00, ana 8.00
Portland
for
a t*
8c*rlnrs«glr
$».
nud Pint- Point- at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 and 6.30
F«*r
Did
Orchard
lit-ach,
p, iu. (See Note.)
Saco, ?lt<idefoi-tf nud Kraaeouuh, at 8.45
a. id. 1.10, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. For Well*, at 8.45
a. m. and 3.80 p. m. (See note.) For North Berwick. Saltoao Fail*, Great Pal)*, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Cowell,
at ^.45 a. m. 1.10 and 8.30 p. m. For N**w
For
Market, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
Rochester, and Farmington, N. H., at 8.46
For Alton Hay,
a. rn.
1.10 and 8.80 p. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. in. For Manchester
and Concord, N. H., (via Lawrence,) at 8.46
•*
m.; (via New Market *Junction) at 3 30 p. m.
Morning Train will lean Kennebunk for

Add pres, assets. .18.869,458.96

Amount

to Bur-

Hi

».
*

•

Hamburg

PORTLAND

m.—For all station*?, through
lington, Hwnafou IV3ou(re?<l nud

PASSENGER OFFICES

policies. 5.811,479.76
Paid for dividends 8,620,039.28

l.amoine.

& Son.

Scb Sophia Wiley. Hamm. Winterport.
Sob Leaping Water, Hopkins. Camden-plaster to
CAB Morse & Co.
Sch Freeman, Jorrey, So West Harbor.
Scb Ruperir. Adams. W'iscasset.
Sch May Snowman, Oliver Bath.
Sch Sympathy, Tainter, Boothbav,
Sch Hir*m, Boyd. Calais for Bridgeport.
Sch Belle from Damariscotta for Boston,
Sch Jas Nichols. < hllds. Damariscotta for Boston.
Sch James Barrett, Jones, Cousins Biver for New

3,033.611.61

Financial Record from Organization to January 1st, 1882.

BCSTON—Ar 14th. brig Sea Breeze. Starrett fm
Point-a Pitre. Cadet. Leighton, fm Cienfuegos: sob
June Bright,
Paul seavev, Fletcher. Aguadilla:
Barter, Port Royal; Vineyard. Kosebrook. Wilmi gton: Marshall Perrin, Packard Eiizabetbport; Nellie Clark Clark Amboy: Mabel Hall. Hall, and s<las McLoon, Bunker. Rondout; Jas Holmes, Ryder,
do; Mattie F. Conary. do.
Cld 14th schs Abbie Burslav, Parker. Kennebec;
Fred Walton Knowles, do; Jas W Drury. Studlev,
and Mabel Thomas, McKenzie, do; BLSbermau,
West StGoorge.
Ar 16th chs Sinbad."Arey, Rondout; Charles E
Sears, Turner, Port Johnson ; Quoddv. Mahoney,
Ambov: Thos A Stuart. Falkingliam, Weebawken;
Pearl,'Herrick, Wiscaeset; C M Gilmor, Humphrey,
St George.
Cld l«th, barqne Clara Eaton. Lunt, Paysandu;
brigs Abbie Cliflord.Storer. Barbadoes Addie Todd.
Corson. Surinam; scb Lone Star, Pierce, Eden and

Anderson,

"*. J5

follows:

run ad

LEAVING

tnere

lesion,

PASSAGE TiCKEI OFFICE.

TIWIE,

OF

in.

ON

Beaerve.

Portsmouth.

Burgers,

will

THT'TifrTfS

-“-FOR BOSTON at 8.46 a. in. 1.10
arriving at Boston at
(Express,) and 8.3u p. m.,
1.1&, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m Returning tear* Boa

Porllaad

to

fob20d_

Until farther notice ;*A0eougor train*

_

dec2dtf

295,954 01
288,468.53
Total..18,859,459.96

4 ,€*/

SBKING AKKANGEMENT.
P

direct

*

duaadafif* iTiouday. December5tli, 1^1,

BOSTON & iiAINK HAILKOAI)

1,364,422.97

in bank.
Accrued interest
and rent.
All othe; assets

gurplUM Over 4 per cent*

eodeovt

CHANGE

dtf

LEAVK

daily to FAJLL
RIVEP there
Clyde ••leaxrs •«.
sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent 0. K. K. of N. J.

Gen. Pass.

Kill ROAD.

and forwarded
conned tip vitb the

Connecting

Washington Slret*t,

U'.h26dtf

m.

All trams atop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshFirst clan Difting Rooms at Portland,
ments
Pr&nsfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to allpointe West and
£oc*»q rcay be had of* TO. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at TJnfon
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JA8. T. FuRBER, Gen. Buy*.
8. H. STEVENS Gen- Agent. Portland.

bonds

283,779.85
Total..15,936,847.35

ap3m

219

Pullman Parlor Car*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p. m. ana trains leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a m).
Through ticket!* to all point* We*t ..u
Kouih may be bad of J. M. French, Ticket Master
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat* and
■Berth* sold at Depot Ticket Office.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and x czet Agent
D. W. SANBORN., Mister Transportation

Total.rrr.
on

ROC'S' ii.

I E .luii hu.ii,

i'OLGNl

Pb.il adolpbia.

NSW FW<;LA1VD AAB1VCV,

Easfoort,

.3.891,285 90

n*su>.

j 2?! "fy’

Philadoli?1:.

New York and

Berwick. Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem. Gloucester, Rock port, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 5.10 p m. •connecting with
Sound anu Rail Lines for all Southern ana Western points.
Train* leave Boston.
At N.BO a. tu. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. in. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 u. in. (daily), and arrive in Portland

dec6

ilKBOb

or

JTjBLZEIJEI,

Cape*

at 11.00 p.

OJLI»

onnection with

Freight received

Chat

kockport,

Gloucester,

Trains on Boston A Maine road sonneot with all
steamers runlng between Portland and Bangor.
Calais, St,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maobias,
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
And Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Sta-

768,610.86

ties.

Ar at Queenstown 101b iust. ship Dakota, Oilkey,
Tano'ea. (and was ordered to Havre.)
At Gonaives Mcb 29, brig Edith, Pettigrew, for

ouy ticket** (.at ar y railroad
boat office iu Nov England)

Marc to

BOIIAO

Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.J6 p m.
Elizabeth ^carboro. Saco,
At 1.10 p m. for
Bi deford. Kennebunk, Wtills. North and south

Total..$2,271,015.02

Loans

No family should bo without LYDIA E. PINK HAM’S
I.r~TR PILLS. They cure constipation, ‘biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
teg- Sold by all Druggists.

oct!7__M

Snlem.

Newburyport,

connects with all Rail Line* for New
train
York and the Mouth and W ent.
GUNDAY TRAIN* Leave Portland for
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 y. m.
Boston
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

110,908.25

Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,
ex pres.-ago and all
other expenses.... 620,270.88

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

beth Arcularius. Snow. New York.
Ar I4tli. nebs Star, Bray, Weebawken; Moreligbt,
Verrill. Bed Beach.
Sid 14tb, sch Lama Cobb, Wentworth, for Brunswiok Ga.

675,080.41

ments
and
Surrendered
Lap ed Policies...
Dividends to Policy
Holders.

Debility,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 13th, schs Nathan Cleave9,
Atwood, Virginia; P 8 Lindsay, Hatch, Hoboken;
Alnomak, Gray. New York.
Sid 13th. sens A K Woodward. Jordan, and Eliza-

SB®

and is attached to this train for Boston,
p
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11
p. m.
At M 45 a. m. for Capo Elizabeth, Scar boro, Saco,
Biddeford, Ke Debunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway .Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
n>

ton at

mjuwm’m

E

£

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias

arriving

d

BALTIMORE—Cld 13th, ship Louisiana, Delano,

Daily

m.

_

«

Wadsworth for-.
WILMINGTON, NO—Ar 13th, sch Jos Souther,
Watts Boston.
RICHMOND, VA-Ar 12th, sch DH Ingraham,
Greelev Rockland.

a.

BOSTON

la

-AND TH1KJD AND SEEKS

Portland.
(Nxghi Pullman) tor Saco,
Blddefcrd, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth.
Newburyport. S*em, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30a.m.
A special
Bleeping Car will be
ready for >*urapanc* In Portlanc station, *t P.00
Train* leave

At

J. W. M UNGER,

X

STEAMSHIP LINE

FROM!

host Centra] Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia fs, Reading R. 8>
NINTH! AND OREKN STB®KIN,

166 FORE ST.

PORTLAND:

a
o

Old 13th, barquo G Beusene, Leighton. New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 11th, brig Carrie Purington,
Smith. Savannah to load for Philadelphia.
Cld 1 ltb, schs C II Foster.Coombs, tor New York;
F Nickerson Haskell. Boston.
CHARLESTON -Cld 14th, barque Helen Sands,
Bosford, Liverpool.
Ar 12th, sch David W Hunt. Baker, Bath
GEORGETOWN. SC- in port 18th, schs Kit Carson, Harding George W Jewett, Blair, and Nellie

Days

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

Losses

c
©
(5

delphia.

WHICH

3ATUBDAY, April IB.

_

Powder Co.

-upaii*,

JSTEWS.

PORT OF FOBTLAND.

Steamship
Henry Fox.

Dividend. to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1881

HHS. LYDIA E- PINKHAM, OF LYNN,

Hilton,

MOJJA a KKALMANAU.APKIL 17.
-.5.13 Hlgb water, (A w>..10 46
Sun rtB«
0.00
6 46 Mood seta..
Sun nets..

Mr. Brodie, of Pittsburg, Penn., is the possessor of a pet monkey, purchased of an old
sea captain some years ago, and the animal

Baking

14th. sell Jennie F Willey, ChadAlfred Keen, Crockett, Phila-

California.New York..London.Apl
Elba.New York..Bremen.Apl 26
Celtic.Now York..Liverpool.... Apl 27
Parisian.Boston.Liverpool —Apl 27
Toronto.Portland_Liverpool. ...Apl 27
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana.Apl V7
Oolou.New York..Aspinwall....Apl 29
Newport.New York .Havana.Apl 29
Caracas.New Vork..Laguayra-*iay 6

AEYlillNE

or

New York.

man

oppressor.
Our Longfellow is the liowerof all tho centuries of his iamily history, and ho makes the
£>oes the
Are we troubled?
race immortal.
world seem hard to us? Let us nourish a great
hope and know not fear by looking at this family’s history, snruug from wild and rough men,
butlbeariug such fruit at last.

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 7,1882.

of purity,
This powder never varies. A marvel
economical
strength and wholesomeness. More
sold
be
in comthan the ordinary kinds, and canno
short weight,
petition with the multitude of low test,

m

wick New

$5,627,021 67

$13,165,466.40.

Pure.

Joh son,
kp.
JACKSONVILLE-Cld Ilth. schs Flora E McDonald, Kane. New York, Eugene, Goti, and Leonora Bousev, do; E L Leonard. Maoomber, do
SAVANNAH—Ar 14ih, sch Jas T Morse, Tupper,
Norfolk.
ST SIMON’S MILLS—Ar 14th, sch Abby Wasson,
Lord, Belfast; A L Henderson, Henderson, New

Y<DARIBN—Ar

47

ASSETS.

POWDER
Absolutely

domestic ports.
SAN FRANCISCO— Cld 13th, barque Goodell,
Goodell. Queenstown.
SAN FRAN CISCO—A r 14th, Bhip SoRaire, Otis,
Sitka.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 11th, barqne C P Dixon,
Keen. Sagua; scb Ta os Kendrick. VeraCruz.
MOBILE-Ar 14th, sch A P Emerson, Ohlnian,
Kate M

10

"

thorough repairs.

C<fUrNANDINA—Ar
rt.
Ro

1,687,634

Total Marine Premiums.

lTlfCWOBANDA.
Ship Sumner R Mead. Dixon, at New York from
Calcutta, reports, .Ian 8, lat 08 30. Ion 86 12 E,
euc-motored a strong gale, and shipped a heavv sea
which stove skylights and filled cabin with water.
Had to lay to seventy-hours.
Scb Laura T Chester, lately ashore at Portsmouth,
has made temporary repairs anu Bailed for Camden

Arthur E. Marson and

NABBIAUBS.

[Kev. Hubert Coll jer.]

earth again—so sweet, so mellow, and never
breaking into complaint. Oue reason for our
meetings was that we might wander together
in thought through the greeu lanes, past tbe
seat hedgerows and over the grassy meadows
that were familiar to tbe feet of his ancestors
three hundred years ago. I had sat in the

Marine Risks from 1st
.January 1881, to 31st December,
on

March

In Gardiner, April 12, M. L. Stephenson and Miss
¥ mrua »\ -laqaitn.
lu Augusta March 89, Fred Williams of Gardiner and Miss Nellie Chadwick of Augusta.

It has fallen to my lot more than once to eat
bread with Longfellow, to wander through his
garden with him, to examine his books, and to
hear him tell tbe stories of the pictures npon
his walls, in that voice—never to be heard upon

This Company will take risks at their office. New
York. * n Vessels. Cargoes and Freights, and issue
as
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
soon as waterborne
Premiums

13th, sch

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

SI W MGLAAD

Philadelphia,

STATION IN NEW YORK

OF FEW FORK

EASTPORT, April 14.—Ar, brig Daisey IJoynt -n,
Appleby, from Montevideo; sch Collector, from

for

New York, Trenton &

Mutual Insurance Co.
INSURE

AND

-BETWEEN

MONDAY, DECEMBER 6lh, 1881

ATLANTIC

Hamburg.
OUR

rillLA»ELr!UA
Bound Brook Route.

-UN

inst, ship Highland Light, Reynolds. Havre; barque Minnie M Watts, Watts, from
FROM

CLYDE'S

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

inst, ship Harry Morse,

13th

SPOKEN.
3. lat 29 S. inn 29 80. ship JB Walker
Wallace, from San Francisco for Liverpool.
March 29. lat 02 16 N, ion 31 86 W. snip Harvey
Mills, i'i Is from San Francisco for Liverpool.
March 20 lat < 3 22 N. Ion 32 45 W, ship Snow &

Congress Yeast Powder.
two or three hours.

spoonfuls

Mary K. Foster.

A Sturdy Kace of Saxon Bowmne.

Ar at
Portland.
Ar at Queenstown
Brooks, Astoria.
at at Cardiff 14th

STE AMERS

RAILROADS.

Eastern jtailroad.

from

Steam

Brown Bread—One cup flour, one
cup rye, two cups Indian meal, two-thirds cups
molasses, two cups milk, one cup lukewarm
water, one teaspoonful salt, and three tea-

((Boston

In East

[from merchants’ exchange.!
Liverpool 14th iust, steamer Ontario,

RATT,ROADS.

INSURANCE

MISCELLANEOUS

CRANBERRY ISLES, April 10-Ar, schs Kozella.
hound
Stanley, and S L Foster, Stanley. Portland,
tisbing.

Meh 25th. brig Mary E Pennell.
Mitchell, for New York next day. x
At Havana 8th Ir.st. brigs M E Leighton. Leighton. for Delaware Breakwater; John H Crandou,
Pierce for North of Hatieras.
Cld at Ch verie, NS, 6th inst, sch Norman, Smith.
Philadelphia.
4r at St John, NB, 13th sch Czar, Davis, from
Portland.
Cld 14th, sch Saarbruck, Clark, New l'ork.

_

The English Longfellows.

j

FALL RIVER—Arl3tb, sch MaryJ Cook, Cook,
•‘Pour

Nursing

Sell .1 J voore, Potter, lCenuebeo, to load for
Hiohmond Va
t>cb FleetwiDg. .Johnson, Kod Beach—N Blake.
Sch Dorado, Godfrey, Cherrvfleld -N Blake.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, Fort Clyde-N Blake.
Sch Exact, Kluiball, North Boothbay,—N Blake.
SUNDAY, April 16.
Arrived.
Sch Ella M Watts, Matthews, Pensacola 18 days311,000 It bard pine to S H & A K Uotteu
Sch Sarah Eaton, Dix, Philadelphia—coal to Ran
dall & McAllister.
Sch Mary Sands, Grecnleaf, Raritan River—clay
to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Congress, Willard, New York.
BELOW—Sck Lucy Balcor.

price?

‘-’end for estimate*.

GEO. P. HOWELL A

CO.,

Advertising Agents,
OB ALL TUL
,1

si'lil t K

LEAKING MSWSPAPEKH,
NTKKVT, NBW IORH

found
'the P&sts in .V
4P4HH BO W

on

fll®

our otbea
N*W V«HH

•

